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The Chronology o
ming vi ence bv Barbara Etter APM and
Hugh Selby 1-16 August 2021 - The Etter/Selbv Series - and the 25 August
2021. email from the Hon. Lara Giddings to Legislative Council members
ew an on

o

I. I August What TosPOL knew and ignored from late 2008 about

Me o9han Vass and Her Associate Som Devine. A saga of defec ' ,

investigation, failure to disclose and why that matters ''"" ' ' ' '~"C!A4, ,,

with I blank page at end) '
2. 4 August What TosPOL knew and ignored from late 20 a
Me o9han Vass and Her Associate Som Devine. A saga of defe 7'4 <; if ,' \,! ; A
investigation, failure to disclose and why that matters (Revised 55 pages - including 27 June 201.2 quote from Der. Irisp. Peter
POWell on covering page)
9 August SNF- Whyisit OK? (5 pages)
4. 1.1 August Crown Failure to Disclose a Critical Handwritten Note
(35 pages -including two separate documents as Attachments B
and C)
5. 12 August The Misleading of the CCA by the OPP - The Grey Dinghy
seen alongside the Four Winds a pages)
6. 1.3 August There was NO Evidence of Blood in the Four Winds
Dinghy (13 pages)
7. 1.5 August The RedJacketin the Sue Neill-Froser Case - Yet
Another Example of Non-Disclosure (1.0 Pages)
8. 16 August How Righting the Wrong Done to Sue New-Froser can be
done with Speed, Civility, and be a Credit to the Court and the Legal
Profession (Email extract) (Labelled "Final Steps" in title of
attached document) (4 pages)
9. 25 August New Evidence in SNF Case Email from the Hon. Lara
Giddings to Legislative Council members (3 pages)

Michael. Gaffne
From:

Lara Giddings <1aratgiddings@ginail. coin>

Sent:

Wednesday, 25 August 2021 10:28 AM

To:

Rosemary Armitage; Nick Duigan; Craig Farrell; Ruth Forrest; Michael. Gaffney; Leonie
His cutt; Jane Howlett; Sarah Lovell; JO Palmer; Tania. Rattray; Bastian Seidel; Joanna
Siejka; Rob Valentine; Josh Willie

Cc:

Barbara Etter

Subject:

Fwd: FW: New evidence in SNF case

Attachments:

SNF - 4 Aug 21- The MV and SD investigative failure. docx; SNF - 9 Aug 21 WHY Is IT
OK. docx; SNF -11 Aug 21 APP B - Sinnitt disclosure tabled OCX; SNF -11 Aug 21 Crown
non disclosure of the Sinnitt noted OCX

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up

Flagged

,a p"' .s +a. b\<" . ^
11^\ . C*q. ^:'^I\^t_4
Wednesday 25 August 2021.

3 \ A^>,^:, o s+- 2 o2.1
c?//^-^"

.^., 9.9\--v. \ c\^., ^:Dear Member of the Legislative Council

Over the past three weeks, a series of papers by barnster, Hugh Selby, and former senior police officer, inaugural CEO of
the Integrity Commission in Tasmania and lawyer Barbara Etter APM, have been sent to the Attorney-General with the

request for her to use her common law powers, as the First Law Officer of the State, to seek to have the current appeal
reopened in the Sue Neill-Fraser case. The matter was heard I-3 March 2021 but we are still awaiting a decision.
These papers are attached for your information. They clearly demonstrate the inadequacy and impropriety of the police

investigation into Bob Chappell's death, police non-disclosure to the ODPP (Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions),
non-disclosure within the ODPP to the then Director, and non-disclosure by the ODPP to the Defence, all of which has led
to a miscarriage of justice for Sue Neill-Fraser.

Unfortunately, the Attorney-General has failed to act when she clearly has the ability and areuably the duty to do so. She
has cited the separation of powers and the fact the matter is currently before the court as her reasons for not getting
involved. Those reasons do not apply.

Firstly, the issues within these papers are not currently before the court. The only matter being considered by the court
relates to the DNA evidence of Me aghan Vass and the associated legal considerations. Therefore, the matters raised in

these papers should be brought before the court as quickly as possible so that the court can be properly informed as to
what has gone wrong in this case. The Attorney-General has the power to apply to the Court of Criminal Appeal (CCA) for
leave to re-open the case in place of the ODPP who is conflicted.

Secondly, this is not an issue of separation of powers. The Attorney-General under the common law has the power to file
a Bill of Indictment against any person in a superior court. There is nothing in the Tasmanian DPP Act that extinguishes

this right. Hence the Attorney-General may override a decision of the DPP to prosecute or not prosecute a case or take
over proceedings in which the DPP has appeared, at will. This occurred in 2007 in Queensland, when the Attorney-General
of the day presented an indictment for manslaughter, when the DPP refused to do so.

While such powers should be rarely used, they continue to exist for extraordinary circumstances such as that we now find
ourselves in.

it is not too late for the Attorney-General to seek leave to reopen the case, so that this material can be considered by the
Court now. A decision of the CCA could be handed down any day so there is a degree of urgency to this matter.
To delay taking action will mean Sue having to once again go through a long and slow process of seeking leave to go back
to the Court of Criminal Appeal to have these matters heard. The last time this happened it took over five years to get to
the point we are at today, that is, waiting for the court to hand down a judgement.
We cannot with clear conscience, put Sue Neill-Froser through that process again, when we have an opportunity through
the Attorney-General to re-open the case now. She has already spent twelve years in prison for a crime, which on the
evidence contained in these papers, an objective and open-minded person would not believe she committed.
Should the Attorney-General fail to act before a judgement is handed down in the matter before the courts, then we
would seek the Legislative Council to establish an inquiry into the matters raised in these papers.
In the meantime, I would ask that as an elected and trusted representative of our Tasmanian community that you take all
steps within Your power to make appropriate inquiries and bring this miscarriage of justice to an end.
Barbara Etter and I are available to brief any member on the material contained in the papers should You so wish,
Kind regards
Lara Giddings
Attach:

I. Background note for the series of papers; and,
2. Documents starting from Paper 2 of 4 August 2021 (which is a revised and enhanced version of Paper I)
#,.. Background Note

Ms Neill-Fraser's second/further appeal was heard by the CCA from I-3 March 2021. There was only one witness at the
appeal, Me aghan Vass, whose large volume DNA sample was found on the deck of the Four Winds yacht. Her evidence
was abandoned by Counsel for SNF after she proved to be an unreliable (but highly distressed) witness. The only ground
before the Court was the DNA evidence and legal issues surrounding that evidence. That is so little when so much is now
readily available,
Mr Hugh Seiby wrote to the Attorney-General via email between I to 16 August 2021 attaching papers as follows:
I. I August What TosPOL knew and ignored from late 2008 about Me o9hon Vass and Her Associate Som
Devine. A saga of defective investigation, failure to disclose and why that matters
2. 4 August What 70sPOL knew andignoredfrom late 2008 about Me o9han Voss and Her Associate Som
Devine. A saga of defective investigation, failure to disclose and why that matters (Revised - 55 pages -

including 27 June 201.2 quote from Det. irisp. Peter POWell on covering page)
3. 9 August SNF- Whyisit OK? (5 pages)
4. 11 August Crown Failure to Disclose a Critical Handwritten Note (35 pages including attachments)

,

,

~

I

5. 12 August The Mi^lead^^g of the CCA by the DPP - The Grey Dinghy seen alongside the Four Winds a
pages)
6. 13 August There was NO Evidence DIBloodin the Four Winds Dinghy (1.3 pages)
7. 1.5 August The RedJacketin the Sue Neill-Froser Case - YetAnother Example DINon-Disclosure (1.0 Pages)
8. 1.6 August How Righting the Wrong Done to Sue Neill-Froser can be done with Speed, Civility, and be a
Credit to the Court and the Legal Profession (Email)

The papers reveal disturbing issues such as:

. A highly inadequate police investigation including on critical issues such as the mobile phone records and
associates of Me aghan Vass;
. non-disclosure by police;
. non-disclosure by and within the ODPP;
. mistruths (including by omission) by Crown witnesses at trial;
. flawed forensics and expert evidence;
. misleading of the court at the recent appeal by the DPP on the evidence of Mr Conde and the grey dinghy (which

may have been inadvertent, but which still requires correction for the court pursuant to the barristers' rules); and
a serious and ongoing conflict of interest within the ODPP on the issues of luminol and the witness Peter Lorraine.

(:;^)
WHAT TASPOL KNEW AND IGNORED FROM LATE 2008 ABOUT MEAGHAN VASS AND HER

ASSOCIATE SAM DEViNE. A SAGA OF DEFECriVE INVESTIGATION, FAILURE To DISCLOSE
AND WHY THAT MATrERS

Prepared by Barbara Etter APM' and Hugh Selby'
I August 2021

OATH OF OFFICE TAKEN BY A TASMANIAN POLICE OFFICER

I, (NAME), SWEAR THAT I WILL FAITHFULLY EXECUTE THE OFFICE OF POLICE
OFFICER IN TASMANiA, AND THAT To THE BEST OF MY POWER, WITHOUT FAVOUR
OR AFFECTION, MALICE OR ILL-WILL, WILL CAUSE THE PEACE To BE KEPT AND
PRESERVED AND PREVENT ALL OFFENCES AGAINST PERSONS OR PROPERTIES IN

TASMANIA, AND THAT To THE BEST OF MY ABILITY, SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE WILL
DISCHARGE ALLTHE DUTIES OF A POLICE OFFICER ACCORDING To LAW. so HELP

ME GOD. (emphasis added)
(Tasmanian Pol^be Service Act 2003 - Schedule I Part 3)

INTRODUCTION

This paper explores significant police shortcomings in the investigation, along with their
failure to disclose key evidence to the Crown in the Sue Neill-Fraser case.

it brings to light information that has not been presented to the court at any stage of the
initial trial, subsequent appeals nor the latest appeal currently before the Supreme Court of
Tasmania.

Miscarriages of justice occur when the system fails. Readers will learn from this document

how TASPOL investigators in Operation Ransack (the operational name for the Sue NeillFraser murder investigation) failed to follow up basic and obvious lines of inquiry about
Me aghan Vass [MV] and her known associate Sam Devine [SD] both prior to the Sue NeillFraser trial in 2010 and thereafter.
That failure is inexcusable.

' Barbara Etter APM (Australian Police Medal) is a former Assistant Commissioner of Police (including
Corruption Prevention and Investigation in WA), now a non-practidng solicitor and she was the
inaugural CEO of the Tasmanian integrity Commission. After Sue Neill-Fraser's appeals were finished
she became her solicitor from October 201.2 until inid 201.7.

' Hugh Selby headed a police complaints body. He has both prosecuted and defended in dictable
matters.
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Miscarriages of justice also occur when evidence is not appropriate Iy reported whether
through sloppy processes, human error or deliberately. in the case of Sue Neill-Fraser, the
circumstances surrounding the investigation and forensic reporting of the substantial MV
DNA deposit on board the deck of the Four Winds yacht, leaves one to suspect that there
was something untoward in the reporting of this key DNA result. This led to it being strongly
argued by the Crown at trial that the MV DNA was 'secondary transfer' (a point that could
only be suggested by accepting MV's denial that she had been on the yacht) when the totality
of the evidence available to police pointed strongly to it being a primary transfer (i. e. left
there by MV).

A key concern in the Sue Neill Fraser case has been the lack of independence of the Forensic
Science Service Tasmania (FSST) from TASPOL. Sadly, the lack of independence of FSST is
corroborated by the conduct of one of their staff at the trial who failed to mention that all
the tests done in that laboratory showed that there was no blood in the yacht's dinghy (See
also Police Investigation Log 1.6 April2009 as to recorded comments of this scientist that the
tests for blood in the dinghy "did not work").

Having signed off on the relevant Forensic Biology Reports (1.2 June and I July 2009 - see
trial T 637) and some of those confirmatory tests (as revealed through RTl) she knew all about
them. Nevertheless, she falsely suggested (including through the use of a prejudicial photo #P38 photo 21- with no probative value) that there was such blood. it is further corroborated
by September 201.4 correspondence that raised bona fide technical questions addressed to
the Director of FSST being dismissively replied to by a senior member of police command.

Proper disclosure by police to the Crown was assumed to have taken place in the Sue NeilFroser case. That did not happen. A critical investigation folder prepared by the sole
identified police investigator into Me aghan Vass and her DNA (i. e. then Detective Senior
Constable Shane "Sam" Sinnitt) was not disclosed to the ODPP, including important email
advice of 1.8 March 201.0 (subsequently endorsed by an independent expert from Victoria)
on the nature of the MV DNA sample which was that the strong DNA profile was indicative
of the presence of a relatively large amount of DNA, which was more likely to have come
from body fluids than a simple contact/touching event.
From the trial transcript (see T 757 and 768), it is clear that the Crown had not previously
seen the Sinnitt investigation folder. This non-disclosure is also evident from the
investigator's affidavit in a related matter as to the materials he forwarded to the ODPP for
disclosure to the Sue Neill-Fraser legal team.
This failure (and the lack of any explanatory detail in the relevant Forensic Biology Reports

from 2009 and 201.0) may explain why there was no mention of MV or the DNA sample in
the Crown's opening address, no proof of evidence from her, and that she was not even listed
as a witness (2010 trial T 689 & 767).

Also inexcusable was the apparent failure by the Crown (largely arising from police failures)
to disclose relevant information to the defence about MV and SD both prior to the trial and

subsequently, including for the appeal and the special leave to appeal application to the High
Court (based on the evidence available to the authors). The authors are not privy to what, if
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any, material may have been disclosed in more recent proceedings, but it appears that some
of the materials such as Mara House emails were provided to the Sue Neill-Froser legal team
for the leave to appeal hearing (see Chronology below).
Non-disclosure involving MV, SD and the DNA prior to the trial entailed that the Defence at
trial and Sue Neill-Fraser's appeal lawyers were uriacceptably left in the dark. This is clear
from the document entitled "index-Disclosure" prepared by TASPOL Officer, (now Detective

Sergeant) Sinnitt who has stated that he was responsible for preparing the prosecution brief
and for disclosure prior to the 201.0 trial (See affidavit filed in another matter involving
Barbara Etter IBEl - sworn 27 September 2019 and filed 30 September 2019 at pare. 23).
Sinnitt stated that he was intimately familiar with all aspects of the investigation (pare. 23).
He stated that he "maintained a court file index and a disclosure file index throughout the
file completion process" (pare. 23).
At SAS6 attached to the affidavit he provided the Index-Disclosure which "set out all the
documents and other material that were disclosed to the ODPP for onward disclosure to Sue

Neill-Fraser's lawyers". it is telling to see the limited number of documents disclosed to the
ODPP in light of the documents available on the Sinnittinvestigation folder (See Appendix A).
Materials relevant to this paper that were disclosed were listed (without specific detail) as:
Folder 1.1
FSST DNA REPORT:

MEAGHAN ELIZABETH VASS

PRIOR CONVICTIONS:

MEAGHAN ELIZABETH VASS

Folder 1.2
STATUTORY DECLARATION

DET. SEN. CONST. SINNITF

COPY OF NOTES:

DET. SEN. CONST. SINNITF

tThese Folder 1.2 contents would appear to be Sinnitt's statutory declaration of 21. June 201.0
and the attached diary notes for 15 and 1.8 March 2010).

Folder 13
OFFENCE REPORT No. 387785

VASS

YOUTH JUSTICE ACTION REPORT
& COMPLAINT

VASS

IThese documents in Folder 1.3 have not been sighted by the authors and it is not known
what the Youth Justice Action Report and Complaint relates tol.
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An examination of the Crown Disclosure Folders (I-6 and Supplementary) (as supplied)
indicates that the contents of Folder 13 from Police were not disclosed. it also appears that
neither of these Folder 1.3 documents were included in the Sinnitt investigation folder which
was disclosed inid trial in 201.0 after cross examination by David Gunson SC exposed its

existence. This disclosure of the folder importantly occurred after the evidence of MV and
Mr Grosser from FSST regarding the now critical DNA sample (see Appeal transcript I-3
March 2021).

Offence Report No. 387785 (in Folder 13) relates to the offences committed by MV in
February 2010 which led to her DNA being taken and the subsequent match in early March
2010 (as it is mentioned in one of the related records in the Sinnitt folder).
As will be revealed in this paper there may well be other relevant material in TASPOL

possession that was not used or considered appropriateIy by police and not forwarded to the
ODPP (such as the Missing Person's Report from November 2008 - as to the significance, see
below).

THE IMPACT OF NON-DISCLOSURE
The results of the non-disclosure of relevant material were that:

I. The Crown, the Defence, and the trial judge were misled as to the availability to the SNF
defence at trial of a viable (not ephemeral) alternative hypothesis, namely that a person or

persons, not being Sue Neill-Fraser, caused Chappell's disappearance (and presumed death).
2. While the issue as to MV being on the yacht (she said she hadn't been on the Yacht) as
argued in the Court of Appeal and later in the High Court did not amount, at that time, to a
'point of substance' (as found by the High Court in September 201.2 on the leave to appeal
application), it is clear from what follows that it was and is now a significant 'point of
substance'. The reason it was not a point of substance previously is because police were
incompetent.

The reason that Justice Blow and the subsequent Appeal Courts did not find the MV evidence
sufficiently weighty to warrant her recall at the trial or thereafter to order a retrial is wholly
and solely because of inexcusable police failure, first as to investigation and secondly by
their lack of proper disclosure to the Crown.

This paper demonstrates a point of substance that, if known at the time, would either have
altered the trial outcome or been of great significancein any appeal.

3. The police disinterest in Ms Vass may be explained by an early decision by them to discount
any allegation that someone other than Sue Neill-Fraser was responsible for Chappell's
disappearance and presumed death. This approach required ignoring any suggestion that
some other person or persons had gone aboard the yacht. The obvious reason for such an
incursion would be to break in to take food, alcohol or any valuables. This decision should be
considered in the context of the following:
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10 January 2009 when Sue-Neil Fraser makes a diary entry about a possible break in
or illegal access of the Four Winds;
27 January 2009 when Peter Lorraine has a phone chat with TASPOL officer Sinnitt
and describes a dinghy that is NOT the Four Winds' dinghy;
27 January 2009 when Grant Maddock, a local Yachtsman living on his yacht in the
vicinity of Four Winds, speaks with police at the low loading dock at Constitution
Dock. He speaks to Conroy (and even emails him photos of the Four Winds
immediately prior to that day - T 1991eave to appeal hearing I November 201.7) but
Conroy never contacts him again (see leave to appeal hearing T 1.98-199 and 2051
November 201.7);

28 January 2009 when Phillip Triffett contacted police 'providing information about
the yacht and Ms Froser' (see Police Investigation Log);
31 January 2009 when Peter Lorraine meets Conroy who has him sign up to a
statement that has him seeing the Four Winds' dinghy. Sinnitt's contemporaneous
notes of Lorraine's initial evidence that describe a very different sort of dinghy were
available to Conroy;

Thereafter police have the forensic document examiner provide inconsistent
statements (see Appendix C to this paper) in an effort to substantiate a claim that
Sue Neill-Fraser had 'doctored' her diary to insert a false 'break in' claim.

4. The significance of the content of MV's later sworn admissions (201.7 and 2019, and despite
her abandonment at both the 201.71eave to appeal and the 2021 appeal) has been under
estimated because of the persistent failure of TASPOL to come clean about its pre-trial
failures and its continuing failures to re-investigate issues in light of those sworn admissions
by MV and other information put before it.

THE APPROACH TAKEN IN THIS DOCUMENT

This document draws upon:
.

TASPOL officer Sinnitt's Investigation Folder disclosed inid trial in 201.0 (filed in the
Supreme Court in the leave to appeal Application Book [AB] on 21 September 201.6
by BE, which is mentioned in the leave to appeal hearing, see, for instance in the
cross-examination of Sinnitt on 22 August 201.8 at T 393);
the redacted Police investigation Log or running sheet;

the statutory declaration of Sinnitt in June 201.0 (with attached diary notes from 15
and 1.8 March 201.0, including his first interaction with MV);
.

evidence given at trial, particularly by MV and Sinnitt;

.

evidence given at the leave to appeal hearing by MV and Sinnitt in 201.7 and 201.8;
matters raised unsuccessfulIy on the appeals and mentioned again at the leave to

.

appeal hearing;

correspondence between BE and FSST and TASPOL (including numerous RTl
requests);
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the police interview of Sam Devine in August 2017;
Sinnitt's sworn affidavit of 201.9 and attachments in matters involving BE as such
affidavit importantly covers disclosure issues; and
The Crown Disclosure files for the 201.0 trial.

An analysis of the 1.21 page Sinnitt investigation folder disclosed inid trial in 201.0 is provided
at Appendix A.
It should be noted that apart from the relevant FSST DNA report and the diary notes attached
to Sinnitt's separate stat dec of 21 June 201.0 (in Folder 11 and 12), documents in the folder
(listed in Appendix A), including important emails from the Manager of Mara House and
emails from Grosser at FSST, were not provided to the ODPP for disclosure to the defence
as outlined in Sinnitt's 201.9 affidavit.

A paper outlining the clear deficiencies in relation to the investigation of, and use of Me aghan
Vass mobile phone records, is provided at Appendix B.
Details concerning an allegation at trial that the Sue Neill-Froser diary entry for 1.0 January
2009 about the Four Winds Yacht being boarded and accessed prior to that date was false
are set out in Appendix C. Detective Sergeant Conroy covered the issue (and the document

examination report of Fox) in his Final investigation Report of 2009 (submitted prior to the
MV match in March 201.0). The DPP was to argue in his closing that the "break in" alleged by
Sue Neill-Fraser was yet another "red herring" and "deliberately vague to put police off her
track" (T 1401-1402/3 October 2010).
Relevant extracts from the trial and the following appeals are set out in Appendix D.

THE LEGAL POSITION

For those readers with an interest in the legal position the High Court's decision in Penney v
R [1998] HCA Slit1998) 155 ALR 605; (1998) 72 AUR 1316 is instructive.
in the leading judgment Callinan J discussed the significance of a "defective" police
investigation at paras [,. 4]-[23]. it was argued that unfairness and incompetence in the
process of investigation by the police, for these reasons alone, would render the verdict
unsafe and unsatisfactory.
Justice Callinan stated that there was no doubt that the police investigation was
unsatisfactory in some respects. However, these defects were fully exposed to the jury in
cross-examination and the address to the jury by defence counsel. There was also some
reinforcement of the criticism of these defects by the accurate summary of the defence
submissions to the jury by the trial judge.
it should be noted that, in the Sue Neill-Froser case, significant defects have NOT been
exposed either at the trial stage or in subsequent appeals.
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Justice Callinan stated at [1.8]:

The appellant's submissions on these contentions fail at the threshold. They fail
because even though a better investigation may, and probably should have, been
conducted, there is no general proposition of Australian law that a complete and

unexceptionable investigation of an alleged crimeis a necessary element of the trial
process, or indeed of a fair trial. That is not to give any imprimatur to incomplete,
unfair or insufficient police investigations. indeed there may be cases in which
deficiencies in the investigation might be of such significance to a particular case
as a whole that the accused will be entitled to an acquittal or a retrial. But that will
all depend on the facts of the particular case.
The authors assert that the police deficiencies described in this paper, when placed
alongside:

the misleading of the jury by claiming that there was blood in the dinghy (evidenced,
as but two examples, by judicial comment and a photo exhibit of the luminol reaction

in the dinghy);
the false suggestion that Ms Neill-Fraser could have used the winches and ropes to
pull the body from below decks;
the false and misleading evidence as to a sighting of Mr Chappell and the dinghy at

the Yacht by Mr Peter Lorraine late in the afternoon at a critical time; and
the fiasco of Ms Neill-Fraser's red jacket

(all those matters NOT having been raised at the March 2021. appeal) combine to realise
the facts to which Justice Callinan was referring asjustifying at least a retrial, and possibly an

acquittal. His dicta have been cited in cases around Australia, including in Tasmania by Blow
a in Pike v Lusted [2017] TASSC 46 at [13].
The relevant events are best understood in the context of a chronology. Thereafter the

investigative shortcomings are discussed. The Appendices round out the 'picture' of how it
all went wrong.

CHRONOLOGY
2008
21 November

IDM Report Missing Person's report re MV, listing MV mobile phone
number - IR 200875984 for 21 November 2008 and is entitled

'Information Report - Missing Person Me aghan Elizabeth Vass

(14/10/93)". (Not included in Sinnitt investigation folder)
it is unclear until the police release that report what phone number is listed on it.
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2009

10 January

Entry in Sue Neill-Fraser diary re unlawful trespass or breakin of the
Four Winds yacht (claimed by Sue Neill-Fraser, see Appendices C and
D - Court of Criminal Appeal). The unlawful access or break in was
thought to have occurred between 3 and 10 January 2009 - see T

79330 September 2010. See Appendix C as to how it was alleged
that her report was a fabrication and a "red herring".
1.2 January

IDM Report 200903073 dated 12 January 2009 headed "Information
Report - Youth at Risk - Megan Elizabeth Vass" (siC) where Sam
Devine is recorded as a "Linked Person" and the narrative states "It

is possible that at present she is associating with Samuel John
DEVINE, 2/9/1982 (siC), 7 Somerton Crescent, Derwent Park". in
Sinnitt investigation folder disclosed inid trial. Lists a mobile number
of 0408 1,24484 under "Linked Telephones" which is referenced to

IDM report 87279 (a copy of which is unavailable). Later becomes
MFI L "Police Report" at leave to appeal hearing 22 August 201.8 T
395)
1.4 January

IDM report IR 200903256 re Sam Devine contact details. States that
Devine was contacted on mobile 0408 1.51.291. and that this was his

phone.
26-27 January

Bob Chappell is killed on board Four Winds moored off Sandy Bay.

MV staying at Mara House. She exits in the afternoon, advising in
writing that she is staying at "Sam's place" (gives a false and nonexistent address in Mt Nelson). Mara House tries to contact her on

her mobile phone (but which one is unclear) without success (as
advised by Shari Collis in email to Sinnitt of 23 March 201.0).
27 January

MV returns to Mara House (as advised by Shari Collis in email to
Sinnitt of 23 March 201.0).

27 January

Peter Lorraine has a phone chat with Sinnitt and describes a dinghy
that he saw at the Four Winds yacht at 5 pm on Australia Day 2009.
It was clearly not the Four Winds' dinghy. Sinnitt's notes were NEVER
disclosed to the defence (and a copy only emerged in August 2018

at the leave to appeal hearing during the evidence of Sinnitt).
However, they were known to at least one lawyer within the ODPP
during the trial.
27 January

Grant Maddock speaks with Conroy at Constitution Dock. He emails
photos to Conroy at some stage. There is no follow up by police. See

entry inid-June 201.7 as to his knowledge of reported break iris of
Yachts.
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Note the Crown allegations at trial (see below at September/October 201.0) that Sue NeillFraser has fabricated her diary entry of a January 2009 break in of the Four Winds. Maddock's
information not only belies that allegation, it also demonstrates that within days of Bob
Chappell's death the police were uninterested in pursuing obviouslines of inquiry.
28 January

Phillip Triffett, a critical witness at the trial, comes forward with
information about Sue Neill-Fraser and the death of Bob Chappell.

29 January

Offence Report No. 00003573, .5 re break-in at Blackmans Bay
between 28 and 29 January 2009 with handwritten note about the
extent of MV involvement (This email appears in MFI K "Emails

between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House" at T 393 at the leave to
appeal hearing 22 August 201.8).
Sinnitt attends Bellerive station at 12.15 pm and speaks to Triffett.
Sinnitt prepares work up on Phillip Triffett (see Duty Allocation Sheet
06 and Police investigation Log)
30 January

Large volume DNA sample "Person E" taken from deck of yacht at
CleanLIFT Goodwood at 1.40 am.

31 January

Peter Lorraine meets with Conroy (who has access to Sinnitt's
contemporaneous notes of the 27 January phone chat). Conroy has
Lorraine sign a statement that is inconsistent with his account to
Sinnitt. in this signed statement important detail is omitted and it

now appears as though Lorraine did see the Four Winds' dinghy, the
yacht and an elderly man on board.
2 February

IDM Report IR 200908074 dated 2 February 2009 regarding
"Suspicious Persons". The "Principal" person listed is Sam Devine.
Involved a search of his vehicle BQ2482 a white Mitsubishi Colt

where Devine and the other two occupants were said to be acting

suspiciously. No property or implement located but driver
proceeded with via summons for driving whilst unlicensed and
unregistered motor vehicle.
4 February

MV spoken to by police at Mara House re a cannabis bong - see IDM
report IDM Report 2009084447 dated 4 February 2009.

I July 2009

Forensic Biology Report from FSST identifying Person E for the
sample taken from the deck of the yacht (large luminol positive area
- size of a dinner plate).

20 August

Sue Neill-Froser arrested and charged with murder of Bob Chappel
Bail refused and imprisoned since that time.
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20.0

1.8 February

MV arrested for stealing and unlawful possession of property
offences

see IDM Report IR 2010/0576. "Detention/Charge

record" disclosed in the Sinnitt folder lists MV mobile phone number
as 0429237094. MV DNA sample taken (buccal swab).
Note, this is not the phone number related to the mobile phone records disclosed to the
court inid trial in 201.0. (See below and see also Appendix B to this paper). No details are
provided in the Sinnitt file as to what phones Me aghan Vass had registered in her name (or

used) and for what periods.

9 March

MV's DNA match with the 'Person E' sample taken from Four Winds.

15 March

Sinnitt informed of MV DNA match by phone. Follow up email from
Carl Grosser of FSST at 11.45 am. Grosser states "As discussed on the

phone I'll not be issuing another copy of the report with this updated
information unless requested".
What was discussed on the phone? Who failed from March 2010, in the six months before
the trial, to properly investigate and interview MV, SD and the relevant 2009 staff and

residents of Mara House? Was it only Sinnitt or was/were other officer/s involved? See below
for analysis of significant shortcomings in the investigation.
In light of the DNA match of 'Person E' with MV, and the prior police knowledge of MV and
SD, Sinnitt's inquiries - as reported by him and described below - were inadequate. See the
later analysis for details.

1.5 March

Sinnitt makes 2 pages handwritten notes for phone calls from Shari
Collis on 15 March 2010 at 1,355 and ,. 425 hours (dated at top - see
AB 539-540). Note these documents appear in MFI K "Emails
between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House" at T 393 at the leave to
appeal hearing 22 August 201.8. The notes state that MV asked to
stay at "Sam's" and also notes that MV returned to Mara House on
27 January 2009.
Sinnitt requests Call Charge Records for mobile 04287351.49 where
subscriber "believed to be" MV (IDM Report 2010 IR 2010/5495).
Phone registered by Telstra as Megan (siC) Vass 26 Drumana Dr,

Apollo Bay Tas 71.50 (no period recorded) (Also reverse CCR in a
further request). (See recorded police address as 26 Dromana Bay
Oyster Cove at AB 470).
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Sinnitt emails Mara House at 12.31 pm, after a phone conversation

with "Cynthia". Sinnitt emails Shari Collis at Mara House as police
intelligence indicated that Me aghan was staying at Mara House

during the dates of 26 and 28 January 2009. Me aghan had given that
address when spoken to by police and searched for cannabis at Mare

House on 4 February 2009 (i. e. a week after the Bob Chappell
disappearance). One of the questions asked by Sinnitt of Shari Collis
in an email dated 1.5 March 201.0 was whether MV had the

telephone number 04287351.49 recorded as her contact number at
the time. There is no answer to this question provided in the material
disclosed via Sinnitt's investigation folder. This email appears in MFl
K "Emails between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House" at T 393 at the
leave to appeal hearing 22 August 2018.
is this, or is it not the number from the Missing Person's Report (see above at 21 November

2008)? Why is there no checking of 0429237094 as given at 3.8 February 201.0?
Sinnitt records a phone call from Shari Collis at 3,355 hours in his
handwritten notes of 1.5 March 2010 (see AB 540). Collis states that

MV spent the night of 26 January there (but see later information).
She had sleepover forms for 25 and 27 January 2009. States that "???
Register" (unreadable) lists all incidents each night but they are not
retained. Notes record that on 26 January "Just went. Sam On slow
Place Mt Nelson".

Sinnitt records a phone call from Shari Collis at 1425 hours in his
handwritten notes of 1.5 March 201.0 (see AB 539). She states that

MV asked to stay at Sam's (On slow Place Mt Nelson). She was not
given permission but went anyway. She stated that MV returned on
27 January and requested a sleepover at Sam's again, which was
granted.
1.8 March

Sinnitt speaks with MV at 1,435 hours at Stainforth Court and makes
handwritten notes in diary (pages 52 and 53) including the fact that
the relevant MV mobile phone number for 26/27 January is the
number listed in the Missing Person's Report from November 2008.

This report is listed at a "Person Search Links" report at page 471 of
the AB but a copy is not provided. it is referred to as ER 200875984
for 21. November 2008 and is entitled "Information Report - Missing

Person Me aghan Elizabeth Vass (14/10/93)".
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18 March

Email from Carl Grosser to Sinnitt re MV DNA sample at 12.47 pm AB
442 -

Given the strong DNA profile that we obtained from this
swab I'd suggest that this is indicative of the presence of a
relatively large amount of DNA, which is more likely to

come from body fluids (blood, saliva, etc) than a simple
contact/touching event.

Note, this email was only disclosed after Grosser had given evidence at the trial and there
was no reference by the Crown to it. The email appears again at AB 444 and this extract is
underlined with handwriting. This information was not provided in the written forensic

biology reports from FSST (see I July and 14 December 2009 and 7 April2010 reports).
Given what transpired at the 2010 trial, did someone suggest to the scientist within FSST that
MV's DNA was secondary transfer? If so, when was this suggestion made and by whom? Or
did a scientist suggest that this was the case to police? If so, who, when, and why? On what
basis was the strong and large volume DNA sample treated as secondary transfer at trial?

22 March

IDM Report IR 20,016844 re request for subscriber checks on mobile
numbers (3) which were identified as contacting 0428735149 "a
phone of interest re the investigation" (a Telstra phone registered to
MV). Names and addresses provided. Owners registered as living in
Mountain River, Snug and Margate and names not recognised as
being relevant.

23 March

Email from Sinnitt to Grosser at 8.45 am AB 446. Refers to the

"strength" of the DNA sample and also to the foot traffic on the
yacht. Sinnitt states:
I know I am a pest but this girl is adament (siC) that she hasn't

been on the Yacht so I am just trying to work it all out (all
possibilities that is). I am reluctant to beleive (siC) her but I
do think that if she was in some way involved etc she would
have at least tried to account for how the dna got there, but
she is adament (siC) that she hasn't been on any vessels at
all and has nothing to do with boats?
Given these emails between Grosser and Sinnitt the information about MV had to be

disclosed to the Crown before trial, who would thereafter have disclosed it in a timely
fashion to the defence.
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23 March

Email from Sinnitt to Shari Collis at 9.50 am. (This email appears in

MFI K "Emails between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House" at T 393
at the leave to appeal hearing 22 August 2018). Sinnitt asks for the
time at which MV arrived back at Mara House after the night of 26

January 2009. it states, "If I could get copies of any records that
would also be appreciated". (Note, no actual records other than
several emails were ever disclosed).
Response from Shari Collis at 12.23 pm with some answers to

questions raised. These indicate that MV did return to Mara House
and was present there, as noted by staff, on 27 January 2009. A day
shift entry (9 to 3.30 pm) stated MV was "self exiting, going to Annie
Kenney" (siC) and an afternoon shift entry (3 to 8 pm) stated "MV
back and informed of being grounded". MV also submitted a sleep
over form for 27 January 2009). See also Sinnitt's handwritten notes
from 15 March 201.0.

This email stated that when MV left Mara House on 26 January 2009
she was to call Mara House with Sam's phone number, as she had

requested a sleepover at "Sam's place" and the worker needed to
verify where she was before "sleepover was actioned". Ms Collis
stated that MV had not returned to Mara House by 5.40 pm and was

breaching curfew and "was not answering her phone".
Ms Collis further noted that "26/1. Night shift worker tried to contact
Me aghan again, no answer

These phone calls do not show up on the mobile phone records for 04287351.49 disclosed
inid trial as MV's mobile phone records. There are NO incoming calls showing on the
records disclosed. So what phone number did Mara House have for MV?
Moreover, why was MV's failure to answer the phone never properly pursued, especially
in light of her DNA being found on the yacht?

26 March

Police check MV bank details with no success.

7 April

DNA Profiling Court Report from Carl Grosser from FSST re the MV
DNA match. States that the DNA match to MV was obtained as a

result of a search of the DNA database (AB 429).

Why has it taken 4 weeks to prepare an official report from the date of the match? When
was this April20, .0 report released to defence counsel?
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MV has been arrested and a buccal swab taken. That was entered in the database which then

allowed it to be 'matched' against the unknown Person E. in 2021 (siC) we have made

repeated requests to TASPOL that the unknown DNA samples/profiles found on the Red
Jacket (about which a police officer gave false evidence as to its handling/continuity) be
checked against the current DNA database or confirmation be provided that relevant checks
against all persons of interest have been undertaken. All such requests have been refused.
(Note, there is another paper on the Red Jacket "fiasco").

March and April

Police unsuccessfulIy attempt to interview MVtwice, but she refused
to be interviewed - no show (see trial T pp. 780-781 via Sinnitt 30
September 2010 and T 634 via MV on 29 September 201.0)

1.9 March

Phone records for mobile number 04287351.49 for the period 26 to
28 January 2009 (a Telstra phone for "Megan Vass" (siC) of 26
Drumana Drive, Apollo Bay, Tasmania 7150) showed that there had
been 3 text messages from named people (seemingly unrelated to

the investigation) from various areas of Tasmania (Herring back,
Roberts Hill and Sunderland Street (Moonah or Derwent Park in
Hobart?? - which is near where Sam Devine and MV's Grandmother

lived). There was only one text on 26 January 2009 at 4.49 pm from
Herring back (30 km South- East of Hobart near Sandfly and an area
with a Telstra telecommunications tower). The other two texts were
around 5.30 pm on 27 January 2009.
There is no record of the phone calls made by Mara House to Me aghan Vass on the evening
of 26 January 2009.
No phone records of MV were disclosed prior to trial - See Sinnitt
disclosure index in his affidavit sworn on 27 September 201.9 and
filed on 30 September 2019 in a separate matter involving Barbara
Etter and Tasmania Police response to Mrs Etter's RTl request of
February 201.2 (including under internal review by an acting
Assistant Commissioner) in relation to all disclosure that occurred in
the Sue Neill-Fraser matter.

As of March 2010 (i. e. near six months before the trial which commenced on 21 September)
TASPOL must have known that MV's DNA sample was a key bit of evidence. it linked her
directly to the Yacht. Did they take the kinds of investigative steps that such evidence in a
murder investigation warranted? They did not. Why? They had charged Sue Neill-Fraser.
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21 June 20.0

Sinnitt prepares Statutory declaration which states:
I made numerous enquiries in relation to Me aghan VASS
including; (siC)
... Telephone checks to ascertain any relevant phone activity
or link to the accused, Robert Chappell or any other person
linked to the Four Winds. .. As a result of my enquiries I found
no evidence of any link between VASS and any other person
linked to the investigation.

This statutory declaration attached Sinnitt's diary notes of his
interaction with Me aghan Vass on 18 March 201.0.
Note should be taken of the approach taken which required some form of known linkage to

Sue Neill-Fraser, Bob Chappell or the investigation, as it then stood. Sam Devine was not (but
should have been) a person of interest at that stage of the investigation. Given that we have

been told by an experienced Yachtsman who lived on his yacht in the vicinity of the Four
Winds at the time (see below) that, around 2008 to 2009, he had heard of break-iris weekly
and that there was opportunistic theft from vehicles, boats and Yachts, on land and on the

water, both in the yacht club Yards and in the marinas and moorings, why was this focus
maintained to the exclusion of other lines of inquiry? Police inquiries about thefts from the
boats was limited to what had been written up as reported to them.

Sept/October

Sue Neill-Froser trial - No mention of MV or her DNA in the Crown's

opening address.
Gunson noted that MV was not a person listed in the Crown papers

to be a witness (T 76730 September 2010).
The Crown alleges at trial that Sue Neill-Froser has made a false entry

in her diary for 10 January 2009 in relation to an apparent unlawful
access to the yacht which involved interference with electrical

panels, hatches and valves. States that this entry is another "red
herring" and a "deliberate lie" T 1395 and 1,401 13 October 201.0).
Police had failed to do proper investigations as to break-iris on boats,
thefts of dinghies etc and had not followed up with people that they

had spoken to, such as Grant Maddock who lived on his yacht at the
time in the vicinity of the Four Winds.

MV gives evidence -limited cross-examination - application to recall
refused after Sinnitt investigation file disclosed inid trial (T752 -754)
and after the evidence of MV and FSST scientist Carl Grosser. There

was no proof of evidence for MV. (Folder also included a copy of the
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email from Grosser to Sinnitt on 1.8 March 201.0 about the nature of

the DNA sample).
The evidence at trial was that MV was absent from Mara House

(where she was living at the time) on the evening of 26 January 2009
and somewhere in the Hobart area. She denied being on the Yacht.
The Crown successfully argued that the eXchange of emails between
Sinnitt and Mara House personnel was in admissible. The Judge told

the jury to ignore such evidence (T 77730 September 2010). No one
from Mara House was called as a witness.
At trial Sinnitt states:
T 749

in March 2010 did you become aware of an apparent DNA
match on the deck of the Four Winds made to Meaghan
Vass?...... Yes, I did.

Did you conduct enquiries in relation to her and any possible
connection with Mr Chappell or Four Winds?...... Yes, I did.

And did You find any information that would establish such
a connection?...... No, none.

Did that include telephone checks, police intelligence

systems, fingerprint checks?...... Yes, it did.

T 752

What have You brought into court?...... I've brought a folder
containing enquiries relating to Me aghan Vass.

Thank you. Now I want You to tell me, please, and if
necessary refresh your memory, what information You

gleaned about her whereabouts at the time of Mr Chappell's
disappearance?...... My enquiries with Mara House revealed
that she was listed as a resident, or supposed to be staying
there on the evening of the 26th January 2009. That she

hadn't stayed there after - they explained the process but
she'd requested to be elsewhere for the night.
Right.

T 783-784

Thank you. Did You try and look for her associates, any
known associates, just tell me 'yes' or 'no'?....... No.

You didn't question any associates of hers known to
yo u ?...... . N o.
All right. Did you check police records to see whether she
had what's colloquial Iy known as 'associates'?....... Yes.
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And you couldn't find anything?....... No.
All right.

Either he didn't check the 1.2 January 2009 intelligence report regarding MV and SD being
known associates (see above) or he did check it and decided/was told to ignore it.

T 786-787

Thank You. Now what other enquiries did you make?...... I
made

enquiries in relation to - I made phone record checks,
checking her phone activity at the time, on the night of the
26th, and none of those inquiries linked back - linked
Me aghan Vass to this investigation. I made inquiries Well can Ijust stop you there? What you mean is, you made
Inquiries of what the - either Telstra or one of the

telecommunication companies she had a mobile phone
with?....... That's correct.

And which company was that?....... I don't recall.
Does your file help you, can You refresh your memory from
there?....... Yes, I ca n.

Right. And just to save a little bit of time; were you able to
establish whether on the night of the 26th she made any
telephone calls at all?....... No.
She couldn't - she didn't make any call?....... She didn't make
a ny.

Didn't make any - thank you for that. All right, let's move
along.

The trial judge refused to allow V to be recalled as in his view
the prospect of MV giving significant evidence if recalled was
so "slight" so as not to warrant the time taken to recall her
(T 77430 September 2010).

201.2

6 February

BE puts in an RTl application requesting the full list of disclosure
maintained by Tasmania Police in accordance with the provisions of
the then Tasmania Police Manual. She was provided with 3 redacted

pages. After a requested internal review she was provided with the
same 3 pages unredacted which only cover the period up to 7
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September 2009 (i. e. prior to the MV and DNA development). The
internal review conducted by an Acting Assistant Commissioner
states in relation to compliance with the TPM that "the list disclosed
meets the general requirements of the TPM noting that the relative
components of the TPM to which you refer are considered
guidelines rather than specific orders or instructions". (Note, this
list does not correlate with Sinnitt's list at SAS-6 of his 201.9 affidavit.

it is, however, the same documents that is provided at SAS-7 of his
affidavit as a Southern Regional Prosecution Service "Court File
Tracking-Prosecution File Note". The document produced under RTl
is not a consolidated and accurate record of all disclosure

undertaken in Operation Ransack. Clearly, it does not cover any
disclosure post 7 September 2009.
1.1 February

BE writes to Commissioner of Police outlining concerns with the
police investigation and, inter alia, asks that MV (and two others) be
formally interviewed.

23 March

Statement taken by police from MV after BE writes to Commissioner
of Police. Once again MV denies any involvement. States that she
has never been to Sandy Bay but see evidence at leave to appeal in
2017 (T L4,26-2730 October 2017).

201.4

4 April

First expert report from Victorian Forensic Science Centre [VFSC],
which is the VICPOL forensic laboratory. VFSC required some basic
information (the electropherogram) from the TASPOL FSST.

28 May

TASPOL refuse to release it (after 5 weeks consideration). Said to
breach the Forensic Procedures Act 2000, including ss. 63(I) and (3).
Refers to s. 55(,.)(a) and (b) of Forensic Procedures Act 2000 and info
sought as "identifying information". BE gets FSST to send direct to
Victoria to overcome the issue.

25 June

Expert Max iones at VFSC received DNA electropherogram from
Tasmania Police

1.1 July

BE gets 2"' expert report from Max lones challenging the notion of
secondary transfer. The report dated 11 July 201.4 states at page 2:
tTlhere is no evidence to support the hypothesis that the
DNA detected in sample 20 [the Vass DNA sample] was the
result of a secondary transfer event caused through foot
traffic on the deck of "four Winds" (siC).
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The report also stated that (at page I):
mm I am in agreement with the Tasmanian scientist's (Carl
GROSSER) assertion that the biological substance in sample
20 is indicative of "a relatively large amount of DNA, which

is more likely to have come from body fluids (blood, saliva,
etc) than a simple skin contact/touching event". Note, this
reinforces the email from Grosser to Sinnitt which was

disclosed after the evidence of Grosser at trial. His recall by
defence counsel was refused.

201.6

21 September

Application Book IABl filed in the Supreme Court by BE including the
Sinnitt investigation folder. Attachment 24 in Volume 2 (pp. 427 to
547 i. e. 3.21 pages) entitled "Shane Sinnitt's file relating to Me aghan
Vass disclosed to defence during 2010 trial (containing the email of
Carl Grosser to Shane Sinnitt)". The folder was not an exhibit and
was not Marked for identification.

201.7

21 February

IDM report linking MV and Sam Devine (content unknown) - This
report is referred to at leave to appeal hearing when Sinnitt was
cross-examined by the DPP at T 41.7. See August 201.8 below.

27 April

MV makes a brief statutory declaration stating that she was on the
Four Winds but does not identify the persons with her at the time.
Did not state that she had seen a fight aboard the yacht.

1.1 May

Robert Richter aC, Colin MCLaren and Eve Ash meet with Premier,
Solicitor-General, A-G and request independent Inquiry in reliance
upon MV's admissions.

1.9 May

A COPY of MV's statutory declaration is given to the DPP.

26 May

Sam Devine posting on his Facebook page about the 23 May
Directions Hearing in the Sue Neill-Fraser matter and "strong" new
evidence that will overturn murder conviction. There is nothing else
on his page that has any connection to 'legal' matters.

5 June

BE, in her role as Sue Neill-Fraser's solicitor, writes to Commissioner

of Police and requests approval to meet with Tasmanian police
officers (one of whom would have been Sinnitt) who are to give
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evidence at the upcoming leave to appeal hearing scheduled to
commence 25 July 2017.
9 June

BE advised of existence of Devine posting.

1.0 June

BE emails then Deputy Commissioner Scott Tilyard re "Notification
of possible danger to a material witness" (MV).

1.1 June

BE sends copy of her 1.0 June email to Coates, Shapiro and Fabiano
Cangelosi (MV's then lawyer).

1.2 June

BE meets with Det Sen Sgt George and Chapman at her home to
discuss the MV issue.

1.3 June

Deputy Commissioner Scott Ti!yard advises BE that her request to

meet with police officers involved in the leave to appeal hearing is
declined. (Note, the usual practice would have been to arrange any

interview with police in the presence of a solicitor from the ODPP).
Mid June

Grant Maddock, who lived on his Yacht in the vicinity of the Four
Winds, advises BE and HS during proofing process for upcoming
leave to appeal that he had heard of weekly break-iris in the period
2008/09 and that there was opportunistic theft from vehicles, boats

and yachts, on land and on the water, both in the yacht club Yards
and in the marinas and moorings. This backs up Sue Neill-Fraser's
claim as to the Four Winds having been broken into in early January

2009 (see Appendix D - Court of Criminal Appeal below). Maddock
advised Police on 27 January 2009 that he had been aboard his yacht
on the water near the Four Winds and offered to help. He also

offered photographs of his yacht sailing past the Four Winds which
were recent to the event and time. He emailed them to Conroy but
he did not receive any response. Maddock was never interviewed by
police.
1.8 August

Sam Devine interviewed for first time by police re SNF (for a total of
38 minutes). At page 39 of the interview Mr Devine stated that it
could well have been the case that Me aghan Vass spent some time

at his place but that he didn't have a specific memory of Australia
Day 2009. At page 42 of the interview Mr Devine is also questioned
about his whereabouts on the evening of Australia Day 2009.

The police interviewers explore details of bank accounts and phones.
Mr Devine stated that he had "heaps of phones back then" but that
they were all gone now. He could not recall phone numbers back at

that time. The police do not explore whether those were all phones
that he used or that he only used one, two, or some among them.
(Note, in IDM Report 200903256 dated 1.4 January 2009 Sam
Devine's mobile number is listed as 0408 1.51.29L. The narrative in
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the report states that Devine stated that this number was his
phone) (See P 492 Application Book).
Devine is not challenged when he clearly gives in accurate

information to police during that interview about his knowledge of
MV's involvement in the Sue Neill-Fraser matter (pages 35-36).
Given that the police had known since 1.2 January 2009 (2 weeks prior to Bob Chappell's
death) by way of an official information report that MV and Sam Devine were associates, that
they knew subsequently that MV had left Mara House to stay with 'Sam', that her DNA was
on the Yacht, that she hadn't answered her phone that Australia Day evening, that Peter
Lorraine had not seen the Four Winds Yacht (which Sinnitt knew from a first-hand phone
interview with him), that all the confirmatory tests for blood in the dinghy were negative,
and that MV had made a statutory declaration some months earlier that she was on the yacht

on the night of Australia Day 2009 with people she would not name, this interviewis so gentle
that it is obvious that the interviewers were only going through the motions.

30 October

MV gives evidence at leave to appeal hearing. Admits that she had
signed the April20i. 7 statutory declaration but denied that it was
true. Her evidence was to the effect that she had been coerced into

signing the document out of fear. She claimed that she had been

threatened "to be put in the boot of a car" over that statement and
that that was the reason she had signed the statement. She alleged
that the threat had been made by a person named Karen Keefe and

that Ms Keefe had made up the false declaration. (Note, criminal
charges against Ms Keefe on this matter were dropped/not
proceeded with in 2021). Ms Vass denied ever having been on the
Four Winds on Australia Day or at any other time and could provide

no explanation as to how DNA matching hers was found on the
yacht. Admits to knowing Sam Devine around Australia Day 2009 a
17 & 32).

What steps were taken following this interview with Devine? Were his mobile phone records
(including the one listed in the 14 January 200910M report) checked?

20.8

22 August

Sinnitt give evidence at the leave to appeal hearing. He was called by
the applicant Sue Neill-Fraser. The issue of MV's phone records was
not raised. Some documents from Mara House tendered as MFi K.

Sinnitt under cross examination by the Crown (siC) (T41.722 August
201.8):
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When You knew Me aghan Vass's DNA was on the vessel,
what sort of searches did You

do? Or what sort of

investigations did you do?..... As I said in the court in 201.0,
checked all police intelligence systems and police holdings in
relation to Me aghan Vass, trying to identify any link
between her and the area, anyone else identified in the case
previously, any link to boating or offences on boats. Any
reason basically, why her DNA would be on the boat.

This is the first mention of possible break iris of unoccupied Yachts. From Sinnitt's notes it is
clear that the police wondered whether MV had broken into the CleanLIFT premises (to
which the scuttled Four Winds Yacht was taken) and left her DNA at that time - that is, after
Chappell's disappearance.

How strange that the obvious hypothesis that the death was the unintended consequence of
a break in by a person or persons who thought that no one was on board the yacht that
Australia Day afternoon (as the dinghy was absent, Sue Neill-Fraser having gone back to shore
in it) is so wilfully ignored. it is so obvious that an astute investigator would have made
inquiries, not only in police records, but also at the Yacht Club and around the foreshore and
left a message as to how police could be contacted by anyone who had anyinformation about
an actual or attempted break in or related thefts. Conroy never bothered to contact
Maddock. Not only does this provide an alternative, plausible motive for an assault upon
Chappel!, it also provides an explanation for a dinghy - not being the Four Winds' dinghy that was seen at the Four Winds by several witnesses. Their evidence was discounted at the
trial because of the wrong evidence given by Peter Lorraine. That it was wrong was known to
Sinnitt who was the first police officer to speak to Peter Lorraine and record his detailed

description of the dinghy sighted. (See a separate paper by the same authors entitled "The
Grey Dinghy Seen Alongside the Four Winds Yacht on the Afternoon of Australia Day 2009"
dated 24 March 2021 which provides a wealth of detail about who saw what, and who saw
nothing, at the Four Winds Yacht on Australia Day 2009). it is clear from Sinnitt's
contemporaneous notes that Peter Lorraine did not see the Four Winds, its dinghy, or Bob
Chappell.
The small collection that was 'Marked for Identification' (MFl)' K'

(Emails Between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House) (later an exhibit
- see T 42422 August 20, .8) provided a number of documents
obtained by Sinnitt during his investigation of Me aghan Vass in 203.0,

including some Mara House communications a 393 22 August
2018).
Sinnitt stated that he had the same folder with him that he had at

the 2010 trial (T39222 August 2018). Included in those documents
were the following:
An email from Shari Collis, Manager, Mara House, dated 23
March 203.0 in response to an emailfrom Sinnitt of the same
date;
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An email from Shane Sinnitt to Shari Collis, Mara House,
dated 15 March 201.0 Re: Phone conversation with Cynthia

relating to Me aghan Elisabeth VASS DoB: 14/10/1993
Sinnitt's handwritten notes for Monday 1.5 March 201.0 and
diary entry for 18 March 201.0.

201.9

25 February

MV makes a fresh affidavit (for the 60 Minutes TV program) stating
that she was on the boat with Stephen Gleeson and Sam Devine and
that a violent assault took place. Sue Neil!-Fraser was not on the
boat.

1.0 March

60 Mins MV interview airs on TV (but not in Tasmania)

1.1 March and ???

Tasmania Police, via Assistant Commissioner Richard Cowling, makes

a public statement which is picked up by local and national media.
Cowling stated that MV's latest police interview (she had been
'picked up by police') was contrary to her statements on 60 Mins.
(This report is not substantiated by MV's subsequent court
appearance')
21 March

BrettJ grantsleave to appeal based on the MV affidavit and the DNA
(Neill-Froser v Tosinonia [2019] TASSC 10 [54-56]. His Honour stated
at pare. 49:

The evidence provided to me consists of an affidavit by Ms
Vass. The affidavit purports to have been sworn on 25

February 201.9. The affidavit contains direct and detailed
admissions of Ms Vass's involvement in events aboard the

Four Winds on the relevant night. in particular, Ms Vass
states that she was present on the Yacht then with two

identified male companions. She witnessed at least one of
the males assault Mr Chappell. She recalls seeing a lot of
blood. The affidavit does not directly address what became
of Mr Chappell. Ms Vass claims that she cannot recallleaving

the yacht or what happened after the assault.
4 August

Selby writes to key government officials and agencies about issues
in the Sue Neill-Fraser case, including issues of non-disclosure. No
responses are received.

2021.
I. -3 March

Appeal in the Court of Criminal Appeal. Ms Vass is called by the
Appellant legal team but after having provided evidence on day one
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of the appeal that she was on board the boat with SD and others,
she 'falls apart' and recants her evidence on day two after no
suppression order was sought and the publication of SD's name
occurred prominently in the local media. Consequently, the ground
of appeal relating to Me aghan Vass is abandoned. The ground
relating to her DNA being found on the yacht is argued as the only
ground of appeal. There was no evidence or questions asked about
mobile phone records. it is argued by Carr SC that extracts from the
trial transcript make it abundantly clear that the DNA transfer theory

was never disclosed prior to Mr Grosser's evidence a 1.09 & 1,483
March).
June

Several requests by BE or related correspondence to Commissioner
of Police (To June, IIJune, 12 June and IJuly 2021) to have the DNA

previously identified profiles from 2009 on the red jacket (trial
Exhibit #P63) checked or to provide details of any further testing
undertaken are refused. See separate 'red jacket' paper for more
details.

Note, there are NO entries re MV investigative activity on the Police Investigation Log
maintained by Sinnitt even though the log does not end until April201.0.1t is interesting to
note the following interaction in court transcripts between Detective Inspector Peter POWell
(who led Operation Ransack) and Hobart lawyer, Roland Browne, who was representing
former Tasmanian Police Commissioner Jack Johnston in 2009 (Police v. Johnston Hobart CPS
24 March 2009), the same Year as the Bob Chappell murder:
Browne: And I want to know (siC) turn to ask You about running sheets that are
kept by police as part of the process of investigations: what's the role of the
running sheet, Inspector POWell?
POWell: Basically to give you a written record of the activities carried out by
investigators and You know the information they may have obtained and persons
they'd interviewed and other evidence that come (siC) to light.
Browne: Right. And when - when You say in answer to my question the purpose is
to give you, is it to give the investigator a record - who is the record for?

POWell: The record is for the purposes of the whole investigation, and obviously it's
something that we can refer to down the track if we need to revisit something
that's occurred during the investigation - it might be used for evidentiary purposes
in court proceedings.
Browne: And so, the running sheet - I'm sorry, the integrity of the running sheet
is critical then - do you agree with that?
POWell: Yes. (emphasis added)
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ANALYSIS OF THE INVESTIGATION SHORTCOMINGS

The DPP, Tim Ellis SC, in his closing address at the trial of Sue Neill-Fraser in 2010 stated (at T
1400):

I mean these police have come in here and given evidence of what I - well what You
might consider to be a very thorough investigation ...
The DPP also stated in his closing address at T 1408 that the MV DNA issue and how it got on
the yacht had been disclosed to Ms Neill-Fraser and been "thoroughly investigated".
A hallmark of an effective, efficient and impartial investigation is the prompt following up of
legitimate leads.

The Sue Neill-Fraser investigation is deeply flawed as the basic building blocks for an
impartial, efficient, and effective investigation are simply missing. Additional evidence
(including material obtained under RTl and other sources) is available to indicate critical
procedural deficiencies in:
. call-taking;
. door knocking;
. statement-taking;
. record-keeping;
. decision-making;
. the following up of leads;
. crime scene management; and
. the use of intelligence.

The investigation was also notable for its lack of documented supervision and leadership.
The Tasmanian Police Manual in 2010 in relation to "General Principles of investigation

Procedures" (pare. 4.53. I. ) stated:
The general principles set out below apply to all police investigations and must be
adopted by members engaged in those duties:

D an integral component of all investigations is continuous supervision to ensure
quality assessment of the facts and that sufficient enquiries have been conducted;
(emphasis added)
The issue of Me aghan Vass and her DNA, and the alleged involvement of Sam Devine, along
with non-disclosure issues (including to the ODPP) provide an insight into the incompetent
investigation into an important aspect of Operation Ransack or the Sue Neill-Fraser
investigation.
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All the following questions arise:
.

Why was a proper investigation not conducted into the significant development of
the DNA on the deck of the yacht being matched to MV? What directions in this
regard were given by management on this issue?
Why was the investigation not more thorough when there was no reasonable

explanation forthcoming from MV as to how her DNA came to be there?
Why was the hypothesis of direct deposit not accepted in light of the comments by
FSST scientist Carl Grosser to Sinnitt in his email of ,. 8 March 2010?

Why is there no proper questioning of the FSST scientist Grosser as to the nature and
size of the critical DNA sample and luminol positive area on the deck, particularly

questions as to whether the nature of the sample was more indicative of direct
deposit or secondary transfer?
Why was there no explanatory expert report from FSST on the DNA sample or at least
a proper interpretation of the findings?
.

What guidance or direction was given to Sinnitt by his supervisors/superiors
throughout the investigation?

Why was one officer, a detective Senior Constable (as SInnitt then was), allocated to
the task of investigating the sources of the DNA and the possible involvement of MV?

Why is there no proper investigation plan on what was a critical issue/development
in the case?

Why is there no supervision, management or leadership evident in this matter? (An
RTl request by BE in 201.2 revealed that there were no written records of any

directions given by senior officers during the investigation and no records of a
briefing of the Commander by the lead Detective as noted on the Investigation Log
for 2 March 2009 as the briefing was verbal and there were no written records. When
notes or records of other key briefings were requested, advice was provided to BE
that no records were kept of such meetings and the decisions had been recorded on

a whiteboard i. e. "no permanent record exists").
Why are there no management directives or notes of any meetings with senior

personnel? (We understand from an RTl response they had been made on a
whiteboard and not kept).
Where are the necessary file notes, diary entries, policy files and critical decision logs
(or similar)?
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.

What further guidance or advice was given to Sinnitt by FSST personnel?
If secondary transfer was a possibility why was there no questioning of those
documented as coming on board the Four Winds as to how they may have come into
contact with a significant biological sample (urine, vomit, blood etc) belonging to
MV? (See 2010 trial T 788 for 30 September 2010)

.

Why is there no analysis of the outcomes of the investigation by Sinnitt?

Why is there no investigation report or even a memorandum to more senior officers
in Operation Ransack?
.

Why is there no memorandum or report for the ODDP on the issue?
What Quality Assurance (aA) or review of the investigation into MV and the DNA
took place? What aA orindependent review was undertaken of Operation Ransack?

Why are there no entries on the Police Investigation Log or running sheet maintained
by Sinnitt himself?

Why are there obvious gaps in the material provided, such as confirmation or
otherwise of MV's mobile phone number with Mare House? Why was such a gap not
identified by supervisors or aA of the file?

Why have no records from Mara House been acquired or disclosed? (registers, sleep
over forms, Me aghan Vass records and notes re her contact details and recorded
mobile phone, records of phone contact or attempts to contact MV on 26 or 27

January 2009)?
Whyis there no record of the phone conversation with Cynthia (surname unknown)
at Mara House which is referred to in Sinnitt's email to Manager, Shari Collis, on 1.5
March 2010?

Why were the afternoon shift and night shift staff at Mara House on 26 January not
spoken to?

Why is there no investigation of the mobile phone records when the calls said to be
made by Mara House to Me aghan Vass late on 26 January 2009 do not appear on the
disclosed mobile phone records?

Why are the relevant staff and residents of Mara House not spoken to about when
MV returned to Mara House on 27 January 2009 (as noted by Sinnitt) and her
condition, state of mind, any comments on where she had been etc?
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Why are no questions asked about counselling records regarding MV at Mara House

including warnings about breaches of policy/procedure by MV (such as leaving the
facility without permission and breaching curfew)?
Why was there no record of Sinnitt's interaction with Me aghan's Mother or Senior
Constable Robyn Button about the Blackmans Bay burglary and attempts to get
further information about MV (see leave to appeal hearing and evidence of Sinnitt

on 22 August 201.8 at T 384 &396-397)?
Why was there not further investigation when the address given for the evening at
Mt Nelson was found to be a non-existent address?

Why were mobile phone records of Sam Devine not checked when he and MV were
known associates and his mobile number was on record in January 2009?

Why were mobile phone records of MV for the number clearly listed in the disclosure
folder including on a Detection record in February 203.0 not checked?

Why were the identified owners of the three mobiles that texted the Meaghan Vass
mobile number on 26 and 27 January (that was checked by police) not spoken to and
asked the reason for their contact with Me aghan?

Why were the contents of the investigation folder on a critical issue not disclosed
prior to trial?
.

Why were the contents of the investigation folder not disclosed to the ODPP?
Why was Sam Devine not investigated when he was a documented criminal associate
of MV (in January 2009), particularly when Mara House records indicated that MV
was spending the night at Sam's place?

.

Why was Sam Devine not properly interviewed in 201.7 particularly after:
A check of his criminal history and general intelligence/knowledge about the
Devine family in Hobart;

the IDM report of 21 February 201.7 (content unknown but see leave to
appeal hearing 22 August 201.8 T 41.7);
. the MV affidavit of April20, .7;
. the Robert Richter aC white paper to Government in May 201.7; and

. reports concerning a relevant Facebook posting to the Deputy Commissioner
of Police by Barbara Etter in June 2017?
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What follow ups were undertaken after the interview of Devine in August 2017?
Were mobile phones registered in his name in later January 2009 checked? Was the

mobile phone known to belong to him and recorded in an IDM report for 1.4 January
2009 checked? Were his bank records checked? Why was there no reference to the
contents, if relevant, of the 21 February 201.710M report? If there were follow ups
undertaken, what were they? Were the results of follow upsincluding mobile phone
records disclosed to the Sue Neill-Froser legal team that ran the leave to appeal and
the subsequent appeal?

Why did police claim that the diary entry of Sue Neill-Fraser for 10 January 2009 in
relation to unlawful trespass and interference with the yacht was false?
Why did they continue with this allegation in light of the statement of forensic
document examiner Constable Tony Fox dated 4 March 2009 prior to trial re
document examination?

Why were people living on the Marieville Esplanade foreshore or on their Yachts in
the vicinity of the Four Winds on the night in question (such as Grant Maddock) not
carefully and thoroughly questioned about their observations, movements and any
information about theft, trespass and break-iris, as well as the theft of dinghies?

CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates how and why there is a point of substance relating to Me aghan
Vass and Sam Devine that, if known at the time, would either have altered the trial outcome
or been of great significance in any appeal.

The High Court's decision in Penney v R 119981 HCA Slit1998) 155 ALR 605; (1998) 72 AUR
1,316 is instructive.

The authors assert that the police investigative deficiencies and examples of non-disclosure

by police described in this paper, when placed alongside the following (none of which were
either raised or pursued at the March 2021 appeal):
the misleading of the jury by claiming that there was blood in the dinghy;
the false suggestion that Ms Neill-Froser could have used the winches and ropes to
pull the body from below decks;
the false and misleading evidence as to a sighting of Mr Chappell and the dinghy by
Mr Peter Lorraine late in the afternoon at a critical time; and
the fiasco of Ms Neill-Froser's red jacket
combine to realise the facts to which Justice Callinan was referring as justifying at least a
retrial, and possibly an acquittal.
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In the interests of justice and clear adherence to maintaining confidence in the Rule of Law
it is imperative that the Attorney-General act immediately to reopen the appeal process
currently before the Supreme Court. it is our respectful opinion that in such a re-opened
appeal the Crown should be represented by independent counsel, brought in from interstate
and with no professional or social backgrounds with the Tasmanian 'lawyer actors'.

Appendices:

Appendix A - The Sinnitt Investigation Folder Disclosed Mid Trial in 2010
Appendix B - Are There Overlooked Mobile Phone Records of Me aghan Vass and Sam Devine
in early 2009?

Appendix C - The Allegation that the Sue Neill-Fraser Diary Entry for 1.0 January 2009 was
False

Appendix D - Relevant Material from the Trial and the Early Appeals
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APPENDIX A - THE SINNiTr INVESTIGATION FOLDER DISCLOSED MiD TRIAL IN 201.0

Central to an understanding of the investigation that was conducted into Me aghan Vass is
the Sinnitt disclosure file which was provided inid trial. Unfortunately, the Police
Investigation Log contains no details of what steps were taken by police after the DNA match
even though the log covers the period March 2010 (and up to April2010).
Page I of the file is headed "Index" (AB 427) and lists the issues to be approached in the
investigation. This includes an investigation into the DNA match, photos, traffic on board the
yacht, evidence of any break iris at CleanLIFT at Goodwood. More importantly, it includes

Mara House enquiries, IDM enquiries (i. e. intelligence checks re information reports etc), a
profile of MV, fingerprint checks and phone checks and MV's possible involvement in a
burglary at Blackmans Bay in company with others in the days after Australia Day 2009.

INote: Blackmans Bay is approximately 1.6 km and a 25 minute drive from Sandy Bay/Battery
Point where the Four Winds was moored. l

At pages 432-433 of the AB, there are two pages of handwritten notes by Sinnitt. Written
prominently and underlined at the top of 432 is the mobile phone number 0429237094.
Points listed to be covered include: Mara House, priors, motive, dinghy and jacket. Page 433
of the AB which appears to list key issues to be covered in an investigation refers to her
"Telephone @ time".

Page 434 has Sinnitt's handwritten notes at pp. 52-53 of his diary when he first met and spoke
with MV on 1.8 March 201.0 (an unredacted COPY of which was attached to his statutory
declaration of 21 June 2010). At that time, MV confirmed that her relevant phone number
was the one listed in the November 2008 Missing Person's Report (a copy of which is not

provided). MV denied any involvement in the Bob Chappell murder/disappearance. She
declined to attend the police station. There is a note "No adult to accompany". An

appointment was made for Monday at 10 am and there is a note re arranging a responsible
adult.

There is a draft handwritten interview plan at AB 435436. it states:
Definitely on board
So When

Where (Mooring, Const. Dock or Goodwood)
Why
Who with

How (dinghy, boarded etc)
intent

Permission (?)

Theft?/Burglary/Trespass = put to her
AB 460 lists the three numbers which communicated with the checked MV phone via SMS
messages on 26 and 27 January 2009.
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At AB 471 there is a "Person Search Links" report from 1.5 March 2010 which lists all linked

Addresses, People and Organisations and 1.61nformation Reports regarding MV from the
period 16 November 2008 to 6 March 201.0. Mara House is the only organisation listed.

Against the entry is the comment "2101/201.0 - Made recent threats to staff & residents".
Included in the reports are reports of possible underage sexual relations (28 December 2009),
text message threats (1.3 December 2009) and threatening behaviour (25 February 2008 and
16 July 2009). The Missing Person's Report for MVis also listed on this printout (21 November
2008).

IDM Report 200903073 dated 1.2 January 2009 regarding MV being a "Youth at Risk" is
provided at AB 472-473. The informant is MV's grandmother of 8 Sunderland Street Moonah.
Refers to MV's mother's address as 26 Dromana Drive Oyster Cove. States that at present
MV is associating with Samuel John Devine of Derwent Park.
IDM Report 2009084447 dated 4 February 2009 reports re police attendance at Mara House.
MV issued a level one cannabis caution after a bong was located behind a back shed (AB 474475).
IDM Report 2010/0576 dated 1.9 February 2020 reports the arrest of MV on 18 February for
shop stealing (AB 476-477).
Emails between Shari Collis to Sinnitt on 23 March 201.0 appear at AB 535-537. One email at
9.50 am asks for the time at which MV arrived back at Mara House after the night of 26

January 2009. It states ,"If I could get copies of any records that would also be appreciated".
(Note, no actual records were ever disclosed).

The email response from Sharri Collis to Sinnitt at 12.23 pm on 23 March 2010 (at AB 535)
also refers to a phone call to MV's Mum who stated that a friend of hers (a police officer)
informed her that MV and another resident were involved in a break and enter the evening
before. The Mother stated that MV and the other resident were with a man named Matt.

(See Offence Report below re Blackmans Bay).
An earlier email from Sinnitt to Collis on 1.5 March 201.0 appears at AB 538. Sinnitt asks 4

numbered questions regarding where MV stayed on the night of 26 January 2009 and if there
was any indication if she returned during the night or early morning. it also asks whether MV

had the phone number 04287351.49 recorded as her contact number at the time. (There is
no answer provided re the phone number issue).
There is a Detention/Charge Record for 1.8 February 201.0 at AB 484-487. The mobile number
for MVis listed as 0429237094.1t is repeated in large handwriting next to the typed number.

it notes that a buccal DNA sample was taken. it refers to the Offence Report 387785 (see
information re disclosure from Sinnitt above in the body of the paper at p??)
Sinnitt's handwritten notes dated 15 March 2010 appear at AB 539-540.
An Offence Report No. 000035731.5 re a burglary at Blackmans Bay committed between 28
and 29 January 2009 by male juvenile offenders from Kingston and Blackmans Bay appears
at AB 541-542. There is a handwritten note to say that "All kids said Megan (siC) was sitting
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out front wanted nothing to do with burg". it involved stealing of frozen food and alcohol.
The report states that it is linked to report number 0000357329 (COPY provided) which is a
similar offence occurring two days earlier (nearby in Blackmans Bay i. e. between 26 and 27
January 2009). On this occasion, cigarettes, beer and wine were stolen. There is no mention
of MV on this second report for 26 and 27 January 2009.
At AB 546 Peter Maczi advises Sinnitt via email on 23 March 2010 that there was no match

for MV with any of the latents taken in the Bob Chappell matter.
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APPENDIX B
ARE THERE OVERLOOKED MOBILE PHONE RECORDS OF MEAGHAN VASS AND SAM DEVINE
IN EARLY 2009?

Prepared by Barbara Etter and Hugh Selby July 2021
Three issues arise:
,.. WERE ALL THE CORRECT RECORDS FOR MV'S MOBILE PHONE USE IN LATE JANUARY AND
EARLY FEBRUARY 2009 EVER CHECKED?
2. WERE ANY CHECKS MADE OF SAM DEVINE'S MOBILE PHONE USE IN LATE JANUARY AND
EARLY FEBRUARY 2009?

3.1F CHECKS WERE NOT MADE IN 2009/20, .0 DOES OR Do THE RELEVANT TELCO's STILL
HAVE THE CALL CHARGE RECORDS FOR LATE, ANUARY/EARLY FEBRUARY 2009?

Why this matters:
Me aghan Vass (MV) is a critical witness in the Sue Neill-Fraser case. Her 2019 affidavit (and
the unexplained presence of her large volume DNA sample on the deck of the Four Winds

yacht) triggered the leave to appeal in March 2019.
She was the only witness at the appeal hearing in early March 2021 but her evidence was
abandoned inid-appeal by the Sue Neill-Froser legal team. That abandonment flowed from
her mental state and the quality of witness management.
The evidence at trial in 201.0 was that MV was absent from Mara House (where she was living

at the time) on the evening of 26 January 2009 and somewhere in the Hobart area. She
denied being on the yacht.
However, she stated in her 201.9 affidavit that she boarded the Four Winds Yacht that

afternoon/evening with 2 identified men, including Sam Devine. Mara House records show
that she was back at Mara House on 27 January 2009 (see below).
Sue Neill-Fraser was arrested and charged with the murder of Bob Chappell in August 2009.
MV was not identified as the person whose DNA was found on the deck of the yacht until
March 201.0, about a half year later. An investigation of her possible involvement was then
carried out by then Detective Senior Constable Sinnitt of Tasmania Police.
Mobile phone records are a useful investigative tool for police. There is value in identifying
what calls were made, to whom and when; what and when calls were received and the
content of any eXchange of text or other messages.
An investigative failure to ever follow up on phone records in 201.0 (when MV came to
notice), 2017 when she made her first affidavit admitting to being on the Yacht, and again in
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201.9 when she made another affidavit reflects either investigator ineptness, a refusal to
investigate properly, or both.

The Trial in 201.0:

Prior to trial, very little information other than DNA reports were disclosed by the Crown in
relation to Me aghan Vass.

A check of the Crown disclosure folders indicates that no phone records for Me aghan Vass
were disclosed (See Crown Disclosure Volume 5 re phone records).
The importance of Me aghan Vass was minimised at trial with no mention of her or the DNA

sample made in the Crown's opening address (T 50-73). Her DNA was explained by the DPP
as a secondary transfer (that is that it was not deposited by her) and as a "red herring". David
Gunson (senior counsel for the Defence) also noted during the trial that MV was not a person
listed in the Crown papers to be a witness and that Defence had no proof from her (T 767).
Me aghan Vass gave very brief evidence and there was limited cross-examination of her. She
denied having been on the Yacht.

it was only when Detective Sinnitt was giving evidence that Gunson realised that he had not
been provided with information by the Crown in relation to the investigation of Me aghan
Vass' location/movements on Australia Day evening and her possible involvement in the
crime (given the DNA evidence) (T 752 &754).
A folder of material was disclosed inid trial by Detective Sinnitt. The handwritten front page
(Page 427 of Application Book) headed "Index" lists:3. Phone checks

11. MARA HOUSE ENQUIRIES

At page 433 of the Application Book there appears to be a handwritten check list which at
point 81ists "Telephone @ time".
This led to an application to recall both Me aghan Vass and the FSST DNA expert which was

opposed by the DPP and refused by the court. (The test used to refuse the recall was the
ground upon which the matter proceeded to the High Court on an unsuccessful special leave
to appeal application).
Sinnitt was not questioned to any great extent on the issue of Me aghan Vass' mobile phone
records. This is what occurred when Sinnitt was cross examined by Gunson at trial on 30
September 203.0:
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T 749

In March 201.0 did You become aware of an apparent DNA match on
the deck of the Four Winds made to Me aghan Vass?...... Yes, I did.
Did You conduct enquiries in relation to her and any possible
connection with Mr Chappell or Four Winds?...... Yes, I did.
And did you find any information that would establish such a
connection?...... No, none.
Did that include telephone checks, police intelligence systems,
fingerprint checks?...... Yes, it did.

T 752

What have you brought into court?...... I've brought a folder
containing enquiries relating to Me aghan Vass.
Thank you. Now I want you to tell me, please, and if necessary
refresh your memory, what information You gleaned about her
whereabouts at the time of Mr Chappell's disappearance?...... MY
enquiries with Mara House revealed that she was listed as a resident,
or supposed to be staying there on the evening of the 26th January
2009. That she hadn't stayed there after - they explained the
process but she'd requested to be elsewhere for the night.
Right.

(Note information below from Mara House staff to police in March 201.0 that would indicate
that MV did return to Mara House and was present there, as noted by staff, on 27 January
2009. A day shift entry (9 to 3.30 pm) stated MV was "self exiting, going to Annie Kenney"
(siC) and an afternoon shift entry (3 to 8 pm) stated "MV back and Informed of being
grounded". MV also submitted a sleep over form for 27 January 2009).

T 783-784

Thank you. Did You try and look for her associates, any known
associates, just tell me 'yes' or 'no'?....... No.
You didn't question any associates of hers known to you?....... N
All right. Did you check police records to see whether she had
what's colloquial Iy known as 'associates'?....... Yes.
And you couldn't find anything?....... No.
All right.

(Note, this answer was contrary to the contents of Sinnitt'sinvestigation file which indicated
that MV was associating with Sam Devine - see IDM Report 200903073 dated 1.2 January
2009 headed "Information Report -Youth at Risk - Megan Elizabeth Vass" (siC) where Devine
is recorded as a "Linked Person" and the narrative states "It is possible that at present she is

associating with Samuel John DEVINE, 2/9/1982 (siC), 7 Somerton Crescent, Derwent Park".
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T 786-787

Thank you. Now what other enquiries did You make?...... I in a e
enquiries in relation to - I made phone record checks, checking her
phone activity at the time, on the night of the 26th, and none of those
inquiries linked back - linked Me aghan Vass to this investigation. I
made inquiries -

Well can Ijust stop You there? What You mean is, you made
inquiries of what the - either Telstra or one of the telecommunication
companies she had a mobile phone with?....... That's correct.
And which company was that?....... I don't recall.

Does your file help You, can you refresh your memory from
the re?....... Yes, I ca n.

Right. And just to save a little bit of time; were You able to
establish whether on the night of the 26th she made any telephone
calls at all?....... No.

She couldn't - she didn't make any call?....... She didn't make any.
Didn't make any thank you for that. All right, let's move along.
Sinnitt has only stated that MV made no calls. He has not commented upon, or been asked
about, whether she received any calls or whether there were any text messages or other
communications (such as, for example, Facebook Messenger). No mobile phone number was
mentioned at the time during questioning. The issue as to whether she may have had more
than one mobile phone was not considered.

There is nothing that suggests that Ms Vass was ever asked for her phone or phones. Lacking
her phone there could be no forensic download. That means that the content of any
messages sent or received is unknown.

it is not known whether or not the phone records of her known associates at the time,
including Sam Devine, were checked, but in light of Sinnitt's answers in court (see above) it
is unlikely. Police were aware that Sam Devine was one of her associates at the time (see
Police IDM Report 200903073 dated 12 January 2009 mentioned above) and the records at
Mara House for her whereabouts that evening recorded that she would be spending the
evening with "Sam".

Sam Devine waslater nominated by MVin her 201.9 affidavit as one of the men she was with
that night on the Four Winds. She recanted this evidence at the March 2021. appeal.

The Disclosed Telephone Records for Me aghan Vass:

The records that were disclosed by Sinnitt for "a phone of interest" were for mobile number
04287351.49. They showed the details of allcalls made and received and the location details
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for the period 26 to 28 January 2009. There is no information provided as to the period for
which Me aghan Vass had this phone.

They showed that there had been 3 text messages from named people (seemingly unrelated
to the investigation) from various areas of Tasmania (Herring back, Roberts Hill and
Sunderland Street (Moonah or Derwent Park in Hobart?? - which is near where Sam Devine

and MV's Grandmother lived). There was only one text on 26 January 2009 at 4.49 pm from
Herring back (30 km South-east of HDbart near Sandfly and an area with a Telstra
telecommunications tower). The other two texts were around 5.30 pm on 27 January 2009.
Ms Vass was first spoken to by Sinnitt after the DNA match at 1435 hours on 1.8 March 2010
at Stainforth Court (see pages 52 and 53 of his handwritten diary notes) (P 434 of Application
Book). The notes say that she confirmed her phone number at the time was that on the
Missing Person's Report from November 2008. This report is listed at a "Person Search Links"
report at page 471 of the Application Book but a copy is not provided. it is referred to as IR
200875984 for 21. November 2008 and is entitled "information Report Missing Person

Me aghan Elizabeth Vass (14/10/93).
It's not clear to what phone number Ms Vass was referring, nor if it had changed, if so when
that change took place, and what was the replacement number.

Sinnitt's Statutory Declaration:
Sinnitt provided a statutory declaration dated 21 June 201.0 which was disclosed to the Sue
Neill-Fraser legal team. It stated:
I made numerous enquiries in relation to Me aghan VASS including; (siC)

Telephone checks to ascertain any relevant phone activity or link to the accused,
Robert Chappell or any other person linked to the Four Winds

As a result of my enquiries I found no evidence of any link between VASS and any
other person linked to the investigation.
Note should be taken of the approach taken which required some form of known linkage to
Sue Neill-Fraser, Bob Chappell or the investigation, as it then stood. Sam Devine was not a
person of interest at that stage of the investigation.
The statutory declaration attached Sinnitt's diary notes from 1.5 and 18 March 2010. The
latter entry recorded his interaction with MV.
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The Application for Leave to Appeal 20.6:

A COPY of Sinnitt's investigation file as provided to Gunson at trial was included in the
Application Book filed in the Supreme Court on 21 September 2016. it was Attachment 24 in
Volume 2 (pp. 427 to 547 i. e. 121 pages) entitled "Shane Sinnitt's file relating to Me aghan
Vass disclosed to defence during 2010 trial (containing the email of Carl Grosser to Shane
Sinnitt)".

The Leave to Appeal Hearing (October 2017 to March 20L9):
The issue of Me aghan Vass' phone records was not raised. Detective Sinnitt gave evidence
and there was no mention of the phone issue.

T4, .7 for 22 August 2018 Sinnitt under cross examination by the Crown:

When you knew Me aghan Vass's DNA was on the vessel, what sort of searches did
you do? Or what sort of investigations did you do?..... As I said in the court in 2010,
checked all police intelligence systems and police holdings in relation to Me aghan

Vass, trying to identify any link between her and the area, anyone else identified in
the case previously, any link to boating or offences on boats. Any reason basically,
why her DNA would be on the boat.
The small collection that was 'Marked for Identification' (MFl)' K' (Emails Between Sergeant

Sinnitt and Mara House) (later an exhibit - see T 42422 August 201.8) provided a number of
documents obtained by Sinnitt during his investigation of Me aghan Vass in 2010, including
some Mara House communications (T 39322 August 20.8).
Sinnitt stated that he had the same folder with him that he had at the 201.0 trial (T39222

August 201.8).
Included in those documents were the following:
.

An email from Shari Collis, Manager, Mara House, dated 23 March 201.0 in response
to an emailfrom Sinnitt of the same date;
An email from Shane Sinnitt to Shari Collis, Mara House, dated 3.5 March 2010 Re:

Phone conversation with Cynthia relating to Me aghan Elisabeth VASS DoB:
L4/10/1993

Sinnitt's handwritten notes for Monday 1.5 March 201.0 and diary entry for 18 March
201.0.
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The Appeal March 202, .:

There was no evidence or questions asked about mobile phone records relating to Me aghan
Vass.

The Sam Devine Interview August 201.7:

Sam Devine was interviewed on 1.8 August 201.7 (following the White Paper given by Richter
aC to senior government officials and other sources identifying him as a person of interest).
The interview was disclosed to the Sue Neill-Froser legal team.
At page 39 of the interview Mr Devine stated that it could well have been the case that

Me aghan Vass spent some time at his place but that he didn't have a specific memory of
Australia Day 2009.

At page 42 of the Interview Mr Devine is also questioned about his whereabouts on the
evening of Australia Day 2009 and police explore details of bank accounts and phones. Mr
Devine stated that he had "heaps of phones back then" but that they were all gone now. He
could not recall phone numbers back at that time. The police do not explore whether those

were all phones that he used or that he only used one, two, or some among them.
(Note, in IDM Report 200903256 dated 1.4January 2009 Sam Devine's mobile number is listed
as 0408/51.291. The narrative in the report states that Devine stated that this number was
his phone) (See P 492 Application Book)

The Analysis:

The Police Investigation Log, whilstit covers the period of the investigation into MVin March
201.0, and ends on the date of 20 April2010, does not list any of the investigative actions

taken regarding MV. it is understood that this log was maintained by Sinnitt.
In an email dated 1.5 March 201.0 (the day upon which Sinnitt became aware of the MV DNA

match) Sinnitt emails Shari Collis at Mara House as police intelligence indicated that Me aghan
was staying at Mara House during the dates of 26 and 28 January 2009. Me aghan had given
that address when spoken to by police and searched for cannabis at Mara House on 4

February 2009 (i. e. a week after the Bob Chappell disappearance).
One of the questions asked by Sinnitt of Shari Collis in an email dated 1.5 March 2010 was
whether MV had the telephone number 04287351.49 recorded as her contact number at
the time. There is no answer to this question provided in the material disclosed. 15 this, or is

it not the number from the Missing Person's Report (see above)?
it appears from records in the Sinnitt folder that this number 04287351.49 was a Telstra

phone for "Megan Vass" (siC) of 26 Drumana Drive, Apollo Bay, Tasmania 71.50. Note, Apollo
Bay is a rural community on Bruny Island (Police had one recorded address for MV as 26

Dromana Drive, Oyster Cove, which is 1.5 km and a ferry ride away). Oyster Cove is noted as
her mother's address in IDM Report 200903073.
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A police record ("Detention/Charge record") dated 1.8 February 201.0 disclosed in the Sinnitt
file (P 486 of Application Book) lists MV's mobile number as a different number, being 0429
237 094. The form has handwriting upon it which enlarges and reproduces this small

typewritten number. This form was completed by police a month prior to the MV DNA match
and the Sinnitt investigation.

0429237094 is not the phone number related to the mobile phone records disclosed to
the court. This number is also written prominently and underlined on the top of
handwritten notes (i. e. an additional page) by Sinnitt headed "Me aghan Vass" re 432 in the

Application Book). There is no information as to the period when this may have been Ms
Vass' phone.

There is a third mobile phone number under "Linked Telephones" of 0408 1,24484 in the IDM

report 200903073 of 12 January 2009 (mentioned above) where Sam Devine is listed as an
associate of MV's. it is referenced to IDM report 87279.

Please note that the Missing Person's Report from November 2008 which Meaghan Vass
apparently said to Sinnitt in March 201.0 correctly listed her mobile number was not among
the documents provided in the Sinnitt folder (see above).
An email from Shari Collis to Sinnitt of 23 March 2010 stated that when MV left Mara House

on 26 January 2009 she was to call Mara House with Sam's phone number, as she had
requested a sleepover at "Sam's place" and the worker needed to verify where she was
before "sleepover was actioned". Ms Collis stated that MV had not returned to Mara House

by 5.40 pm and was breaching curfew and "was not answering her phone".
Ms Collis further noted that "26/1. Night shift worker tried to contact Me aghan again, no
,

answe

These phone calls do not show up on the mobile phone records for 0428735 ,. 49 disclosed
as MV's mobile phone records. There are NO incoming calls showing on the records
disclosed.

The Mara House records also show that MV returned to Mara House or was present at Mara

House on 27 January 2009 (See Shari Collis email to Sinnitt dated 23 March 2010 and Sinnitt's
handwritten notes from 15 March 201.0).

Conclusion:
Re MV:

Given that calls from Mara House do not appear on the records for 04287351.49 for 26

January 2009, it appears that the wrong mobile phone records may have been disclosed by
Police inid trial in 2010 given their own official records (both Sinnitt's handwritten notes and
the detention record) which lists a different mobile phone for Me aghan Vass.
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The records for at least the one, and possibly two other numbers (as noted above) for MV,
should have been checked. If they were checked then the results should have been disclosed.
If they were not checked then the reasons for that oversight require an explanation. it may
be, for example, that either or any of these numbers was not obtained by either Ms Vass or
Mr Devine until some time after January 2009 - but we don't know.

Re Sam Devine:

Did police make mobile phone checks regarding Sam Devine given that he and Ms Vass were
known associates back in early 2009 and the information from Mara House staff indicated
that Me aghan was spending the Australia Day night at "Sam's place"? If not, why not?
It's a pity that further questions were not asked of Mr Devine about his mobile phones during
his 2017 police interview. At the least it would be useful to know whether there were any

calls/texts from his known phone to either of MV's phones, or calls/texts from any of her
known phones to his known phone

Justice requires that we know the extent to which the checking of the use of the phones in

late January 2009 has ever been adequate (it appears not) and whether the relevant service
provideds for the phone service still has/have records for those few days.
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Appendix C - The Allegation by Police and the Crown that the Sue Neill-Fraser Diary Entry
for 1.0 January 2009 was False

Sometime on 1.0 January 2009, Sue Neill-Froser noticed that someone had been aboard the
yacht. Nothing appeared to have been stolen but things had been moved and various items

had alleged Iy been accessed or interfered with. The incident was not reported to the police.
However, Sue Neill-Fraser thought it significant enough to make a personal entry in her

diary about the event (which she drew to police attention early in the investigation). The
entry for 10 January 2009 stated:
Bob & I out to fix mizzen - boat has been accessed - electrical panel unscrewed floor hatches lifted -water pump & valve covers taken up!!! = getin sniffer dogs!
(Note, the diary entry made no mention of "break-in's", only that the boat had been
"accessed").
At trial the Crown in cross-examination of Sue Neill-Fraser alleged that her January 2009

diary entry about a possible entry on the Yacht was an 'after the event concoction. This
attack was based in part upon material from Constable Tony Fox of Forensic Services who
had used an ESDA (Electrostatic Detection Apparatus) to determine whether Sue's diary

entry for 1.0 January 2009 (see CT 793) had been made contemporaneously, given that
different coloured pens were involved. ESDA detects indented writing in documents and
can be used to determine "the order of writings".

Constable Tony Fox (who was NOT called to give evidence on the diary issue) stated in his
disclosed statement of 4 March 2009:

An ESDA examination was conducted on the questioned documents and from

pages on either side of the relevant date. Indented writing located was found to be
consistent with what would be expected, namely impressions from the previous

page and backward writing from impressions of writing on the reverse side of the
same page and following pages. There was no indication of the writing on the

questioned document being completed on a different date. (emphasis added)
In the Final Investigation Report prepared by Sergeant Conroy dated 1.9 June 2009, which
was acquired under RTl, Conroy summarises the evidence of key witnesses. in relation to
Constable Fox he stated (at p. 12):
Constable Fox is a forensic document examiner he was tasked with examination of

personal diaries handed to police by Neill-Fraser (siC). His examination included a
finding that regarding the 2009 diary "The entry on 10/1/2009 did show a
difference in that a space was not left between the two different entries. in the
2008 and 2009 diary there was no other example of this with at least a single line
between each individual entry".

Conroy's statement is 'interesting' as there is no mention of any line spacing issues in the
statements of Constable Fox disclosed to defence counsel.
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The DPP was to infer at the trial in September/October 2010 that the diary entry had been
added later and that this was simply "a self serving statement in another form by the
accused" (CT p. 299). He also accused her of "squeezing" the entry in on a date that she
could fit it and referred to it as a "deliberate lie" (CT p. ,. 395).
Note that the Defence did not know that yachtsman Grant Maddock could have given
evidence supporting Sue Neill-Fraser's claim of entry onto yachts.
Constable Fox was to later contradict his earlier evidence in an affidavit dated 1.9 July 201.1. .
The new report said:
There was no indication of the writing on the questioned document being

completed on a different date or different dates, nor was there any indication it
was not. it may well have been done on different dates but the ESDA would seldom
detect that, especially in the case of a book like a diary where pages have not been
removed.
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APPENDIX D - RELEVANT MATERIAL FROM THE TRIAL AND THE EARLY APPEALS

THE SUPREME COURT TRIAL 201.0
The Homeless Girl's DNA:

At trial, in his opening address, the Crown made no mention of the homeless girl's DNA which
had been found on the deck of the Yacht (CT pp. 50 to 73). The first mention of the homeless
girl's DNAis by the CROWN in the absence of the jury at CT pp. 604 - 605.
As there was no statement from the homeless girl available, defence counsel asked for a
Basha Inquiry (CT p. 608). The girl then gave evidence in a Basha inquiry (with the jury absent)
and was briefly questioned by the Crown and cross-examined by Defence counsel(CT pp. 629632).

The girl then briefly gave evidence in front of the jury (CT pp. 633-636). Her evidence to the
jury included:

That she was "quite sure" that she had never been aboard the Four Winds Yacht;
That she did not remember if she ever went to Constitution Dock at the end of

January or the very beginning of February 2009;
That she did not remember going to an industrial area in Negara Crescent,
Goodwood around the same time in 2009;
Under cross-examination, that she had never been to CleanLIFT Marine at Negara
Crescent at Goodwood in her life; and
That she had refused to be interviewed by police about the case.

The court heard forensic evidence including evidence on the DNA from a scientist from
Forensic Science Service Tasmania (FSST) (CT pp. 685-703).

At CT p. 690, the following interaction occurred between the Crown and the scientist:
The presence on the surface of a walkway, would that indicate anything to you about
a possible transfer?..... It's a possibility. Logically on a walkway you're going to get a
lot of people passing over that particular area and potentially the mechanism forthat
sort of transfer to occur could be on the bottom of someone's shoe or something like

that -you could step in something and transfer DNA that way. That's sort of logically
what goes through my head, but again it's speculation. I can't say categoricalIy that's
what's happening in this case.

Yes, it's a reasonable possibility based on logic, is that right?..... It's a possibility, yes,
that's correct.

Thank You. And that could have come, of course, from Ms Vass's - her bodily
secretions by spit or menstrual blood or a cut - something like that - that gets on
someone's shoe. .. yes.
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Who walks on the deck. ... Potentially anything that would be carrying a lot of DNA
from that individual could have been transferred onto that.

The scientist was questioned by Defence counsel, as to the likely source at CT pp. 694 and 695
where he stated:

I think basically what we've got is some suggestion that there's possibly a large
amount of DNA that may have originated from Miss Vass present on the boat and as
to how that got there I really can't say that any one particular scenario is vastly more
likely than another scenario mm I can't give you any indication of the relative strengths
of those possibilities.

And at CT p. 696 when discussing direct deposit versus secondary transfer, the scientist
stated:

Normally I'm in a position where I say that I can't make any inference either way as
to how that could have occurred. I'd agree that both possibilities are possibilities.
The scientist went on to say under cross-examination that he had not seen any cases of DNA
that he had known categorical Iy had been transferred from one place to another through
spittle or something on the ground that had been "walked".
A Detective Senior Constable then gave evidence and it became apparent that certain
information about the investigation into the homeless girl had not been made available to
the Defence. Defence counsel then asked to inspect a document and the whole of the
relevant file.

This was followed by legal argument in the absence of the jury on the question of hearsay re
Mara House issues (where the homeless girl had been staying at around the relevant time)

and the movement/location of the homeless girlon and around 26 January 2009. The Crown
successfully argued that the Detective's information was hearsay. The Crown asked the trial
Judge to tell the jury to ignore the Mara house information from the detective (including
details of a false address that was provided) (rather than abort the trial).
Defence counsel flagged that he wished to make an application to recall Me aghan Vass and
the forensic scientist (CT p. 763).

At CT p. 766, in the absence of the jury, the trial Judge stated that he was wrong to allow the
evidence of the detective in relation to the homeless girl. The Judge stated that he would

give the jury a direction to ignore the evidence as to what it was told on the basis of
information apparently contained in the Mara House records.
At CT p. 767, there was a recall application regarding the homeless girl in the absence of the
jury. Defence counsel noted that the girl was not a person listed in the Crown papers to be a
witness. The CROWN stressed during legal argument that the relevant DNA was "found in
one patch only, one patch only" (CT p. 771). The Crown then suggested that someone may
have stepped in something from Ms Vass, got in a car and virtually immediately gone on
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board the Four Winds, which would explain the presence of the DNA (CT pp. 771-772). The
Crown argued that the recall of Vass would be pointless (CT p. 772):
[T]o get young Ms Vass back in for a bit more nasty badgering about where she was
on the night would not only be pointless but totally unfair, a girl who's had no fixed
address, been paraded back in to be badgered about this when - if it's my learned
friend's case that she committed this crime, well let him put it to her. But he hasn't
done so in the opportunity that he to do so and there's no reason he should be given

another opportunity to badger her about matters which do not affect the possibilities
concerning the presence of her DNA in one patch on a crime scene, in my submission.
At CT p. 774 the trial Judge ruled that the recall of Vass and the scientist not be allowed.
in his closing address, the Crown stated that the homeless girl's DNA was a "big red herring"
or a "red herring" (CT pp. 1407-1408). He further stated (CT p. 1407):
We've had Me aghan Vass, a sixteen year old homeless girl, bullied and chased
around by Mr Gunson all because some of her DNA was found in the one spot on

Four Winds, one spot, one spot only, on the top of the deck.
The Crown again referred to the "footwear" argument of transference (CT p. 1,407). The
Crown stated at CT pp. 1407-1,408:

But it could have been put there at any time before the DNA swab was taken by
anyone who had acquired some trace on theirfootwear at any place and then maybe
got in the car, driven down and got out and onto the boat and transferred it. All those
things are logically possible, all things go to explain this finding, which of course has
been disclosed to Ms Neill-Fraser, it's been thoroughly investigated mm Where did that
red herring take us? Why was that girl pursued? Why was she bullied and argued
with so fiercely? Was it because it was wanted for you to seriously entertain a

reasonable doubt that she's responsible for this killing? mm Well that's a long bow
when you're desperate, when you're desperate, anything will do when you're
conducting your case on the basis that, well we'll raise anything that comes along
and the jury are going to have to have a reasonable doubt about that because You
know, there's her DNA after all, what - CSl, DNA, she's all the same, whatever the

theory was, but it was a theory, I suggest, a theory of how to pursue this case which
was one and the same with how Ms Neill-Fraser had conducted herself with the

police. To suggest false trails of investigation to point away from her anyLime you
can. Me aghan Vass, a red herring, a red herring, should not have been, I suggest,

pursued in this case mm (emphasis added)
in his closing (CT pp. ,. 428 - ,. 461. ) Defence counsel repeatedly mentioned the Me aghan
Vass DNA. He argued that transference was not credible and that the homeless girl was on
board. it therefore followed logically that she could not be excluded as a rational
hypothesis.

In his summing up, the trial judge referred to the Me aghan Vass DNA at CT pp. ,. 521-22. The
judge reviewed the evidence relating to Ms Me aghan Vass from CT pts27. The judge stated
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that the furthest the forensic scientist went was to say that he wasn't able to say whether
transference was more likely or less likely than Me aghan Vass having been present on the
boat. The judge said at CT p. 1529:
Now what [the forensic scientist] said was that that doesn't necessarily mean she
was there, that it is possible for someone's DNA to be transferred from place to
place. ..
The trial judge stated at CT p. ,. 530:
Now if Me aghan Vass was homeless in the northern suburbs one of the possibilities

that I'd suggest you ought to be considering is whether she'd spat -it's not a delicate
subject, but had urinated or something like that somewhere where a policeman had
trodden and then that officer had walked onto the deck, is it possible that that's the
mechanism by which her DNA got there and that she wasn't there. ..
Well [the forensic scientist] was cross-examined about the possibilities of
transference and about the relative chances of the DNA coming directly from the girl
or the DNA coming indirectly from her and being transferred there, perhaps on
someone's shoe. All that he really said was in substance that he couldn't evaluate
the possibilities, he couldn't say whether one possibility was more likely than the
other. He certainly didn't say that transference - without the girl having got on the
boat that transference was not plausible. (emphasis added)

in the judge's sentencing comments of 27 October 2010, there was no mention of the
homeless girl's DNA sample.

COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEAL: ICrawford a, Porter I and Tenrient J)

Submissions to the Court it August 201.1. :

One of the grounds at appeal was the failure of the court to recall Me aghan Vass (p. 4). it was
argued on appeal that it was a failure of the CROWN to recallthe homeless girl (p. 4).
At p. 66 of the transcript, the Crown told the CCA that it was "impossible" to say how the

homeless girl's DNA sample was put there. He also said that apart from the fact that its
concentration indicated that it was probably some sort of fluid at some point, that's alithere
was. The CROWN at the same point referred to a "strong" result.
The Crown stated:

Now this young lady who was homeless, fifteen year's (siC) old at the time of the
murder was unfortunate enough for her to be in (a) to have been found on an area
where many people had walked over some days, quite some days after the murder

itself. it was impossible to say when that DNA which the expert thought was likely to
come from a deposit of some liquid of some kind, it was impossible to say when that
was put there, that, there's no reason at all to think that it was on the night of the
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murder. it may have been sometime well before that, and it was impossible to say
how it was put there. And so, apart from the fact that its concentration indicated it
was probably some sort offIuid at some point, orin some sort of fluid when swabbed,
that was all there was. Now I should say that concentration led to some confusion
on the appellant's, or then accused's, Counsel's part because the expert said 'a large
amount of DNA' that was confused with 'a large stain or a large amount of fluid'. That
wasn't the case at all. it was simply a case of a strong result from a swab. So how

large the stain was we don't know. The expert told the Court that the DNA could
have got there in a multitude of ways, it could have been attached to the shoe of
someone who subsequently walked on the boat, it could have been perhaps from
Ms Vass spitting in the vicinity of the boat while it was tied up at Constitution Dock
or Goodwood. But there is absolutely no basis to have suggested that its presence
linked her, in a way that any sensible jury would take notice of, to the murder.
(emphasis added)

At p. 69 of the transcript, the Crown stated that Meaghan Vass had no familiarity with yachts
or the like. On the same page, the Crown referred to Me aghan Vass as not "a very promising
suspect by any means".
At p. 75 of the transcript, the Crown stated that Me aghan Vass "receded and properly
receded into the distance". He stated:

She was never going to be able to be a credible suspect and the hope of doing so

never got any expression. No, I think there might have been some, some reference
to her in address, but really it was, with respect, a token effort probably. But she
wouldn't have improved as a suspect, that's the trouble. As the evidence came piled
on and on and on, it became less and less likely that she could ever have been

presented as a credible suspect or even a suspect which would cause a jury to have
a reasonable doubt it might be her. (emphasis added)

At p. 75 Porter I stated that it was entirely unlikely that the homeless girl would make any
admissions. Porter J stated:

Let's put that to one side. The fact of it is her DNA was on the boat. I accept it's in
the circumstances that you've outlined. There's no evidence as to when it got there.
But when you're looking at this point of the appellant having to identify evidence
from her isn't the real point that you start with her DNA on the boat and it's her
inability to satisfactorily explain her whereabouts on the night which the jury might
have some regard to and that there was further information which could have been
put to her. .. The jury might take the view that she's giving terribly unsatisfactory
evidence about her whereabouts on that particular night (emphasis added)
At p. 76 the Crown stated:
... the Court was spared the spectacle of her being sought to be made a suspect on

no ground at all except for the discovery of her DNA on board, not even at a murder
scene. All the evidence was that the killing was done below decks, and there was
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no other evidence of her being there apart from that one swab, not a thing,
compared of course to the accused. (emphasis added)
At page p. 93 then defence counsel stated:
To say that it's completely speculative is just not open in my respectful submission.
It's quite the opposite, you've got a person whose DNA is there about whom there is
evidence that she's lied to the Court or may well have lied to the Court about her
whereabouts on that night. it went not just to the possibility of an alternative
suspect, it also went to the issue of whether or not this boat had been the subject
of unlawful interference at earlier or later stages, because that was part of the
appellant's defence and she was criticized, and we'll come back to that in a
moment mm (emphasis added).

Court of Criminal Appeal Decision 6 March 201.2:
Ground One of the appeal was to the effect that a Miscarriage of Justice resulted from the

prosecutor's failure to recall the homeless girl and/or from the learned judge's refusal to
recall her or to direct that she be recalled, following disclosure, during the subsequent
evidence of the relevant Detective, of matters concerning the whereabouts of Ms Vass on 26

January 2009, which matters had not been disclosed to the appellant after Ms Vass gave
evidence.

Discussion of the Vass issue occurred from page 1.0 onwards of the CCA decision.
At p. 10:
There was no evidence establishing how that DNA profile came to be in a substance
on the deck of the yacht on 30 January 2009. (emphasis added)
At p. 1.1 the CCA noted that before the jury, neither counsel had asked anything of the
homeless girl concerning whether she had been in the vicinity of Marieville Esplanade on 26
January 2009 or any other day.
At PI2 the CCA referred to the evidence of the forensic scientist where he said it was
"entirely possible" that a person's DNA profile might be found in a swab taken from a surface,
notwithstanding that the person had never been on the surface. The CCA referred to the
shoe scenario.

At p. 1.4 the CCA stated that it was clear that this ground of appeal could not succeed unless

the appellant was able to persuade the Court that a miscarriage of justice occurred because
Me aghan Vass was not recalled.
At p. ,. 4 Defence counsel raised two possibilities - that the homeless girl was on the Yacht at
or about the time of Bob Chappell's death and was responsible for it, or had personal
knowledge of facts material to a determination of who was responsible. The other was that
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she was responsible for, or a party to, a break in on the yacht prior to 1.0 January 2009,
which the appellant claimed had taken place.

At p. ,. 4 the CCA stated that whether Me aghan Vass might have given answers that would
have significantly assisted the defence case was "entirely speculative". (emphasis added)
At p. ,. 4 the CCA concluded on this ground of appeal:
His Honour has not been shown to have erred when he concluded that the prospect
of Ms Vass giving significant evidence if recalled was slight, and that there was no

realistic prospect of further evidence from her making any significant difference.
The appellant has failed to establish that there is a significant possibility, one greater
than a merely speculative one, that the jury would have acquitted her if Ms Vass had
been recalled. it cannot be concluded that the verdict was unsafe or unsatisfactory,
or that a miscarriage of justice resulted.

THE HIGH COURT 7 SEPTEMBER 201.2:

An application for special leave to appeal to the High Court was argued in the High Court on
7 September 201.2 and refused by French a and Crennan J (Neill-Froser v The State of
msmania [2012] HCATrans 213 (7 September 2012)).
The appeal concerned the test that the court used to not allow the recall of the homeless girl
Vass after she had given evidence and it became apparent from the evidence from a police
officer (that had not been previously disclosed to the Defence) that Vass had lied to
personnel at Mara House about her movements on the night and given a false address evidence which was later ruled to be in admissible.

At the High Court, then defence counsel argued that the finding of the DNA was a very
important and powerful consideration because it pointed to a hypothesis consistent with
Sue's innocence. There was discussion about the potential significance of her evidence with

the CROWN arguing that there was "nothing else to connect her [Vass] or make her a
remote Iy possible suspect except for the presence of a swab of DNA" (at page 11).
Moreover, the Crown argued at page 1.2:
The core evidence was mm she was not on the boat. She had no way of being on the
boat. There was nothing credible suggested as to how she could be on the boat.
And the Crown again at page 13:
There is just no other connection besides DNA, one piece of DNA; no fingerprints,
nothing else, and a piece of DNA found in a common walkway, not in relation to the
real scene of the crime which was below decks
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Further, the Crown at page 1.3:

... a very strong case where all the circumstances pointed to the applicant and to the
applicant only. They did not point to a homeless 15-year old girl.
The High Court concluded at page 1.5:

in our view, this application does not give rise to a question suitable to a grant of
special leave as the applicant has not shown that she was denied an opportunity to
produce evidence on a point of substance which can be shown to have had a
significant possibility of affecting the jury's verdict. Accordingly, special leave is
refused. (emphasis added)
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WHAT TASPOL KNEW AND IGNORED FROM LATE 2008 ABOUT MEAGHAN VASS AND HER
ASSOCIATE SAM DEviNE. A SAGA OF DEFECT'IVE INVESTIGATION FAILURE To DISCLOSE
AND WHY THAT MATrERS

Prepared by Barbara Etter APM' and Hugh Selby'
4 August 2021 (revised)

OATH OF OFFICE TAKEN BY A TASMANIAN POLICE OFFICER

I, (NAME), SWEAR THATI WILL FAITHFULLY EXECUTE THE OFFICE OF POLICE
OFFICER IN TASMANIA, AND THATTO THE BEST OF MY POWER, WITHOUT FAVOUR
OR AFFECTION, MALICE OR ILL-WILL, WILL CAUSE THE PEACE To BE KEPT AND
PRESERVED AND PREVENTALL OFFENCES AGAINST PERSONS OR PROPERTIES IN

TASMANiA, AND THAT To THE BEST OF MY ABILITY, SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE WILL
DISCHARGE ALL THE DUTIES OF A POLICE OFFICER ACCORDING To LAW. So HELP

ME GOD. (emphasis added)
(Tasmanian Police Service Act 2003 - Schedule I Part 3)

INTERVIEW - DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PETER POWELL OFFICER IN CHARGE OF HOBART
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION BRANCH TASMANIA POLICE WHEN INTERVIEWED ON FILM BY
FILM MAKER EVE ASH

27 June 2012

00:47:55:12 ... and certainly Meaghan Vass had some associations with
some young male offenders, underage offenders, that have been in the past
guilty from breaking into boat yards and stealing things off boats.

' Barbara Etter APM (Australian Police Medal) is a former Assistant Commissioner of Police (including

Corruption Prevention and Investigation in WA), now a non-practicing solicitor and she was the
inaugural CEO of the Tasmanian Integrity Commission. After Sue Neill-Fraser's appeals were finished
she became her solicitor from October 201.2 until inid 201.7.

' Hugh Selby headed a police complaints body. He has both prosecuted and defended Indictable
matters.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper explores significant police shortcomings in the police investigation, along with
their failure to disclose key evidence to the Crown in the Sue Neill-Froser case.
it brings to light information (such as issues to do with the MV mobile phone records and the
associated investigation) that has not been presented to the court at any stage of the initial
trial, subsequent appeals nor the latest appeal currently before the Supreme Court of
Tasmania.

The result (from this and other analyses of parts of the investigation and the trial) is that the
following are now obvious (and this is so notwithstanding Ms Vass' changeable evidence as
to her being or not being on the boat. The DNA result speaks for itself).
A teenage girl vomited on the deck of a yacht that she and one or two others boarded to

pilfer. She left her DNA. A man was killed, his body thrown over the side or taken away (but
it seems not in the Four Winds dinghy).
His life partner was convicted of his murder because the police:
. Failed to make any inquiries among the locals and boaties about theft from moored
boats. If they did make inquiries then they failed to disclose them. But by June
2012 they admit to knowledge of her associates and their theft from boats (see
above);
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Allowed the Crown to suggest at trial that the accused had 'fabricated' an entry in
her diary about unauthorised access to the Four Windsjust a couple of weeks
before the Australia Day tragedy when they knew that their forensic evidence did
not support that suggestion, and when they should have known, and perhaps did
know, about the pilfering from boats;

Put it about that the teenage girl's DNA was left there by someone else via
secondary transfer when they should have known that it was left by heri
Lost a key piece of evidence in the police car park for a couple of days but covered
that up;

Gave incomplete and misleading evidence at trial that Chappell's blood was in the
yacht's dinghy;

Wrongly suggested that the accused could have used the winches and ropes on the
boat to get Mr Chappell's body onto the deck from below;
Had a well-meaning citizen unwittingly give misleading evidence about what he
observed at a critical time from the shore. Police either made belated disclosure, or

perhaps even a second time disclosure, as to that misinformation during the trial
but the Crown failed to alert the defence; and,

Down played evidence that showed that a grey and different dinghy was seen at the

Yacht (almost certainly the one that got the thieves, or some of them, there).
Miscarriages of justice occur when the system fails. Readers will learn from this document
how TASPOL investigators in Operation Ransack (the operational name for the Sue NeillFroser murder investigation) failed to follow up basic and obvious lines of inquiry about
Me aghan Vass [MV] and her known associate Sam Devine tSDl both prior to the Sue NeillFroser trial in 2010 and thereafter.
That failure is inexcusable.

Miscarriages of justice also occur when evidence is not appropriate Iy reported whether
through sloppy processes, human error or deliberately. in the case of Sue Neill-Fraser, the
circumstances surrounding the investigation and forensic reporting of the substantial MV
DNA deposit on board the deck of the Four Winds yacht, leaves one to suspect that there
was something untoward in the reporting of this key DNA result. This led to it being strongly
argued by the Crown at trial that the MV DNA was 'secondary transfer' (a point that could
only be suggested by accepting MV's denial that she had been on the yacht) when the totality
of the evidence available to police pointed strongly to it being a primary transfer (i. e. left
there by MV).
A key concern in the Sue Neill Fraser case has been the lack of independence of the Forensic
Science Service Tasmania (FSST) from TASPOL. Sadly, the lack of independence of FSST is
corroborated by the conduct of one of their staff at the trial who failed to mention that all
the tests done in that laboratory showed that there was no blood in the Yacht's dinghy (See
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also Police Investigation Log 1.6 April2009 as to recorded comments of this scientist that the
tests for blood in the dinghy "did not work").
Having signed off on the relevant Forensic Biology Reports (12 June and I July 2009 - see
trialT 637) and some of those confirmatory tests (as revealed through RTl) she knew all about
them. Nevertheless, she falsely suggested (including through the use of a prejudicial photo #P38 photo 21- with no probative value) that there was such blood. it is further corroborated
by September 2014 correspondence that raised bona fide technical questions addressed to
the Director of FSST being dismissively replied to by a senior member of police command.
Yet another instance is the fact that the first opinion of a police crime scene examiner was
discounted and the Crown went on to allege in cross-examination of the accused that she
had fabricated her 10 January 2009 diary entry a couple of weeks before the death of Bob
Chappell that recorded signs of unauthorised access to their Yacht. His first report, based on
his use of the ESDA equipment, gave the lie to this claim. The crime scene examiner did not

give evidence on this issue (See Appendix C).
Proper disclosure by police to the Crown was assumed to have taken place in the Sue NeillFraser case. That did not happen. A critical investigation folder prepared by the sole identified
police investigator into Me aghan Vass and her DNA (i. e. then Detective Senior Constable
Shane "Sam" Sinnitt) was not disclosed to the ODPP, including important email advice of 1.8
March 201.0 (subsequently endorsed by an independent expert from Victoria) on the nature
of the MV DNA sample which was that the strong DNA profile was indicative of the presence
of a relatively large amount of DNA, which was more likely to have come from body fluids

than a simple contact/touching event.
From the trial transcript (see T 757 and 768), it is clear that the Crown had not previously
seen the Sinnitt investigation folder. This non-disclosure is also evident from the
investigator's affidavit in a related matter as to the materials he forwarded to the ODPP for
disclosure to the Sue Neill-Fraser legal team.
This failure (and the lack of any explanatory detail in the relevant Forensic Biology Reports
from 2009 and 2010) may explain why there was no mention of MV or the DNA sample in
the Crown's opening address, no proof of evidence from her, and that she was not even listed
as a witness (2010 trial T 689 & 767).
Also inexcusable was the apparent failure by the Crown (largely arising from police failures)
to disclose relevant information to the defence about MV and SD both prior to the trial and
subsequently, including forthe appeal and the special leave to appeal application to the High
Court (based on the evidence available to the authors). The authors are not privy to what, if
any, material may have been disclosed in more recent proceedings, but it appears that some
of the materials such as Mara House emails were provided to the Sue Neill-Fraser legal team
for the leave to appeal hearing (see Chronology below).
Non-disclosure involving MV, SD and the DNA prior to the trial entailed that the Defence at
trial and Sue Neill-Fraser's appeal lawyers were uriacceptably left in the dark. This is clear
from the document entitled "Index-Disclosure" prepared by TASPOL Officer, (now Detective
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Sergeant) Sinnitt who has stated that he was responsible for preparing the prosecution brief
and for disclosure prior to the 201.0 trial (See affidavit filed in another matter involving
Barbara Etter [BE] - sworn 27 September 2019 and filed 30 September 2019 at pare. 23).
Sinnitt stated that he was intimately familiar with all aspects of the investigation (pare. 23).
He stated that he "maintained a court file index and a disclosure file index throughout the

file completion process" (pare. 23).
At SAS6 attached to the affidavit he provided the Index-Disclosure which "set out all the
documents and other material that were disclosed to the ODPP for onward disclosure to Sue

Neill-Froser's lawyers". it is telling to see the limited number of documents disclosed to the
ODPP in light of the documents available on the Sinnittinvestigation folder (See Appendix A).
Materials relevant to this paper that were disclosed were listed (without specific detail) as:
Folder 1.1
FSST DNA REPORT:

MEAGHAN ELIZABETH VASS

PRIOR CONVICTIONS:

MEAGHAN ELIZABETH VASS

Folder 1.2
STATUTORY DECLARATION

DET. SEN. CONST. SINNITF

COPY OF NOTES:

DET. SEN. CONST. SINNITF

tThese Folder 1.2 contents would appear to be Sinnitt's statutory declaration of 21 June 201.0
and the attached diary notes for 1.5 and 18 March 2010).

Folder 1.3
OFFENCE REPORT No. 387785

VASS

YOUTH JUSTICE ACTION REPORT
& COMPLAINT

VASS

tThese documents in Folder 1.3 have not been sighted by the authors and it is not known

what the Youth Justice Action Report and Complaint relates to. However, we are aware that
at least one Youth Justice worker was aware that pilfering from boats was taking place
around that time, including by teenage girlsl.

An examination of the Crown Disclosure Folders (I-6 and Supplementary) (as supplied)
indicates that the contents of Folder 1.3 from Police were not disclosed. it also appears that
neither of these Folder 13 documents were included in the Sinnitt investigation folder which
was disclosed inid trial in 201.0 after cross examination by David Gunson SC exposed its

existence. This disclosure of the folder importantly occurred after the evidence of MV and
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Mr Grosser from FSST regarding the now critical DNA sample (see Appeal transcript I-3
March 2021).

Offence Report No. 387785 (in Folder 1.3) relates to the offences committed by MV in
February 201.0 which led to her DNA being taken and the subsequent match in early March

201.0 (as it is mentioned in one of the related records in the Sinnitt folder).
As will be revealed in this paper there may well be other relevant material in TASPOL
possession that was not used or considered appropriateIy by police and not forwarded to the
ODPP (such as the Missing Person's Report from November 2008 - as to the significance, see
below).

THE IMPACT OF NON-DISCLOSURE

The results of the non-disclosure of relevant material were that:

I. The Crown, the Defence, and the trial judge were misled as to the availability to the SNF
defence at trial of a viable (not ephemeral) alternative hypothesis, namely that a person or

persons, not being Sue Neill-Fraser, caused Chappell's disappearance (and presumed death).
2. While the issue as to MV being on the Yacht (she said she hadn't been on the yacht) as
argued in the Court of Appeal and later in the High Court did not amount, at that time, to a
'point of substance' (as found by the High Court in September 2012 on the leave to appeal

application), it is clear from what follows that it was and is now a significant 'point of
substance'. The reason it was not a point of substance previously is because police were
incompetent.
The reason that Justice Blow and the subsequent Appeal Courts did not find the MV evidence
sufficiently weighty to warrant her recall at the trial or thereafter to order a retrial is wholly

and solely because of inexcusable police failure, first as to investigation and secondly by
their lack of proper disclosure to the Crown.
This paper demonstrates a point of substance that, if known at the time, would either have
altered the trial outcome or been of great significancein any appeal.

3. The police disinterest in Ms Vass may be explained by an early decision by them to discount
any allegation that someone other than Sue Neill-Fraser was responsible for Chappell's
disappearance and presumed death. This approach required ignoring any suggestion that
some other person or persons had gone aboard the yacht. The obvious reason for such an
incursion would be to break in to take food, alcohol or any valuables. This decision should be
considered in the context of the following:
10 January 2009 when Sue-Neil Fraser makes a diary entry about a possible break in
or illegal access of the Four Winds;
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27 January 2009 when Peter Lorraine has a phone chat with TASPOL officer Sinnitt
and describes a dinghy that is NOT the Four Winds' dinghy;
27 January 2009 when Grant Maddock, a local yachtsman living on his yacht in the
vicinity of Four Winds, speaks with police at the low loading dock at Constitution
Dock. He speaks to Conroy (and even emails him photos of the Four Winds
immediately prior to that day - T1991eave to appeal hearing I November 2017) but
Conroy never contacts him again (see leave to appeal hearing T 1.98-199 and 205 I.
November 2017);

28 January 2009 when Phillip Triffett contacted police 'providing information about
the Yacht and Ms Froser' (see Police Investigation Log);
31 January 2009 when Peter Lorraine meets Conroy who has him sign up to a
statement that has him seeing the Four Winds' dinghy. Sinnitt's contemporaneous
notes of Lorraine's initial evidence that describe a very different sort of dinghy were
available to Conroy;

Thereafter police have the crime scene/forensic document examiner provide
inconsistent statements (see Appendix C to this paper) in an effort to substantiate a
claim that Sue Neill-Fraser had 'doctored' her diary to insert a false 'break in' claim.
4. The significance of the content of MV's later sworn admissions (203.7 and 201.9, and despite
her abandonment at both the 20.71eave to appeal and the 2021 appeal) has been under
estimated because of the persistent failure of TASPOL to come clean about its pre-trial
failures and its continuing failures to re-investigate issues in light of those sworn admissions
by MV and other information put before it.

THE APPROACH TAKEN IN THIS DOCUMENT

This document draws upon:
.

TASPOL officer Sinnitt's Investigation Folder disclosed inid trial in 201.0 (filed in the
Supreme Court in the leave to appeal Application Book [AB] on 21 September 2016
by BE, which is mentioned in the leave to appeal hearing, see, for instance in the
cross-examination of Sinnitt on 22 August 2018 at T 393);
the redacted Police Investigation Log or running sheet;

the statutory declarations of Sinnittin December 2009 and June 201.0 (with attached
diary notes from 1.5 and 1.8 March 201.0, including his first interaction with MV);
the Proof of Evidence of Detective Inspector Peter POWe11,01C of Hobart Criminal
Investigation Branch (undated);
.

evidence given at trial, particularly by MV and Sinnitt;

.

evidence given at the leave to appeal hearing by MV and Sinnitt in 201.7 and 201.8;
matters raised unsuccessful Iy on the appeals and mentioned again at the leave to

.

appeal hearing;

correspondence between BE and FSST and TASPOL (including numerous RTl
requests);
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the police interview of Sam Devine in August 2017;
Sinnitt's sworn affidavit of 201.9 and attachments in matters involving BE as such
affidavit importantly covers disclosure issues; and
.

The Crown Disclosure files for the 201.0 trial.

An analysis of the 121 page Sinnittinvestigation folder disclosed inid trial in 201.0is provided
at Appendix A.
It should be noted that apart from the relevant FSST DNA report and the diary notes attached
to Sinnitt's separate stat dec of 21 June 201.0 (in Folder 11 and 12), documents in the folder
(listed in Appendix A), including important emails from the Manager of Mara House and
emails from Grosser at FSST, were not provided to the ODPP for disclosure to the defence
as outlined in Sinnitt's 2019 affidavit.

A paper outlining the clear deficiencies in relation to the investigation of, and use of Me aghan
Vass mobile phone records, is provided at Appendix B.
Details concerning an allegation at trial that the Sue Neill-Froser diary entry for 1.0 January
2009 about the Four Winds yacht being boarded and accessed prior to that date was false
are set out in Appendix C. Detective Sergeant Conroy covered the issue (and the document

examination report of Fox) in his Final Investigation Report of 2009 (submitted prior to the
MV match in March 2010). The DPP was to argue in his closing that the "break in" alleged by
Sue Neill-Fraser was yet another "red herring" and "deliberately vague to put police off her
track" a 1401-1402/3 October 2010).
Relevant extracts from the trial and the following appeals are set out in Appendix D.

THE LEGAL POSITION

For those readers with an interest in the legal position the High Court's decision in Penney v
R [1998] HCA Slit1998) 155 ALR 605; (1998) 72 ALiR L316 is instructive.

in the leading judgment Callinan I discussed the significance of a "defective" police
investigation at paras 1141-[23]. it was argued that unfairness and incompetence in the
process of investigation by the police, for these reasons alone, would render the verdict
unsafe and unsatisfactory.
Justice Callinan stated that there was no doubt that the police investigation was
unsatisfactory in some respects. However, these defects were fully exposed to the jury in
cross-examination and the address to the jury by defence counsel. There was also some
reinforcement of the criticism of these defects by the accurate summary of the defence
submissions to the jury by the trial judge.
it should be noted that, in the Sue Neill-Fraser case, significant defects have NOT been
exposed either at the trial stage or in subsequent appeals.
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Justice Callinan stated at t, .81:

The appellant's submissions on these contentions fail at the threshold. They fail
because even though a better investigation may, and probably should have, been
conducted, there is no general proposition of Australian law that a complete and
unexceptionable investigation of an alleged crime is a necessary element of the trial
process, or indeed of a fair trial. That is not to give any imprimatur to incomplete,
unfair or insufficient police investigations. indeed there may be cases in which
deficiencies in the investigation might be of such significance to a particular case
as a whole that the accused will be entitled to an acquittal or a retrial. But that will

all depend on the facts of the particular case.
The authors assert that the police deficiencies described in this paper, when placed
alongside:

the misleading of the jury by claiming that there was blood in the dinghy (evidenced,
as but two examples, by judicial comment and a photo exhibit of the luminol reaction
in the dinghy);

the false suggestion that Ms Neill-Fraser could have used the winches and ropes to
pull the body from below decks;
the false and misleading evidence as to a sighting of Mr Chappell and the dinghy at
the Yacht by Mr Peter Lorraine late in the afternoon and at a critical time; and
the fiasco of Ms Neill-Fraser's red jacket

(all those matters NOT having been raised at the March 2021 appeal) combine to realise
the facts to which Justice Callinan was referring asjustifying at least a retrial, and possibly an

acquittal. His dicta have been cited in cases around Australia, including in Tasmania by Blow
a in Pike v Lusted [2017] TASSC 46 at [13].
The relevant events are best understood in the context of a chronology. Thereafter the

investigative shortcomings are discussed. The Appendices round out the 'picture' of how it
all went wrong.

CHRONOLOGY

2008
21 November

IDM Report Missing Person's report re MV, listing MV mobile phone
number - IR 200875984 for 21 November 2008 and is entitled

"Information Report - Missing Person Me aghan Elizabeth Vass
(14/10/93)". (Not included in Sinnitt investigation folder)
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it is unclear until the police release that report what phone number is listed on it.

2009

10 January

Entry in Sue Neill-Fraser diary re unlawful trespass or breakin of the
Four Winds yacht (claimed by Sue Neill-Fraser, see Appendices C and
D - Court of Criminal Appeal). The unlawful access or break in was
thought to have occurred between 3 and To January 2009 - see T
79330 September 2010. See Appendix C as to how it was alleged
that her report was a fabrication and a "red herring".

1.2 January

IDM Report 200903073 dated 12 January 2009 headed "Information
Report - Youth at Risk - Megan Elizabeth Vass" (siC) where Sam
Devine is recorded as a "Linked Person" and the narrative states "It

is possible that at present she is associating with Samuel John

DEVINE, 2/9/1982 (siC), 7 Somerton Crescent, Derwent Park". in
Sinnitt investigation folder disclosed inid trial. Lists a mobile number
of 0408 124484 under "Linked Telephones" which is referenced to
IDM report 87279 (a COPY of which is unavailable). Later becomes
MFI L "Police Report" at leave to appeal hearing 22 August 201.8 T
395)
14 January

IDM report IR 200903256 re Sam Devine contact details. States that
Devine was contacted on mobile 0408 3.51.291. and that this was his

phone.
26~27 January

Bob Chappell is killed on board Four Winds moored off Sandy Bay.
MV staying at Mara House. She exits in the afternoon, advising in

writing that she is staying at "Sam's place" (gives a false and nonexistent address in Mt Nelson). Mara House tries to contact her on

her mobile phone (but which one is unclear) without success (as
advised by Shari Collis in email to Sinnitt of 23 March 201.0).
27 January

MV returns to Mara House (as advised by Shari Collis in email to
Sinnitt of 23 March 201.0).

27 January

Peter Lorraine has a phone chat with Sinnitt and describes a dinghy
that he saw at the Four Winds yacht at 5 pm on Australia Day 2009.
It was clearly not the Four Winds' dinghy. Sinnitt's notes were NEVER
disclosed to the defence (and a COPY only emerged in August 2018
at the leave to appeal hearing during the evidence of Sinnitt).
However, they were known to at least one lawyer within the ODPP
during the trial.
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27 January

Grant Maddock speaks with Conroy at Constitution Dock. He emails
photos to Conroy at some stage. There is no follow up by police. See
entry inidJune 201.7 as to his knowledge of reported break iris of
yachts.

Note the Crown allegations at trial (see below at September/October 2010) that Sue NeillFraser has fabricated her diary entry of a January 2009 break in of the Four Winds. Maddock's
information not only belies that allegation, it also demonstrates that within days of Bob
Chappell's death the police were uninterested in pursuing obvious lines of inquiry.

28 January

Phillip Triffett, a critical witness at the trial, comes forward with
information about Sue Neill-Fraser and the death of Bob Chappell.

29 January

Offence Report No. 00003573, .5 re break-in at Blackmans Bay
between 28 and 29 January 2009 with handwritten note about the
extent of MV involvement (This email appears in MFI K "Emails
between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House" at T 393 at the leave to

appeal hearing 22 August 201.8).
Sinnitt attends Bellerive station at 12.15 pm and speaks to Triffett.

Sinnitt prepares work up on Phillip Triffett (see Duty Allocation Sheet
06 and Police investigation Log)
30 January

Large volume DNA sample "Person E" taken from deck of yacht at
CleanLIFT Goodwood at 1.40 am.

31 January

Peter Lorraine meets with Conroy (who has access to Sinnitt's

contemporaneous notes of the 27 January phone chat). Conroy has
torraine sign a statement that is inconsistent with his account to
Sinnitt. in this signed statement important detail is omitted and it
now appears as though Lorraine did see the Four Winds' dinghy, the
yacht and an elderly man on board.
2 February

IDM Report IR 200908074 dated 2 February 2009 regarding
"Suspicious Persons". The "Principal" person listed is Sam Devine.
involved a search of his vehicle BQ2482 a white Mitsubishi Colt

where Devine and the other two occupants were said to be acting
suspiciously. No property or implement located but driver
proceeded with via summons for driving whilst unlicensed and
unregistered motor vehicle.
4 February

MV spoken to by police at Mara House re a cannabis bong - see IDM
report IDM Report 2009084447 dated 4 February 2009.
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I July 2009

Forensic Biology Report from FSST identifying Person E for the

sample taken from the deck of the yacht (large luminol positive area
- size of a dinner plate).
20 August

Sue Neill-Froser arrested and charged with murder of Bob Chappel
Bail refused and imprisoned since that time.

11 December

Statutory Declaration of Sinnitt outlining the checks and inquiries
undertaken during the investigation to see if there was any
indication that Mr Chappell was still alive including interrogation of
police offence reporting and intelligence systems to ascertain any
relevant activity or incidents in the Marieville Esplanade area and if
any vessels, dinghies orvehicles were stolen from the area. He noted
that "the result was negative".

Note, there is no check at this time about trespassing or stealing from boats. The period
checked is also not mentioned.

201.0

1.8 February

MV arrested for stealing and unlawful possession of property
offences

see IDM Report IR 2010/0576. "Detention/Charge

record" disclosed in the Sinnitt folder lists MV mobile phone number
as 0429237094. MV DNA sample taken (buccal swab).
Note, this is not the phone number related to the mobile phone records disclosed to the

court inid trial in 20.0. (See below and see also Appendix B to this paper). No details are
provided in the Sinnitt file as to what phones Me aghan Vass had registered in her name (or
used) and for what periods.

9 March

MV's DNA match with the 'Person E' sample taken from FourWinds.

1.5 M a rch

Sinnitt informed of MV DNA match by phone. Follow up email from
Carl Grosser of FSST at 11.45 am. Grosser states "As discussed on the

phone I'll not be issuing another copy of the report with this updated
information unless requested".
it should be noted that according to his statutory declaration of 21 June 2010, Sinnitt

requested a formal DNA profiling court report for the file and disclosure purposes.
What was discussed on the phone? Who failed from March 2010, in the six months before
the trial, to properly investigate and interview MV, SD and the relevant 2009 staff and
residents of Mara House? Was it only Sinnitt or was/were other officer/s involved? See below
for analysis of significant shortcomings in the investigation.
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1.2

In light of the DNA match of 'Person E' with MV, and the prior police knowledge of MV and
SD, Sinnitt's inquiries - as reported by him and described below - were inadequate. See the
later analysis for details.

3.5 March

Sinnitt makes 2 pages handwritten notes for phone calls from Shari
Collis on 15 March 201.0 at 1355 and 1425 hours (dated at top - see

AB 539-540). Note these documents appear in MFI K "Emails
between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House" at T 393 at the leave to

appeal hearing 22 August 2018. The notes state that MV asked to
stay at "Sam's" and also notes that MV returned to Mara House on
27 January 2009.

Sinnitt requests Call Charge Records for mobile 04287351.49 where
subscriber "believed to be" MV (IDM Report 2010 IR 2010/5495).
Phone registered by Telstra as Megan (siC) Vass 26 Drumana Dr,
Apollo Bay Tas 7150 (no period recorded) (Also reverse CCR in a
further request). (See recorded police address as 26 Dromana Bay

Oyster Cove at AB 470).
Sinnitt emails Mara House at 12.31 pm, after a phone conversation
with "Cynthia". Sinnitt emails Shari Collis at Mara House as police
intelligence indicated that Me aghan was staying at Mara House
during the dates of 26 and 28 January 2009. Me aghan had given that
address when spoken to by police and searched for cannabis at Mara

House on 4 February 2009 (i. e. a week after the Bob Chappell
disappearance). One of the questions asked by Sinnitt of ShariCollis
in an email dated 15 March 201.0 was whether MV had the

telephone number 04287351.49 recorded as her contact number at
the time. There is no answer to this question provided in the material
disclosed via Sinnitt's investigation folder. This email appears in MFl
K "Emails between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House" at T 393 at the
leave to appeal hearing 22 August 201.8.

Is this, or is it not the number from the Missing Person's Report (see above at 21 November
2008)? Why is there no checking of 0429237094 as given at 1.8 February 201.0?

Sinnitt records a phone call from Shari Collis at 1355 hours in his
handwritten notes of 15 March 2010 (see AB 540). Collis states that

MV spent the night of 26 January there (but see later information).
She had sleepoverforms for 25 and 27 January 2009. States that "???
Register" (unreadable) lists all incidents each night but they are not
retained. Notes record that on 26 January "Just went. Sam On slow
Place Mt Nelson".
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Sinnitt records a phone call from Shari Collis at 1425 hours in his
handwritten notes of 15 March 2010 (see AB 539). She states that

MV asked to stay at Sam's (On slow Place Mt Nelson). She was not
given permission but went anyway. She stated that MV returned on
27 January and requested a sleepover at Sam's again, which was
granted.
1.8 March

Sinnitt speaks with MV at 1,435 hours at Stainforth Court and makes
handwritten notes in diary (pages 52 and 53) including the fact that

the relevant MV mobile phone number for 26/27 January is the
number listed in the Missing Person's Report from November 2008.
This report is listed at a "Person Search Links" report at page 471 of
the AB but a copy is not provided. it is referred to as IR 200875984
for 21 November 2008 and is entitled "Information Report - Missing

Person Me aghan Elizabeth Vass (14/10/93)".
18 March

Email from Carl Grosser to Sinnitt re MV DNA sample at 12.47 pm AB
442 -

Given the strong DNA profile that we obtained from this
swab I'd suggest that this is indicative of the presence of a
relatively large amount of DNA, which is more likely to
come from body fluids (blood, saliva, etc) than a simple

contact/touching event.
Note, this email was only disclosed after Grosser had given evidence at the trial and there
was no reference by the Crown to it. The email appears again at AB 444 and this extract is
underlined with handwriting. This information was not provided in the written forensic

biology reports from FSST (see L July and 14 December 2009 and 7 April2010 reports).
Given what transpired at the 2010 trial, did someone suggest to the scientist within FSST that
MV's DNA was secondary transfer? If so, when was this suggestion made and by whom? Or
did a scientist suggest that this was the case to police? If so, who, when, and why? On what

basis was the strong and large volume DNA sample treated as secondary transfer at trial?

22 March

IDM Report IR 2010/6844 re request for subscriber checks on mobile
numbers (3) which were identified as contacting 04287351.49 "a

phone of interest re the investigation" (a Telstra phone registered to
MV). Names and addresses provided. Owners registered as living in
Mountain River, Snug and Margate and names not recognised as
being relevant.
23 March

Email from Sinnitt to Grosser at 8.45 am AB 446. Refers to the

"strength" of the DNA sample and also to the foot traffic on the
yacht. Sinnitt states:
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I know I am a pest but this girl is adament (siC) that she hasn't
been on the yacht so I am just trying to work it all out (all
possibilities that is). I am reluctant to beleive (siC) her but I
do think that if she was in some way involved etc she would
have at least tried to account for how the dna got there, but

she is adament (siC) that she hasn't been on any vessels at
all and has nothing to do with boats?
Given these emails between Grosser and Sinnitt the information about MV had to be

disclosed to the Crown before trial, who would thereafter have disclosed it in a timely
fashion to the defence.

23 March

Email from Sinnitt to Shari Collis at 9.50 am. (This email appears in

MFI K "Emails between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House" at T 393
at the leave to appeal hearing 22 August 2018). Sinnitt asks for the
time at which MV arrived back at Mara House after the night of 26

January 2009. it states, "if I could get copies of any records that
would also be appreciated". (Note, no actual records other than
several emails were ever disclosed).

Response from Shari Collis at 12.23 pm with some answers to
questions raised. These indicate that MV did return to Mara House

and was present there, as noted by staff, on 27 January 2009. A day
shift entry (9 to 3.30 pm) stated MV was "self exiting, going to Annie
Kenney" (siC) and an afternoon shift entry (3 to 8 pm) stated "MV
back and Informed of being grounded". MV also submitted a sleep
over form for 27 January 2009). See also Sinnitt's handwritten notes
from 15 March 201.0.

This email stated that when MV left Mara House on 26 January 2009

she was to call Mara House with Sam's phone number, as she had
requested a sleepover at "Sam's place" and the worker needed to
verify where she was before "sleepover was actioned". Ms Collis
stated that MV had not returned to Mara House by 5.40 pm and was

breaching curfew and "was not answering her phone".
Ms Collis further noted that "26/1. Night shift worker tried to contact
Me aghan again, no answer

These phone calls do not show up on the mobile phone records for 04287351.49 disclosed
inid trial as MV's mobile phone records. There are NO incoming calls showing on the
records disclosed. So what phone number did Mara House have for MV?

Moreover, why was MV's failure to answer the phone never properly pursued, especially
in light of her DNA being found on the yacht?
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26 March

Police check MV bank details with no success.

7 April

DNA Profiling Court Report from Carl Grosser from FSST re the MV
DNA match. States that the DNA match to MV was obtained as a

result of a search of the DNA database (AB 429).

Why has it taken 4 weeks to prepare an official report from the date of the match? When
was this April201.0 report released to defence counsel?
MV has been arrested and a buccal swab taken. That was entered in the database which then

allowed it to be 'matched' against the unknown Person E. in 2021 (siC) we have made
repeated requests to TASPOL that the unknown DNA samples/profiles found on the Red
Jacket (about which a police officer gave false evidence as to its handling/continuity) be
checked against the current DNA database or confirmation be provided that relevant checks
against all persons of interest have been undertaken. All such requests have been refused.

(Note, there is another paper on the Red Jacket "fiasco").

March and April

Police unsuccessfulIy attempt to interview MV twice, but she refused
to be interviewed - no show (see trial T pp. 780-781 via Sinnitt 30

September 2010 and T 634 via MV on 29 September 201.0)
19 March

Phone records for mobile number 04287351.49 for the period 26 to

28 January 2009 (a Telstra phone for "Megan Vass" (siC) of 26
Drumana Drive, Apollo Bay, Tasmania 71.50) showed that there had
been 3 text messages from named people (seemingly unrelated to
the investigation) from various areas of Tasmania (Herring back,
Roberts Hill and Sunderland Street (Moonah or Derwent Park in
Hobart?? - which is near where Sam Devine and MV's Grandmother

lived). There was only one text on 26 January 2009 at 4.49 pm from
Herring back (30 km South- East of Hobart near Sandfly and an area
with a Telstra telecommunications tower). The other two texts were
around 5.30 pm on 27 January 2009.
There is no record of the phone calls made by Mara House to Meaghan Vass on the evening
of 26 January 2009.
No phone records of MV were disclosed prior to trial - See Sinnitt
disclosure index in his affidavit sworn on 27 September 2019 and

filed on 30 September 20, .9 in a separate matter involving Barbara
Etter and Tasmania Police response to Mrs Etter's RTl request of
February 201.2 (including under internal review by an acting
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Assistant Commissioner) in relation to all disclosure that occurred in
the Sue Nei!I-Fraser matter.

As of March 201.0 (i. e. near six months before the trial which commenced on 21 September)
TASPOL must have known that MV's DNA sample was a key bit of evidence. it linked her
directly to the yacht. Did they take the kinds of investigative steps that such evidence in a
murder investigation warranted? They did not. Why? They had charged Sue Neill-Fraser.

21 June 201.0

Sinnitt prepares Statutory declaration which states:
I made numerous enquiries in relation to Me aghan VASS
including; (siC)

... telephone checks to ascertain any relevant phone activity
or link to the accused, Robert Chappell or any other person
linked to the Four Winds

As a result of my enquiries I found no evidence of any link
between VASS and any other person linked to the
investigation. I found no evidence of any motive for VASS to
be involved in the murder of Robert Chappell.

This statutory declaration attached Sinnitt's diary notes of his
interaction with Me aghan Vass on 18 March 20, .0.
Note should be taken of the approach taken which required some form of known linkage to
Sue Neill-Fraser, Bob Chappell or the investigation, as it then stood. Sam Devine was not (but
should have been) a person of interest at that stage of the investigation. Given that we have
been told by an experienced yachtsman who lived on his Yacht in the vicinity of the Four
Winds at the time (see below) that, around 2008 to 2009, he had heard of break-iris weekly
and that there was opportunistic theft from vehicles, boats and Yachts, on land and on the
water, both in the yacht club yards and in the marinas and moorings, why was this focus
maintained to the exclusion of other lines of inquiry? Police inquiries about thefts from the
boats was limited to what had been written up as reported to them.

Sept/October

Sue Neill-Froser trial - No mention of MV or her DNA in the Crown's

opening address.
Gunson noted that MV was not a person listed in the Crown papers

to be a witness (T 76730 September 2010).
The Crown alleges at trial that Sue Neill-Fraser has made a false entry
in her diary for 10 January 2009 in relation to an apparent unlawful
access to the yacht which involved interference with electrical
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1.7

panels, hatches and valves. States that this entry is another "red

herring" and a "deliberate lie" T 1,395 and 1,401 1.3 October 201.0).
Police had failed to do proper investigations as to break-iris on boats,
thefts of dinghies etc and had not followed up with people that they
had spoken to, such as Grant Maddock who lived on his Yacht at the
time in the vicinity of the Four Winds.
MV gives evidence -limited cross-examination - application to recall

refused after Sinnitt investigation file disclosed inid trial (T752 -754)
and after the evidence of MV and FSST scientist Carl Grosser. There

was no proof of evidence for MV. (Folder also included a COPY of the
email from Grosser to Sinnitt on 1.8 March 201.0 about the nature of

the DNA sample).
The evidence at trial was that MV was absent from Mara House

(where she was living at the time) on the evening of 26 January 2009
and somewhere in the Hobart area. She denied being on the yacht.
The Crown successfully argued that the eXchange of emails between
Sinnitt and Mara House personnel was in admissible. The Judge told

the jury to ignore such evidence a 77730 September 203.0). No one
from Mara House was called as a witness.
At trial Sinnitt states:
T 749

In March 2010 did You become aware of an apparent DNA
match on the deck of the Four Winds made to Me aghan
Vass?...... Yes, I did.
Did you conduct enquiries in relation to her and any possible
connection with Mr Chappell or Four Winds?...... Yes, I did.
And did you find any information that would establish such
a connection?...... No, none.
Did that include telephone checks, police intelligence
systems, fingerprint checks?...... Yes, it did.

T 752

What have you brought into court?...... I've brought a folder
containing enquiries relating to Me aghan Vass.
Thank you. Now I want you to tell me, please, and if
necessary refresh Your memory, what information You

gleaned about her whereabouts at the time of Mr Chappell's
disappearance?...... My enquiries with Mara House revealed
that she was listed as a resident, or supposed to be staying
there on the evening of the 26th January 2009. That she
hadn't stayed there after - they explained the process but
she'd requested to be elsewhere for the night.
Right.
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T 783-784

Thank you. Did You try and look for her associates, any
known associates, just tell me 'Yes' or 'no'?....... No.
You didn't question any associates of hers known to
you?....... No.
All right. Did you check police records to see whether she
had what's colloquial Iy known as 'associates'?....... Yes.
And you couldn't find anything?....... No.
All right.

Either he didn't check the ,. 2 January 2009 intelligence report regarding MV and SD being

known associates (see above) or he did check it and decided/was told to ignore it.

T 786-787

Thank you. Now what other enquiries did you make?...... I
made

enquiries in relation to - I made phone record checks,

checking her phone activity at the time, on the night of the
26th, and none of those inquiries linked back - linked
Me aghan Vass to this investigation. I made inquiries Well can Ijust stop you there? What You mean is, You made
Inquiries of what the - either Telstra or one of the

telecommunication companies she had a mobile phone
with?....... That's correct.

And which company was that?....... I don't recall.
Does your file help you, can you refresh your memory from
the re?....... Yes, I ca n.
Right. And just to save a little bit of time; were you able to
establish whether on the night of the 26th she made any
telephone calls at all?....... No.
She couldn't - she didn't make any call?....... She didn't make
a ny.

Didn't make any - thank you for that. All right, let's move
along.
The trial judge refused to allow V to be recalled asin his view

the prospect of MV giving significant evidence if recalled was
so "slight" so as not to warrant the time taken to recall her

(T 77430 September 2010).
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201.2

6 February

BE puts in an RTl application requesting the full list of disclosure
maintained by Tasmania Police in accordance with the provisions of
the then Tasmania Police Manual. She was provided with 3 redacted

pages. After a requested internal review she was provided with the
same 3 pages unredacted which only cover the period up to 7

September 2009 (i. e. prior to the MV and DNA development). The
internal review conducted by an Acting Assistant Commissioner

states in relation to compliance with the TPM that "the list disclosed
meets the general requirements of the TPM noting that the relative
components of the TPM to which you refer are considered

guidelines rather than specific orders or instructions". (Note, this
list does not correlate with Sinnitt's list at SAS-6 of his 2019 affidavit.

it is, however, the same documents that is provided at SAS-7 of his
affidavit as a Southern Regional Prosecution Service "Court File

Tracking-Prosecution File Note". The document produced under RTl
is not a consolidated and accurate record of all disclosure

undertaken in Operation Ransack. Clearly, it does not cover any
disclosure post 7 September 2009.
1.1 February

BE writes to Commissioner of Police outlining concerns with the

police investigation and, inter alia, asks that MV (and two others) be
formally interviewed.
23 March

Statement taken by police from MV after BE writes to Commissioner

of Police. Once again MV denies any involvement. States that she
has never been to Sandy Bay but see evidence at leave to appeal in
2017 (T 14,26-2730 October 2017).
27 June

Film maker Eve Ash interviews Detective Inspector Peter POWell on

film about Me aghan Vass, her DNA and possible accomplices. POWell
states:

... and certainly Me aghan Vass had some associations with
some young male offenders, underage offenders, that have
been in the past guilty from breaking into boat yards and
stealing things off boats Isee 00:47:55:L21.

The significance of this unguarded comment post the 20.0 trial is that the police never
disclosed this information to the Crown and hence the Defence too did not know about it.

For readers who are unfamiliar with the preparation and conduct of a trial, the Defence
team, armed with this knowledge, would have issued subpoenas to Youth Justice, possibly

advertised and/or commissioned inquiries among the yacht owners and marina staff about
pilfering, and raised this alternative explanation for Bob Chappell's death throughout the
trial.
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it has further significance in light of the prisoner's application to the High Court for Special

Leave to appeal in September 201.2 (see next entry). The obligations of disclosure are
.

ongoing.

Detective Inspector Peter POWell in his Proof of Evidence (undated), which was included in
the Crown Papers, stated that he became aware of the Bob Chappell disappearance on 27
January 2009 and directed Detective Sergeant Simon Conroy to take control of the
investigation. He required Conroy to keep him updated as to the progress of the enquiries.
POWellfurther stated that over the course of the next seven months he had regular meetings

with Sergeant Conroy and members of the investigation team and had considerable input
into the conduct of the investigation.

7 September

Unsuccessful application by Sue Neill-Fraser to the High Court for
special leave to appeal on a point involving MV (i. e. the test used to
refuse the recall of the witness).

In light of Inspector POWell's June 201.2 comment and what the Crown had to say against
the grant of Special Leave (see Appendix D below) it is clear that the Crown and the Defence
remained ignorant of the 'true position'. The respondent Crown's position was that it was,
'... a very strong case where all the circumstances pointed to the applicant and to the
applicant only. They did not point to a homeless 1.5-year old girl'. The strength of the Crown
case was an illusion built upon poor investigation and non-disclosure.

201.4

4 April

First expert report from Victorian Forensic Science Centre [VFSC],
which is the VICPOL forensic laboratory. VFSC required some basic
information (the electropherogram) from the TASPOL FSST.

28 May

TASPOL refuse to release it (after 5 weeks consideration). Said to
breach the Forensic Procedures Act 2000, including ss. 63(I) and (3).
Refers to s. 55(I)(a) and (b) of Forensic Procedures Act 2000 and info
sought as "identifying information". BE gets FSST to send direct to
Victoria to overcome the issue.

25 June

Expert Max lones at VFSC received DNA electropherogram from
Tasmania Police

3.1 July

BE gets 2"' expert report from Max lones challenging the notion of
secondary transfer. The report dated 1.1 July 201.4 states at page 2:

[T]here is no evidence to support the hypothesis that the
DNA detected in sample 20 [the Vass DNA sample] was the
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result of a secondary transfer event caused through foot
traffic on the deck of "four Winds" (siC).

The report also stated that (at page I):
mm I am in agreement with the Tasmanian scientist's (Carl
GROSSER) assertion that the biological substance in sample
20 is indicative of ita relatively large amount of DNA, which
is more likely to have come from body fluids (blood, saliva,
etc) than a simple skin contact/touching event". Note, this
reinforces the email from Grosser to Sinnitt which was

disclosed after the evidence of Grosser at trial. His recall by
defence counsel was refused.

201.6

21 September

Application Book [AB] filed in the Supreme Court by BE including the
Sinnitt investigation folder. Attachment 24 in Volume 2 (pp. 427 to
547 i. e. 121 pages) entitled "Shane Sinnitt's file relating to Me aghan
Vass disclosed to defence during 201.0 trial (containing the email of
Carl Grosser to Shane Sinnitt)". The folder was not an exhibit and
was not Marked for identification.

201.7

21 February

IDM report linking MV and Sam Devine (content unknown) - This
report is referred to at leave to appeal hearing when Sinnitt was
cross-examined by the DPP at T 41.7. See August 201.8 below.

27 April

MV makes a brief statutory declaration stating that she was on the
Four Winds but does not identify the persons with her at the time.
Did not state that she had seen a fight aboard the yacht.

3.1 May

Robert Richter aC, Colin MCLaren and Eve Ash meet with Premier,
Solicitor-General, A-G and request independent inquiry in reliance
upon MV's admissions.

19 May

A copy of MV's statutory declaration is given to the DPP.

26 May

Sam Devine posting on his Facebook page about the 23 May
Directions Hearing in the Sue Neill-Fraser matter and "strong" new
evidence that will overturn murder conviction. There is nothing else

on his page that has any connection to 'legal' matters.
5 June

BE, in her role as Sue Neill-Fraser's solicitor, writes to Commissioner

of Police and requests approval to meet with Tasmanian police
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officers (one of whom would have been Sinnitt) who are to give
evidence at the upcoming leave to appeal hearing scheduled to
commence 25 July 2017.
9 June

BE advised of existence of Devine posting.

10 June

BE emails then Deputy Commissioner Scott Tilyard re "Notification
of possible danger to a material witness" (MV).

11 June

BE sends copy of her 1.0 June email to Coates, Shapiro and Fabiano
Cangelosi (MV's then lawyer).

12 June

BE meets with Det Sen Sgt George and Chapman at her home to
discuss the MV issue.

1.3 June

Deputy Commissioner Scott Tilyard advises BE that her request to
meet with police officers involved in the leave to appeal hearing is
declined. (Note, the usual practice would have been to arrange any

interview with police in the presence of a solicitor from the ODPP).
Mid June

Grant Maddock, who lived on his yacht in the vicinity of the Four
Winds, advises BE and HS during proofing process for upcoming

leave to appeal that he had heard of weekly break-iris in the period
2008/09 and that there was opportunistic theft from vehicles, boats

and yachts, on land and on the water, both in the yacht club yards
and in the marinas and moorings. This backs up Sue Neill-Froser's
claim as to the Four Winds having been broken into in early January

2009 (see Appendix D - Court of Criminal Appeal below). Maddock
advised Police on 27 January 2009 that he had been aboard his Yacht
on the water near the Four Winds and offered to help. He also

offered photographs of his yacht sailing past the Four Winds which
were recent to the event and time. He emailed them to Conroy but

he did not receive any response. Maddock was never interviewed by
police.
18 August

Sam Devine interviewed for first time by police re SNF (for a total of
38 minutes). At page 39 of the interview Mr Devine stated that it
could well have been the case that Me aghan Vass spent some time

at his place but that he didn't have a specific memory of Australia
Day 2009. At page 42 of the interview Mr Devine is also questioned
about his whereabouts on the evening of Australia Day 2009.

The policeinterviewers explore details of bank accounts and phones.
Mr Devine stated that he had "heaps of phones back then" but that
they were all gone now. He could not recall phone numbers back at
that time. The police do not explore whether those were all phones
that he used or that he only used one, two, or some among them.

(Note, in IDM Report 200903256 dated 14 January 2009 Sam
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Devine's mobile number is listed as 0408 1.51.291. The narrative in

the report states that Devine stated that this number was his
phone) (See P 492 Application Book).
Devine is not challenged when he clearly gives in accurate
information to police during that interview about his knowledge of

MV's involvement in the Sue Neill-Froser matter (pages 35-36).
Given that the police had known since 1.2 January 2009 (2 weeks prior to Bob Chappell's
death) by way of an official information report that MV and Sam Devine were associates, that
they knew subsequently that MV had left Mara House to stay with 'Sam', that her DNA was
on the yacht, that she hadn't answered her phone that Australia Day evening, that Peter

Lorraine had not seen the Four Winds yacht (which Sinnitt knew from a first-hand phone
interview with him), that all the confirmatory tests for blood in the dinghy were negative,
and that MV had made a statutory declaration some months earlier that she was on the Yacht
on the night of Australia Day 2009 with people she would not name, this interviewis so gentle
that it is obvious that the interviewers were only going through the motions.

30 October

MV gives evidence at leave to appeal hearing. Admits that she had
signed the April201.7 statutory declaration but denied that it was
true. Her evidence was to the effect that she had been coerced into

signing the document out of fear. She claimed that she had been
threatened "to be put in the boot of a car" over that statement and
that that was the reason she had signed the statement. She alleged
that the threat had been made by a person named Karen Keefe and
that Ms Keefe had made up the false declaration. (Note, criminal

charges against Ms Keefe on this matter were dropped/not
proceeded with in 2021). Ms Vass denied ever having been on the
Four Winds on Australia Day or at any other time and could provide
no explanation as to how DNA matching hers was found on the
yacht. Admits to knowing Sam Devine around Australia Day 2009 (T
17 & 32).
What steps were taken following this interview with Devine? Were his mobile phone records
(including the one listed in the 1.4 January 200910M report) checked?

201.8

22 August

Sinnitt give evidence at the leave to appeal hearing. He was called by
the applicant Sue Neill-Fraser. The issue of MV's phone records was
not raised. Some documents from Mara House tendered as MFI K.

Sinnitt under cross examination by the Crown (siC) (T4, .722 August
2018):
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When you knew Me aghan Vass's DNA was on the vessel,
what sort of searches did you do? Or what sort of
investigations did you do?..... As I said in the court in 2010,
checked all police intelligence systems and police holdings in
relation to Me aghan Vass, trying to identify any link
between her and the area, anyone else identified in the case
previously, any link to boating or offences on boats. Any
reason basically, why her DNA would be on the boat.
This is the first mention of possible break iris of unoccupied yachts. From Sinnitt's notes it is

clear that the police wondered whether MV had broken into the CleanLIFT premises (to
which the scuttled Four Winds yacht was taken) and left her DNA at that time -that is, after
Chappell's disappearance.

How strange that the obvious hypothesis that the death was the unintended consequence of
a break in by a person or persons who thought that no one was on board the yacht that
Australia Day afternoon (as the dinghy was absent, Sue Neill-Fraser having gone back to shore
in it) is so wilfully ignored. it is so obvious that an astute investigator would have made
inquiries, not only in police records, but also at the Yacht Club and around the foreshore and
left a message as to how police could be contacted by anyone who had anyinformation about
an actual or attempted break in or related thefts. Conroy never bothered to contact
Maddock. Not only does this provide an alternative, plausible motive for an assault upon

Chappell, it also provides an explanation for a dinghy - not being the Four Winds dinghy that was seen at the Four Winds by several witnesses. Their evidence was discounted at the
trial because of the wrong evidence given by Peter Lorraine. That it was wrong was known to
Sinnitt who was the first police officer to speak to Peter Lorraine and record his detailed

description of the dinghy sighted. (See a separate paper by the same authors entitled "The
Grey Dinghy Seen Alongside the Four Winds Yacht on the Afternoon of Australia Day 2009"
dated 24 March 2021 which provides a wealth of detail about who saw what, and who saw

nothing, at the Four Winds yacht on Australia Day 2009). it is clear from Sinnitt's
contemporaneous notes that Peter Lorraine did not see the Four Winds, its dinghy, or Bob
Chappell. Sinnitt disclosed his notes to the Crown during the trial via email on 5 October 201.0

(although they may have been disclosed to the ODPP previously). They were not disclosed to
the Defence who were left with the wholly false impression that Mr Lorraine's evidence was
reliable. This was tragic because it entailed that necessarily they then had to disbelieve their
client.

The small collection that was 'Marked for Identification' (MFl)' K'

(Emails Between Sergeant Sinnitt and Mara House) (later an exhibit
- see T 42422 August 2018) provided a number of documents
obtained by Sinnitt during his investigation of Me aghan Vass in 201.0,
including some Mara House communications (T 393 22 August
201.8).
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Sinnitt stated that he had the same folder with him that he had at

the 2000 trial (T39222 August 2018). included in those documents
were the following:
An email from Shari Collis, Manager, Mara House, dated 23
March 201.0 in response to an email from Sinnitt of the same
date;
An email from Shane Sinnitt to Shari Collis, Mara House,
dated 15 March 2010 Re: Phone conversation with Cynthia
relating to Me aghan Elisabeth VASS DoB: 14/10/1993
Sinnitt's handwritten notes for Monday 1.5 March 2010 and
diary entry for 1.8 March 201.0.

201.9

25 February

MV makes a fresh affidavit (for the 60 Minutes TV program) stating
that she was on the boat with Stephen Gleeson and Sam Devine and
that a violent assault took place. Sue Neill-Fraser was not on the
boat.

10 March

60 Mins MV interview airs on TV (but not in Tasmania)

11 March and ???

Tasmania Police, via Assistant Commissioner Richard Cowling, makes
a public statement which is picked up by local and national media.
Cowling stated that MV's latest police interview (she had been
'picked up by police') was contrary to her statements on 60 Mins.

(This report is not substantiated by MV's subsequent court
appearance')
21 March

BrettI grants leave to appeal based on the MV affidavit and the DNA
(Neill~Froser v 70smania [2019] TASSC 10 t54-561. His Honour stated
at pare. 49:
The evidence provided to me consists of an affidavit by Ms
Vass. The affidavit purports to have been sworn on 25
February 201.9. The affidavit contains direct and detailed
admissions of Ms Vass's involvement in events aboard the

Four Winds on the relevant night. in particular, Ms Vass
states that she was present on the yacht then with two
identified male companions. She witnessed at least one of
the males assault Mr Chappell. She recalls seeing a lot of
blood. The affidavit does not directly address what became
of Mr Chappell. Ms Vass claims that she cannot recall leaving
the yacht or what happened after the assault.
4 August

Seiby writes to key government officials and agencies about issues
in the Sue Neill-Froser case, including issues of non-disclosure. No
responses are received.
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2021.

,.-3 March

Appeal in the Court of Criminal Appeal. Ms Vass is called by the
Appellant legal team but after having provided evidence on day one
of the appeal that she was on board the boat with SD and others,
she 'falls apart' and recants her evidence on day two after no
suppression order was sought and the publication of SD's name
occurred prominently in the local media. Consequently, the ground
of appeal relating to Me aghan Vass is abandoned. The ground
relating to her DNA being found on the yacht is argued as the only
ground of appeal. There was no evidence or questions asked about
mobile phone records. it is argued by Carr SC that extracts from the
trial transcript make it abundantly clear that the DNA transfer theory
was never disclosed prior to Mr Grosser's evidence a 1.09 & 1483
March).

June

Several requests by BE or related correspondence to Commissioner
of Police (10 June, IIJune, 12 June and IJuly 2021) to have the DNA
previously identified profiles from 2009 on the red jacket (trial
Exhibit #P63) checked or to provide details of any further testing
undertaken are refused. See separate 'red jacket' paper for more
details.

Note, there are NO entries re MV investigative activity on the Police Investigation Log
maintained by Sinnitt even though the log does not end until April20, .0. it is interesting to
note the following interaction in court transcripts between Detective inspector Peter POWell
(who led Operation Ransack) and Hobart lawyer, Roland Browne, who was representing
former Tasmanian Police Commissioner Jack Johnston in 2009 (Police v. Johnston Hobart CPS

24 March 2009), the same Year as the Bob Chappell murder:
Browne: And I want to know (siC) turn to ask you about running sheets that are
kept by police as part of the process of investigations: what's the role of the
running sheet, Inspector POWe!I?

POWell: Basically to give you a written record of the activities carried out by
investigators and you know the information they may have obtained and persons
they'd interviewed and other evidence that come (siC) to light.
Browne: Right. And when - when you say in answer to my question the purpose is
to give you, is it to give the investigator a record - who is the record for?
POWell: The record is for the purposes of the whole investigation, and obviously it's
something that we can refer to down the track if we need to revisit something
that's occurred during the investigation - it might be used for evidentiary purposes
in court proceedings.
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Browne: And so, the running sheet - I'm sorry, the integrity of the running sheet
is critical then - do you agree with that?
POWell: Yes. (emphasis added)

ANALYSIS OF THE INVESTIGATION SHORTCOMINGS

The DPP, Tim Ellis SC, in his closing address at the trial of Sue Neill-Fraser in 2010 stated (at T
1400) :
I mean these police have come in here and given evidence of what I - well what You
might consider to be a very thorough investigation ...
The DPP also stated in his closing address at T 1408 that the MV DNA issue and how it got on
the yacht had been disclosed to Ms Neill-Froser and been "thoroughly investigated".
A hallmark of an effective, efficient and impartial investigation is the prompt following up of
legitimate leads.
The Sue Neill-Froser investigation is deeply flawed as the basic building blocks for an
impartial, efficient, and effective investigation are simply missing. Additional evidence

(including material obtained under RTl and other sources) is available to indicate critical
procedural deficiencies in:
. call-taking;
. door knocking;
. statement-taking;
. record-keeping;
. decision-making;
. the following up of leads;
. crime scene management; and
. the gathering of appropriate intelligence and the use of existing intelligence.

Please note the Importance of the gathering and use of intelligence particularly in light of
the June 201.2 recorded comments by Inspector Peter POWell.
The investigation was also notable for its lack of documented supervision and leadership.
The Tasmanian Police Manual in 2010 in relation to "General Principles of investigation

Procedures" (pare. 4.5.3.1. ) stated:
The general principles set out below apply to all police investigations and must be
adopted by members engaged in those duties:
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j) an integral component of all investigations is continuous supervision to ensure

quality assessment of the facts and that sufficient enquiries have been conducted;
(emphasis added)
The issue of Me aghan Vass and her DNA, and the alleged involvement of Sam Devine, along
with non-disclosure issues (including to the ODPP) provide an insight into the incompetent
investigation into an important aspect of Operation Ransack or the Sue Neill-Fraser
investigation.
All the following questions arise:
.

Why was a proper investigation not conducted into the significant development of
the DNA on the deck of the yacht being matched to MV? What directions in this
regard were given by management on this issue?

Why was the investigation not more thorough when there was no reasonable
explanation forthcoming from MV as to how her DNA came to be there?

Why was the hypothesis of direct deposit not accepted in light of the comments by
FSST scientist Carl Grosser to Sinnitt in his email of 1.8 March 2010?

Why is there no proper questioning of the FSST scientist Grosser as to the nature and
size of the critical DNA sample and luminol positive area on the deck, particularly

questions as to whether the nature of the sample was more indicative of direct
deposit or secondary transfer?

Why was there no explanatory expert report from FSST on the DNA sample or at least
a proper interpretation of the findings?

What guidance or direction was given to Sinnitt by his supervisors/superiors
throughout the investigation?

Why was one officer, a detective Senior Constable (as SInnitt then was), allocated to
the task of investigating the sources of the DNA and the possible involvement of MV?

Why is there no proper investigation plan on what was a critical issue/development
in the case?

Why is there no supervision, management or leadership evident in this matter? (An
RTl request by BE in 2012 revealed that there were no written records of any

directions given by senior officers during the investigation and no records of a
briefing of the Commander by the lead Detective as noted on the Investigation Log
for 2 March 2009 as the briefing was verbal and there were no written records. When
notes or records of other key briefings were requested, advice was provided to BE
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that no records were kept of such meetings and the decisions had been recorded on

a whiteboard i. e. "no permanent record exists").
Why are there no management directives or notes of any meetings with senior
personnel? (We understand from an RTl response they had been made on a
whiteboard and not kept).
Where are the necessary file notes, diary entries, policy files and critical decision logs
(or similar)?
.

What further guidance or advice was given to Sinnitt by FSST personnel?
it secondary transfer was a possibility why was there no questioning of those
documented as coming on board the Four Winds as to how they may have come into

contact with a significant biological sample (urine, vomit, blood etc) belonging to
MV? (See 2010 trial T 788 for 30 September 2010)
.

Why is there no analysis of the outcomes of the investigation by Sinnitt?
Why is there no investigation report or even a memorandum to more senior officers
in Operation Ransack?

.

Why is there no memorandum or report for the ODDP on the issue?
What Quality Assurance (aA) or review of the investigation into MV and the DNA

took place? What aA or independent review was undertaken of Operation Ransack?
Why are there no entries on the Police Investigation Log or running sheet about the
Me aghan Vass investigation, a document maintained by Sinnitt himself?
Given the recorded (on film) comments of Inspector Peter POWell to film maker Eve

Ash in June 201.2 why was such information never disclosed to the defence? Why
was such intelligence or knowledge not considered in determining the scope of the
investigation, particularly an examination of known associates with a history of
stealing from boats?

Why are there obvious gaps in the material provided, such as confirmation or
otherwise of MV's mobile phone number with Mara House? Why was such a gap not
identified by supervisors or aA of the file?

Why have no records from Mara House been acquired or disclosed? (registers, sleep
over forms, Me aghan Vass records and notes re her contact details and recorded
mobile phone, records of phone contact or attempts to contact MV on 26 or 27
January 2009)?
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Why is there no record of the phone conversation with Cynthia (surname unknown)
at Mara House which is referred to in Sinnitt's email to Manager, Shari Collis, on 1.5
March 2010?

Why were the afternoon shift and night shift staff at Mara House on 26 January not
spoken to?

Why is there no investigation of the mobile phone records when the calls said to be
made by Mara House to Me aghan Vass late on 26 January 2009 do not appear on the
disclosed mobile phone records?

Why are the relevant staff and residents of Mara House not spoken to about when
MV returned to Mara House on 27 January 2009 (as noted by Sinnitt) and her
condition, state of mind, any comments on where she had been etc?
Why are no questions asked about counselling records regarding MV at Mara House
including warnings about breaches of policy/procedure by MV (such as leaving the
facility without permission and breaching curfew)?
Why was there no record of Sinnitt's interaction with Me aghan's Mother or Senior
Constable Robyn Button about the Blackmans Bay burglary and attempts to get
further information about MV (see leave to appeal hearing and evidence of Sinnitt
on 22 August 201.8 at T 384 &396-397)?
Why was there not further investigation when the address given for the evening at
Mt Nelson was found to be a non-existent address?

Why were mobile phone records of Sam Devine not checked when he and MV were
known associates and his mobile number was on record in January 2009?

Why were mobile phone records of MV for the number clearly listed in the disclosure
folder including on a Detection record in February 203.0 not checked?
Why were the identified owners of the three mobiles that texted the Meaghan Vass
mobile number on 26 and 27 January (that was checked by police) not spoken to and
asked the reason for their contact with Me aghan?

Why were the contents of the investigation folder on a critical issue not disclosed
prior to trial?
.

Why were the contents of the investigation folder not disclosed to the ODPP?
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Why was Sam Devine not investigated when he was a documented criminal associate
of MV (in January 2009), particularly when Mara House records indicated that MV
was spending the night at Sam's place?
.

Why was Sam Devine not properly interviewed in 201.7 particularly after:

A check of his criminal history and general intelligence/knowledge about the
Devine family in Hobart;
the IDM report of 21 February 2017 (content unknown but see leave to
appeal hearing 22 August 201.8 T 417);
the MV affidavit of April201.7;
the Robert Richter aC white paper to Government in May 2017; and
reports concerning a relevant Facebook posting to the Deputy Commissioner
of Police by Barbara Etter in June 201.7?
What follow ups were undertaken after the interview of Devine in August 203.7?
Were mobile phones registered in his name in later January 2009 checked? Was the
mobile phone known to belong to him and recorded in an IDM report for 1.4 January
2009 checked? Were his bank records checked? Why was there no reference to the
contents, if relevant, of the 21 February 201710M report? If there were follow ups
undertaken, what were they? Were the results of follow upsincluding mobile phone
records disclosed to the Sue Neill-Fraser legal team that ran the leave to appeal and
the subsequent appeal?

Why did police claim that the diary entry of Sue Neill-Fraser for 1.0 January 2009 in
relation to unlawful trespass and interference with the Yacht was false?
Why did they continue with this allegation in light of the statement of forensic
document examiner Constable Tony Fox dated 4 March 2009 prior to trial re
document examination?

Why were people living on the Marieville Esplanade foreshore or on their yachts in

the vicinity of the Four Winds on the night in question (such as Grant Maddock) not
carefully and thoroughly questioned about their observations, movements and any

information about theft, trespass and break-iris, as well as the theft of dinghies?

CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates how and why there is a point of substance relating to Me aghan
Vass and Sam Devine that, if known at the time, would either have altered the trial outcome
or been of great significance in any appeal.
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The High Court's decision in Penney v R [1998] HCA 51;(1998) 155 ALR 605; (1998) 72 AUR
131.6 is instructive. So too, for its opportunities, is paragraph 1.0 in AB V CD [2018] HCA 58.
The authors assert that the police investigative deficiencies and examples of non-disclosure
by police described in this paper, when placed alongside the following (none of which were
either raised or pursued at the March 2021 appeal hearing):
the misleading of the jury by claiming that there was blood in the dinghy;
the false suggestion that Ms Neill-Fraser could have used the winches and ropes to
pull the body from below decks;
the false and misleading evidence as to a sighting of Mr Chappell and the dinghy by
Mr Peter Lorraine late in the afternoon at a critical time; and
the fiasco of Ms Neill-Fraser's red jacket
combine to realise the facts to which Justice Callinan was referring in Penney asjustifying at
least a retrial, and possibly an acquittal.

In the interests of justice and clear adherence to maintaining confidence in the Rule of Law
it is imperative that the Attorney-General act immediately to reopen the appeal process
currently before the Supreme Court. it is our respectful opinion that in such a re-opened
appeal the Crown should be represented by independent counsel, brought in from interstate
and with no professional or social backgrounds with the Tasmanian 'lawyer actors'.

Appendices:

Appendix A - The Sinnitt Investigation Folder Disclosed Mid Trial in 2010
Appendix B - Are There Overlooked Mobile Phone Records of Me aghan Vass and Sam Devine
in early 2009?

Appendix C - The Allegation that the Sue Neill-Fraser Diary Entry for 1.0 January 2009 was
False

Appendix D - Relevant Material from the Trial and the Early Appeals
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APPENDIX A - THE SINNITT INVESTIGATI N FOLDER DISCLOSED MID
TRIAL IN 2010

Central to an understanding of the investigation that was conducted into Me aghan Vass is
the Sinnitt disclosure file which was provided inid trial. Unfortunately, the Police

investigation Log contains no details of what steps were taken by police after the DNA match
even though the log covers the period March 2010 (and up to April2010).
Sinnitt's 21 June 2010 statutory declaration provides some insight into the nature and scope
of his investigation. in that document he states:
I in a e numerous enquiries in relation to Me aghan VASS including:
her whereabouts at the time of Robert Chappell's murder
.

prior convictions history

.

a check of all police intelligence systems

.

the nature of the charge for which her DNA sample was taken

.

any link between VASS and either the accused, Robert Chappell or other persons
linked to the Four Winds

any link between VASS and the Marieville Esplanade area
any link between VASS and the Constitution Dock area.
Note, there is no search of juvenile cautions orinquiries about associates, only links to Sue
Neill-Fraser, Bob Chappell or the Four Winds Yacht.
The investigation folder should be considered in this context.

Page 1.0f the Sinnittinvestigation folder is headed "Index" (AB 427) and lists the issues to be
approached in the investigation. This includes an investigation into the DNA match, photos,
traffic on board the yacht, evidence of any break iris at CleanLIFT at Goodwood. More
importantly, it includes Mara House enquiries, IDM enquiries (i. e. intelligence checks re
information reports etc), a profile of MV, fingerprint checks and phone checks and MV's
possible involvement in a burglary at Blackmans Bay in company with others in the days after
Australia Day 2009.

tNote: Blackmans Bay is approximately 1.6 km and a 25 minute drive from Sandy Bay/Battery
Point where the Four Winds was moored. l

At pages 432-433 of the AB, there are two pages of handwritten notes by Sinnitt. Written
prominently and underlined at the top of 432 is the mobile phone number 0429237094.
Points listed to be covered include: Mara House, priors, motive, dinghy and jacket. Page 433

of the AB which appears to list key issues to be covered in an investigation refers to her
"Telephone @ time".

Page 434 has Sinnitt's handwritten notes at pp. 52-53 of his diary when he first met and spoke
with MV on 1.8 March 203.0 (an unredacted COPY of which was attached to his statutory
declaration of 21 June 2010). At that time, MV confirmed that her relevant phone number
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was the one listed in the November 2008 Missing Person's Report (a COPY of which is not

provided). MV denied any involvement in the Bob Chappell murder/disappearance. She
declined to attend the police station. There is a note "No adult to accompany". An
appointment was made for Monday at 1.0 am and there is a note re arranging a responsible
adult.

There is a draft handwritten interview plan at AB 435-436.1t states:
Definitely on board
So When

Where (Mooring, Const. Dock or Goodwood)
Why
Who with

How (dinghy, boarded etc)
Intent

Permission (?)

Theft?/Burglary/Trespass = put to her
AB 460 lists the three numbers which communicated with the checked MV phone via SMS
messages on 26 and 27 January 2009.
At AB 471 there is a "Person Search Links" report from 1.5 March 201.0 which lists all linked

Addresses, People and Organisations and 1.61nformation Reports regarding MV from the
period 1.6 November 2008 to 6 March 203.0. Mara House is the only organisation listed.
Against the entry is the comment "2101/20, .0 - Made recent threats to staff & residents".
Included in the reports are reports of possible underage sexual relations (28 December 2009),
text message threats (1.3 December 2009) and threatening behaviour (25 February 2008 and
1.6 July 2009). The Missing Person's Report for MV is also listed on this printout (21 November
2008).

IDM Report 200903073 dated 1.2 January 2009 regarding MV being a "Youth at Risk" is
provided at AB 472-473. The informant is MV's grandmother of 8 Sunderland Street Moonah.
Refers to MV's mother's address as 26 Dromana Drive Oyster Cove. States that at present
MV is associating with Samuel John Devine of Derwent Park.

IDM Report 2009084447 dated 4 February 2009 reports re police attendance at Mara House.
MV issued a level one cannabis caution after a bong was located behind a back shed (AB 474475).

IDM Report 201.0, .0576 dated 1.9 February 201.0 reports the arrest of MV on 18 February for
shop stealing (AB 476-477).
Emails between Shari Collis to Sinnitt on 23 March 203.0 appear at AB 535-537. One email at
9.50 am asks for the time at which MV arrived back at Mara House after the night of 26

January 2009. it states, "If I could get copies of any records that would also be appreciated".
(Note, no actual records were ever disclosed).
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The email response from Sharri Collis to Sinnitt at 12.23 pm on 23 March 201.0 (at AB 535)

also refers to a phone call to MV's Mum who stated that a friend of hers (a police officer)
informed her that MV and another resident were involved in a break and enter the evening
before. The Mother stated that MV and the other resident were with a man named Matt.

(See Offence Report below re Blackmans Bay).
An earlier email from Sinnitt to Collis on 1.5 March 201.0 appears at AB 538. Sinnitt asks 4
numbered questions regarding where MV stayed on the night of 26 January 2009 and if there
was anyindication if she returned during the night or early morning. it also asks whether MV
had the phone number 04287351.49 recorded as her contact number at the time. (There is

no answer provided re the phone number issue).
There is a Detention/Charge Record for 3.8 February 201.0 at AB 484-487. The mobile number
for MVis listed as 0429237094.1tis repeated in large handwriting next to the typed number.

it notes that a buccal DNA sample was taken. it refers to the Offence Report 387785 (see
information re disclosure from Sinnitt above in the body of the paper at p??)
Sinnitt's handwritten notes dated 1.5 March 201.0 appear at AB 539-540.
An Offence Report No. 000035731.5 re a burglary at Blackmans Bay committed between 28
and 29 January 2009 by male juvenile offenders from Kingston and Blackmans Bay appears

at AB 541-542. There is a handwritten note to say that "All kids said Megan (siC) was sitting
out front wanted nothing to do with burg". it involved stealing of frozen food and alcohol.

The report states that it is linked to report number 0000357329 (COPY provided) which is a
similar offence occurring two days earlier (nearby in Blackmans Bay i. e. between 26 and 27
January 2009). On this occasion, cigarettes, beer and wine were stolen. There is no mention
of MV on this second report for 26 and 27 January 2009.
At AB 546 Peter Maczi advises Sinnitt via email on 23 March 203.0 that there was no match

for MV with any of the latents taken in the Bob Chappell matter.
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APPENDIX B - ARE THERE OVERLOOKED MOBILE PHONE R CORDS OF
MEAGHAN VASS AND SAM DEVINE IN EARLY 2009?

Prepared by Barbara Etter and Hugh Seiby July 2021.
Three issues arise:

,.. WERE ALLTHE CORRECT RECORDS FOR MV'S MOBILE PHONE USEIN LATE, ANUARYAND
EARLY FEBRUARY 2009 EVER CHECKED?

2. WERE ANY CHECKS MADE OF SAM DEVINE'S MOBILE PHONE USE IN LATE JANUARY AND
EARLY FEBRUARY 2009?

3.1F CHECKS WERE NOT MADE IN 2009/20, .0 DOES OR Do THE RELEVANT TELCO'S STILL
HAVE THE CALL CHARGE RECORDS FOR LATE JANUARY/EARLY FEBRUARY 2009?

Why this matters:

Me aghan Vass (MV) is a critical witness in the Sue Neill-Froser case. Her 201.9 affidavit (and
the unexplained presence of her large volume DNA sample on the deck of the Four Winds
yacht) triggered the leave to appeal in March 201.9.
She was the only witness at the appeal hearing in early March 2021. but her evidence was
abandoned inid-appeal by the Sue Neill-Fraser legal team. That abandonment flowed from
her mental state and the quality of witness management.
The evidence at trial in 201.0 was that MV was absent from Mara House (where she was living

at the time) on the evening of 26 January 2009 and somewhere in the Hobart area. She
denied being on the yacht.

However, she stated in her 201.9 affidavit that she boarded the Four Winds yacht that
afternoon/evening with 2 identified men, including Sam Devine. Mara House records show
that she was back at Mara House on 27 January 2009 (see below).
Sue Neill-Fraser was arrested and charged with the murder of Bob Chappell in August 2009.
MV was not identified as the person whose DNA was found on the deck of the yacht until
March 2010, about a half year later. An investigation of her possible involvement was then
carried out by then Detective Senior Constable Sinnitt of Tasmania Police.

Mobile phone records are a useful investigative tool for police. There is value in identifying
what calls were made, to whom and when; what and when calls were received and the
content of any eXchange of text or other messages.
An investigative failure to ever follow up on phone records in 201.0 (when MV came to
notice), 201.7 when she made her first affidavit admitting to being on the yacht, and again in
2019 when she made another affidavit reflects either investigator ineptness, a refusal to
investigate properly, or both.
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The Trial in 201.0:

Prior to trial, very little information other than DNA reports were disclosed by the Crown in
relation to Me aghan Vass.

A check of the Crown disclosure folders indicates that no phone records for Me aghan Vass
were disclosed (See Crown Disclosure Volume 5 re phone records).
The importance of Me aghan Vass was minimised at trial with no mention of her or the DNA
sample made in the Crown's opening address a 50-73). Her DNA was explained by the DPP

as a secondary transfer (that is that it was not deposited by her) and as a "red herring". David
Gunson (senior counsel for the Defence) also noted during the trial that MV was not a person
listed in the Crown papers to be a witness and that Defence had no proof from her (T 767).
Me aghan Vass gave very brief evidence and there was limited cross-examination of her. She
denied having been on the Yacht.
it was only when Detective Sinnitt was giving evidence that Gunson realised that he had not

been provided with information by the Crown in relation to the investigation of Me aghan
Vass' location/movements on Australia Day evening and her possible involvement in the
crime (given the DNA evidence) (T 752 &754).
A folder of material was disclosed inid trial by Detective Sinnitt. The handwritten front page
(Page 427 of Application Book) headed "Index" lists:3. Phone checks

11. MARA HOUSE ENQUIRIES

At page 433 of the Application Book there appears to be a handwritten check list which at
point 81ists "Telephone @ time".

This led to an application to recall both Me aghan Vass and the FSST DNA expert which was
opposed by the DPP and refused by the court. (The test used to refuse the recall was the
ground upon which the matter proceeded to the High Court on an unsuccessful special leave
to appeal application).

Sinnitt was not questioned to any great extent on the issue of Me aghan Vass' mobile phone
records. This is what occurred when Sinnitt was cross examined by Gunson at trial on 30
September 2010:

T 749
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In March 201.0 did You become aware of an apparent DNA match on
the deck of the Four Winds made to Me aghan Vass?...... Yes, I did.
Did you conduct enquiries in relation to her and any possible
connection with Mr Chappell or Four Winds?...... Yes, I did.
And did you find any information that would establish such a
connection?...... No, none.

Did that include telephone checks, police intelligence systems,
fingerprint checks?...... Yes, it did.

T 752

What have you brought into court?...... I've brought a folder
containing enquiries relating to Me aghan Vass.
Thank You. Now I want you to tell me, please, and if necessary
refresh your memory, what information You gleaned about her
whereabouts at the time of Mr Chappell's disappearance?...... My

enquiries with Mara House revealed that she was listed as a resident,
or supposed to be staying there on the evening of the 26th January
2009. That she hadn't stayed there after - they explained the
process but she'd requested to be elsewhere for the night.
Right.

(Note information below from Mara House staff to police in March 201.0 that would indicate
that MV did return to Mara House and was present there, as noted by staff, on 27 January

2009. A day shift entry (9 to 3.30 pm) stated MV was "self exiting, going to Annie Kennel'
(siC) and an afternoon shift entry (3 to 8 pm) stated "MV back and informed of being
grounded". MV also submitted a sleep over form for 27 January 2009).

T 783-784

Thank You. Did you try and look for her associates, any known
associates, just tell me 'yes' or 'no'?....... No.
You didn't question any associates of hers known to You?....... N
All right. Did you check police records to see whether she had
what's colloquial Iy known as 'associates'?....... Yes.
And you couldn't find anything?....... No.
All right.

(Note, this answer was contrary to the contents of Sinnitt'sinvestigation file which indicated
that MV was associating with Sam Devine - see IDM Report 200903073 dated 12 January
2009 headed "Information Report - Youth at Risk- Megan Elizabeth Vass" (siC) where Devine
is recorded as a "Linked Person" and the narrative states "It is possible that at present she is

associating with Samuel John DEVINE, 2/9/1982 (siC), 7 Somerton Crescent, Denyent Park".

T 786-787
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Thank You. Now what other enquiries did You make?...... I in a e
enquiries in relation to - I made phone record checks, checking her
phone activity at the time, on the night of the 26th, and none of those
inquiries linked back - linked Me aghan Vass to this investigation. I
made inquiries Well can Ijust stop You there? What You mean is, you made
inquiries of what the - either Telstra or one of the telecommunication
companies she had a mobile phone with?....... That's correct.
And which company was that?....... I don't recall.
Does Your file help You, can You refresh your memory from
the re?....... Yes, I ca n.
Right. And just to save a little bit of time; were you able to
establish whether on the night of the 26th she made any telephone
calls at all?....... No.

She couldn't - she didn't make any call?....... She didn't make any.
Didn't make any - thank you for that. All right, let's move along.
Sinnitt has only stated that MV made no calls. He has not commented upon, or been asked
about, whether she received any calls or whether there were any text messages or other
communications (such as, for example, Facebook Messenger). No mobile phone number was
mentioned at the time during questioning. The issue as to whether she may have had more
than one mobile phone was not considered.
There is nothing that suggests that Ms Vass was ever asked for her phone or phones. Lacking
her phone there could be no forensic download. That means that the content of any
messages sent or received is unknown.
it is not known whether or not the phone records of her known associates at the time,
including Sam Devine, were checked, but in light of Sinnitt's answers in court (see above) it
is unlikely. Police were aware that Sam Devine was one of her associates at the time (see
Police IDM Report 200903073 dated 1.2 January 2009 mentioned above) and the records at
Mara House for her whereabouts that evening recorded that she would be spending the
evening with "Sam".
Sam Devine waslater nominated by MVin her 201.9 affidavit as one of the men she was with
that night on the Four Winds, She recanted this evidence at the March 2021 appeal.

The Disclosed Telephone Records for Me aghan Vass:
The records that were disclosed by Sinnitt for "a phone of interest" were for mobile number
04287351.49. They showed the details of allcalls made and received and the location details
for the period 26 to 28 January 2009. There is no information provided as to the period for
which Me aghan Vass had this phone.
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They showed that there had been 3 text messages from named people (seemingly unrelated
to the investigation) from various areas of Tasmania (Herring back, Roberts Hill and
Sunderland Street (Moonah or Derwent Park in Hobart?? - which is near where Sam Devine
and MV's Grandmother lived). There was only one text on 26 January 2009 at 4.49 pm from
Herring back (30 km South-east of Hobart near Sandfly and an area with a Telstra
telecommunications tower). The other two texts were around 5.30 pm on 27 January 2009.
Ms Vass was first spoken to by Sinnitt after the DNA match at 1435 hours on 18 March 2010
at Stainforth Court (see pages 52 and 53 of his handwritten diary notes) (P 434 of Application

Book). The notes say that she confirmed her phone number at the time was that on the
Missing Person's Report from November 2008. This report is listed at a "Person Search Links"
report at page 471 of the Application Book but a copy is not provided. it is referred to as IR
200875984 for 21 November 2008 and is entitled "Information Report - Missing Person

Me aghan Elizabeth Vass (14/10/93).
It's not clear to what phone number Ms Vass was referring, nor if it had changed, if so when
that change took place, and what was the replacement number.

Sinnitt's Statutory Declaration:

Sinnitt provided a statutory declaration dated 21 June 201.0 which was disclosed to the Sue
Neill-Fraser legal team. It stated:

I made numerous enquiries in relation to Me aghan VASS including; (siC)

Telephone checks to ascertain any relevant phone activity or link to the accused,
Robert Chappell or any other person linked to the Four Winds

As a result of my enquiries I found no evidence of any link between VASS and any
other person linked to the investigation.

Note should be taken of the approach taken which required some form of known linkage to
Sue Neill-Fraser, Bob Chappell or the investigation, as it then stood. Sam Devine was not a
person of interest at that stage of the investigation.
The statutory declaration attached Sinnitt's diary notes from 15 and 1.8 March 2010. The
latter entry recorded his interaction with MV.
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The Application for Leave to Appeal 201.6:
A COPY of Sinnitt's investigation file as provided to Gunson at trial was included in the
Application Book filed in the Supreme Court on 21 September 201.6. it was Attachment 24 in

Volume 2 (pp. 427 to 547 i. e. 121 pages) entitled "Shane Sinnitt's file relating to Me aghan
Vass disclosed to defence during 201.0 trial (containing the email of Carl Grosser to Shane
Sinnitt)".

The Leave to Appeal Hearing (October 2017 to March 20L9):
The issue of Meaghan Vass' phone records was not raised. Detective Sinnitt gave evidence
and there was no mention of the phone Issue.
T41.7 for 22 August 201.8 Sinnitt under cross examination by the Crown:
When you knew Me aghan Vass's DNA was on the vessel, what sort of searches did
You do? Or what sort of investigations did you do?...,. As I said in the court in 201.0,
checked all police intelligence systems and police holdings in relation to Me aghan
Vass, trying to identify any link between her and the area, anyone else identified in
the case previously, any link to boating or offences on boats. Any reason basically,
why her DNA would be on the boat.
The small collection that was 'Marked for Identification' (MFl)' K' (Emails Between Sergeant
Sinnitt and Mara House) (later an exhibit - see T 42422 August 201.8) provided a number of
documents obtained by Sinnitt during his investigation of Me aghan Vass in 201.0, including
some Mara House communications a 39322 August 201.8).
Sinnitt stated that he had the same folder with him that he had at the 201.0 trial (T39222
August 201.8).
Included in those documents were the following:
.

An email from Shari Collis, Manager, Mara House, dated 23 March 2010 in response
to an email from Sinnitt of the same date;
An email from Shane Sinnitt to Shari Collis, Mara House, dated 1.5 March 2010 Re:
Phone conversation with Cynthia relating to Me aghan Elisabeth VASS DoB:
14/10/1993
Sinnitt's handwritten notes for Monday 1.5 March 2010 and diary entry for 1.8 March
2010.
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The Appeal March 2021. :

There was no evidence or questions asked about mobile phone records relating to Me aghan
Vass.

The Sam Devine Interview August 201.7:

Sam Devine was interviewed on 1.8 August 201.7 (following the White Paper given by Richter
aC to senior government officials and other sources identifying him as a person of interest).
The interview was disclosed to the Sue Neill-Fraser legal team.

At page 39 of the interview Mr Devine stated that it could well have been the case that
Me aghan Vass spent some time at his place but that he didn't have a specific memory of
Australia Day 2009.

At page 42 of the interview Mr Devine is also questioned about his whereabouts on the
evening of Australia Day 2009 and police explore details of bank accounts and phones. Mr
Devine stated that he had "heaps of phones back then" but that they were all gone now. He
could not recall phone numbers back at that time. The police do not explore whether those
were all phones that he used or that he only used one, two, or some among them.
(Note, in IDM Report 200903256 dated 14January 2009 Sam Devine's mobile number is listed
as 0408/5, . 291. The narrative in the report states that Devine stated that this number was
his phone) (See P 492 Application Book)

The Analysis:

The Police Investigation Log, whilstit covers the period of the investigation into MVin March
2010, and ends on the date of 20 April201.0, does not list any of the investigative actions
taken regarding MV. it is understood that this log was maintained by Sinnitt.
In an email dated 1.5 March 201.0 (the day upon which Sinnitt became aware of the MV DNA
match) Sinnitt emails Shari Collis at Mara House as police intelligence indicated that Me aghan
was staying at Mara House during the dates of 26 and 28 January 2009. Me aghan had given
that address when spoken to by police and searched for cannabis at Mara House on 4
February 2009 (i. e. a week after the Bob Chappell disappearance).
One of the questions asked by Sinnitt of Shari Collis in an email dated 1.5 March 2010 was
whether MV had the telephone number 04287351.49 recorded as her contact number at
the time. There is no answer to this question provided in the material disclosed. Is this, or is
it not the number from the Missing Person's Report (see above)?
it appears from records in the Sinnitt folder that this number 04287351.49 was a Telstra
phone for "Megan Vass" (siC) of 26 Drumana Drive, Apollo Bay, Tasmania 7150. Note, Apollo
Bay is a rural community on Bruny Island (Police had one recorded address for MV as 26
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Dromana Drive, Oyster Cove, which is 15 km and a ferry ride away). Oyster Cove is noted as
her mother's address in IDM Report 200903073.

A police record ("Detention/Charge record") dated 1.8 February 201.0 disclosed in the Sinnitt
file (P 486 of Application Book) lists MV's mobile number as a different number, being 0429
237 094. The form has handwriting upon it which enlarges and reproduces this small

typewritten number. This form was completed by police a month prior to the MV DNA match
and the Sinnitt investigation.
0429237094 is not the phone number related to the mobile phone records disclosed to
the court. This number is also written prominently and underlined on the top of

handwritten notes (i. e. an additional page) by Sinnitt headed "Me aghan Vass" (P 432 in the
Application Book). There is no information as to the period when this may have been Ms
Vass' phone.
There is a third mobile phone number under "Linked Telephones" of 0408/24484 in the IDM

report 200903073 of 12 January 2009 (mentioned above) where Sam Devine is listed as an
associate of MV's. it is referenced to IDM report 87279.
Please note that the Missing Person's Report from November 2008 which Me aghan Vass
apparently said to Sinnitt in March 201.0 correctly listed her mobile number was not among

the documents provided in the Sinnitt folder (see above).
An email from Shari Collis to Sinnitt of 23 March 201.0 stated that when MV left Mara House

on 26 January 2009 she was to call Mara House with Sam's phone number, as she had
requested a sleepover at "Sam's place" and the worker needed to verify where she was
before "sleepover was actioned". Ms Collis stated that MV had not returned to Mara House

by 5.40 pm and was breaching curfew and "was not answering her phone".
Ms Collis further noted that "26/1. Night shift worker tried to contact Me aghan again, no
answe

,

These phone calls do not show up on the mobile phone records for 04287351.49 disclosed
as MV's mobile phone records. There are NO incoming calls showing on the records
disclosed.

The Mara House records also show that MV returned to Mara House or was present at Mara

House on 27 January 2009 (See Shari Collis email to Sinnitt dated 23 March 201.0 and Sinnitt's
handwritten notes from 15 March 2010).

Conclusion:
Re MV:

Given that calls from Mara House do not appear on the records for 04287351.49 for 26
January 2009, it appears that the wrong mobile phone records may have been disclosed by
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Police inid trial in 201.0 given their own official records (both Sinnitt's handwritten notes and
the detention record) which lists a different mobile phone for Me aghan Vass.
The records for at least the one, and possibly two other numbers (as noted above) for MV,
should have been checked. If they were checked then the results should have been disclosed.
If they were not checked then the reasons for that oversight require an explanation. it may
be, for example, that either or any of these numbers was not obtained by either Ms Vass or
Mr Devine until some time after January 2009 - but we don't know.

Re Sam Devine:

Did police make mobile phone checks regarding Sam Devine given that he and Ms Vass were
known associates back in early 2009 and the information from Mara House staff indicated
that Me aghan was spending the Australia Day night at "Sam's place"? if not, why not?
It's a pity that further questions were not asked of Mr Devine about his mobile phones during
his 201.7 police interview. At the least it would be useful to know whether there were any
calls/texts from his known phone to either of MV's phones, or calls/texts from any of her
known phones to his known phone

Justice requires that we know the extent to which the checking of the use of the phones in
late January 2009 has ever been adequate tit appears not) and whether the relevant service
provideds for the phone service still has/have records for those few days.
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APPENDIX C - THE ALLEGATION BY POLICE AND THE CROWN THAT

THE SUE NEILL-FRASER IARY ENTRY FOR 10 IANUARY 2009 WAS
FALSE.

Sometime on 10 January 2009, Sue Neill-Froser noticed that someone had been aboard the
yacht. Nothing appeared to have been stolen but things had been moved and various items
had alleged Iy been accessed or interfered with. The incident was not reported to the police.
However, Sue Neill-Fraser thought it significant enough to make a personal entry in her

diary about the event (which she drew to police attention early in the investigation). The
entry for 1.0 January 2009 stated:
Bob & I out to fix mizzen - boat has been accessed - electrical panel unscrewed floor hatches lifted water pump & valve covers taken up! ! ! = get in sniffer dogs!

(Note, the diary entry made no mention of "break-in's", only that the boat had been
"accessed").
At trial the Crown in cross-examination of Sue Neill-Fraser alleged that her January 2009

diary entry about a possible entry on the yacht was an 'after the event' concoction. This
attack was based in part upon material from Constable Tony Fox of Forensic Services who
had used an ESDA (Electrostatic Detection Apparatus) to determine whether Sue's diary
entry for 1.0 January 2009 (see CT 793) had been made contemporaneously, given that
different coloured pens were involved. ESDA detects indented writing in documents and
can be used to determine "the order of writings".

Constable Tony Fox (who was NOT called to give evidence on the diary issue) stated in his
disclosed statement of 4 March 2009:

An ESDA examination was conducted on the questioned documents and from
pages on either side of the relevant date. indented writing located was found to be
consistent with what would be expected, namely impressions from the previous
page and backward writing from impressions of writing on the reverse side of the
same page and following pages. There was no indication of the writing on the
questioned document being completed on a different date. (emphasis added)
In the Final Investigation Report prepared by Sergeant Conroy dated 1.9 June 2009, which
was acquired under RTl, Conroy summarises the evidence of key witnesses. in relation to
Constable Fox he stated (at PI2):
Constable Fox is a forensic document examiner he was tasked with examination of

personal diaries handed to police by Neill-Froser (siC). His examination included a
finding that regarding the 2009 diary "The entry on 10/1/2009 did show a
difference in that a space was not left between the two different entries. In the
2008 and 2009 diary there was no other example of this with at least a single line
between each individual entry".
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Conroy's statement is 'interesting' as there is no mention of any line spacing issues in the
statements of Constable Fox disclosed to defence counsel.

The DPP was to infer at the trial in September/October 2010 that the diary entry had been
added later and that this was simply "a self serving statement in another form by the
accused" (CT p. 299). He also accused her of "squeezing" the entry in on a date that she
could fit it and referred to it as a "deliberate lie" (CT p. 1,395).
Note that the Defence did not know that Yachtsman Grant Maddock could have given

evidence supporting Sue Neill-Fraser's claim of entry onto Yachts.
Constable Fox was to later contradict his earlier evidence in an affidavit dated 19 July 2011.
The new report said:
There was no indication of the writing on the questioned document being

completed on a different date or different dates, nor was there any indication it
was not. it may well have been done on different dates but the ESDA would seldom
detect that, especially in the case of a book like a diary where pages have not been
removed.
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APPENDIX D - RELEVANT MATERIAL FROM THE TRIAL AND THE EARLY
APPEALS.

THE SUPREME COURT TRIAL 201.0
The Homeless Girl's DNA:

At trial, in his opening address, the Crown made no mention of the homeless girl's DNA which

had been found on the deck of the yacht (CT pp. 50 to 73). The first mention of the homeless
girl's DNA is by the CROWN in the absence of the jury at CT pp. 604 - 605.
As there was no statement from the homeless girl available, defence counsel asked for a
Basha Inquiry (CT p. 608). The girlthen gave evidencein a Bashainquiry (with the jury absent)
and was briefly questioned by the Crown and cross examined by Defence counsel (CT pp. 629632).

The girl then briefly gave evidence in front of the jury (CT pp. 633-636). Her evidence to the
jury included:
That she was "quite sure" that she had never been aboard the Four Winds yacht;
That she did not remember if she ever went to Constitution Dock at the end of

January or the very beginning of February 2009;
That she did not remember going to an industrial area in Negara Crescent,
Goodwood around the same time in 2009;
Under cross-examination, that she had never been to CleanLIFT Marine at Negara
Crescent at Goodwood in her life; and
That she had refused to be interviewed by police about the case.
The court heard forensic evidence including evidence on the DNA from a scientist from
Forensic Science Service Tasmania (FSST) (CT pp. 685-703).
At CT p. 690, the following interaction occurred between the Crown and the scientist:
The presence on the surface of a walkway, would that indicate anything to You about
a possible transfer?..... It's a possibility. Logically on a walkway You're going to get a
lot of people passing overthat particular area and potentially the mechanism for that
sort of transfer to occur could be on the bottom of someone's shoe or something like
that - you could step in something and transfer DNA that way. That's sort of logically
what goes through my head, but again it's speculation. I can't say categoricalIy that's
what's happening in this case.
Yes, it's a reasonable possibility based on logic, is that right?..... It's a possibility, Yes,
that's correct.

Thank you. And that could have come, of course, from Ms Vass's - her bodily
secretions by spit or menstrual blood or a cut - something like that - that gets on
someone's shoe. .. Yes.
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Who walks on the deck. ... Potentially anything that would be carrying a lot of DNA
from that individual could have been transferred onto that.

The scientist was questioned by Defence counsel, as to the likely source at CT pp. 694 and 695
where he stated:

I think basically what we've got is some suggestion that there's possibly a large
amount of DNA that may have originated from Miss Vass present on the boat and as
to how that got there I really can't say that any one particular scenario is vastly more
likely than another scenario mm I can't give you any indication of the relative strengths
of those possibilities.

And at CT p. 696 when discussing direct deposit versus secondary transfer, the scientist
stated:

Normally I'm in a position where I say that I can't make any inference either way as
to how that could have occurred. I'd agree that both possibilities are possibilities.
The scientist went on to say under cross-examination that he had not seen any cases of DNA
that he had known categorical Iy had been transferred from one place to another through
spittle or something on the ground that had been "walked".
A Detective Senior Constable then gave evidence and it became apparent that certain

information about the investigation into the homeless girl had not been made available to
the Defence. Defence counsel then asked to inspect a document and the whole of the
relevant file.

This was followed by legal argument in the absence of the jury on the question of hearsay re
Mara House issues (where the homeless girl had been staying at around the relevant time)
and the movement/location of the homeless girlon and around 26 January 2009. The Crown
successfully argued that the Detective's information was hearsay. The Crown asked the trial
Judge to tell the jury to ignore the Mara house information from the detective (including
details of a false address that was provided) (rather than abort the trial).
Defence counsel flagged that he wished to make an application to recall Me aghan Vass and
the forensic scientist (CT p. 763).

At CT p. 766, in the absence of the jury, the trial Judge stated that he was wrong to allow the
evidence of the detective in relation to the homeless girl. The Judge stated that he would
give the jury a direction to ignore the evidence as to what it was told on the basis of
information apparently contained in the Mara House records.
At CT p. 767, there was a recall application regarding the homeless girl in the absence of the
jury. Defence counsel noted that the girl was not a person listed in the Crown papers to be a
witness. The CROWN stressed during legal argument that the relevant DNA was "found in
one patch only, one patch only' (CT p. 771). The Crown then suggested that someone may
have stepped in something from Ms Vass, got in a car and virtually immediately gone on
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board the Four Winds, which would explain the presence of the DNA (CT pp. 771-772). The
Crown argued that the recall of Vass would be pointless (CT p. 772):
[T]o get young Ms Vass back in for a bit more nasty badgering about where she was
on the night would not only be pointless but totally unfair, a girl who's had no fixed
address, been paraded back in to be badgered about this when - if it's my learned
friend's case that she committed this crime, well let him put it to her. But he hasn't
done so in the opportunity that he to do so and there's no reason he should be given
another opportunity to badger her about matters which do not affect the possibilities
concerning the presence of her DNA in one patch on a crime scene, in my submission.
At CT p. 774 the trial Judge ruled that the recall of Vass and the scientist not be allowed.

in his closing address, the Crown stated that the homeless girl's DNA was a "big red herring"
or a "red herring" (CT pp. 1407-1408). He further stated (CT p. 1407).
We've had Me aghan Vass, a sixteen Year old homeless girl, bullied and chased
around by Mr Gunson all because some of her DNA was found in the one spot on
Four Winds, one spot, one spot only, on the top of the deck.

The Crown again referred to the "footwear" argument of transference (CT p. ,. 407). The
Crown stated at CT PPI407-1408:
But it could have been put there at any time before the DNA swab was taken by
anyone who had acquired some trace on their footwear at any place and then maybe
got in the car, driven down and got out and onto the boat and transferred it. Alithose
things are logically possible, all things go to explain this finding, which of course has
been disclosed to Ms Neil!-Froser, it's been thoroughly investigated ... Where did that
red herring take us? Why was that girl pursued? Why was she bullied and argued
with so fiercely? Was it because it was wanted for you to seriously entertain a
reasonable doubt that she's responsible for this killing? mm Well that's a long bow
when you're desperate, when you're desperate, anything will do when you're
conducting your case on the basis that, well we'll raise anything that comes along
and the jury are going to have to have a reasonable doubt about that because You
know, there's her DNA after all, what - CSl, DNA, she's all the same, whatever the
theory was, but it was a theory, I suggest, a theory of how to pursue this case which
was one and the same with how Ms Neill-Fraser had conducted herself with the

police. To suggest false trails of investigation to point away from her anytime you
can. Me aghan Vass, a red herring, a red herring, should not have been, I suggest,
pursued in this case mm (emphasis added)
in his closing (CT pp. ,. 428 - 1,461. ) Defence counsel repeatedly mentioned the Me aghan
Vass DNA. He argued that transference was not credible and that the homeless girl was on
board. it therefore followed logically that she could not be excluded as a rational
hypothesis.
in his summing up, the trial judge referred to the Me aghan Vass DNA at CT pp. ,. 521-22. The
judge reviewed the evidence relating to Ms Me aghan Vass from CT p. 1527. The judge stated
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that the furthest the forensic scientist went was to say that he wasn't able to say whether
transference was more likely or less likely than Me aghan Vass having been present on the
boat. The judge said at CT p. ,. 529:

Now what [the forensic scientist] said was that that doesn't necessarily mean she
was there, that it is possible for someone's DNA to be transferred from place to
place. ..
The trial judge stated at CT p. 1530:

Nowif Me aghan Vass was homeless in the northern suburbs one of the possibilities
that I'd suggest you ought to be considering is whether she'd spat -it's not a delicate
subject, but had urinated or something like that somewhere where a policeman had
trodden and then that officer had walked onto the deck, is it possible that that's the
mechanism by which her DNA got there and that she wasn't there. ..
Well [the forensic scientist] was cross-examined about the possibilities of
transference and about the relative chances of the DNA coming directly from the girl
or the DNA coming indirectly from her and being transferred there, perhaps on
someone's shoe. All that he really said was in substance that he couldn't evaluate
the possibilities, he couldn't say whether one possibility was more likely than the
other. He certainly didn't say that transference - without the girl having got on the
boat that transference was not plausible. (emphasis added)

in the judge's sentencing comments of 27 October 201.0, there was no mention of the
homeless girl's DNA sample.

COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEAL: Crawford a Porter I and Tenrient J

Submissions to the Court 1.1. August 201.1. :

One of the grounds at appeal was the failure of the court to recall Me aghan Vass (p. 4). It was
argued on appeal that it was a failure of the CROWN to recallthe homeless girl (p. 4).
At p. 66 of the transcript, the Crown told the CCA that it was "impossible" to say how the
homeless girl's DNA sample was put there. He also said that apart from the fact that its
concentration indicated that it was probably some sort of fluid at some point, that's all there
was. The CROWN at the same point referred to a "strong" result.
The Crown stated:

Now this Young lady who was homeless, fifteen Year's (siC) old at the time of the
murder was unfortunate enough for her to be in (a) to have been found on an area
where many people had walked over some days, quite some days after the murder
itself. it was impossible to say when that DNA which the expert thought was likely to
come from a deposit of some liquid of some kind, it was impossible to say when that
was put there, that, there's no reason at all to think that it was on the night of the
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murder. it may have been sometime well before that, and it was impossible to say
how it was put there. And so, apart from the fact that its concentration indicated it
was probably some sort of fluid at some point, orin some sort of fluid when swabbed,
that was all there was. Now I should say that concentration led to some confusion
on the appellant's, or then accused's, Counsel's part because the expert said 'a large
amount of DNA' that was confused with 'a large stain or a large amount of fluid'. That
wasn't the case at all. it was simply a case of a strong result from a swab. So how
large the stain was we don't know. The expert told the Court that the DNA could
have got there in a multitude of ways, it could have been attached to the shoe of
someone who subsequently walked on the boat, it could have been perhaps from
Ms Vass spitting in the vicinity of the boat while it was tied up at Constitution Dock
or Goodwood. But there is absolutely no basis to have suggested that its presence
linked her, in a way that any sensible jury would take notice of, to the murder.
(emphasis added)
At p. 69 of the transcript, the Crown stated that Me aghan Vass had no familiarity with Yachts
or the like. On the same page, the Crown referred to Me aghan Vass as not "a very promising
suspect by any means".

At p. 75 of the transcript, the Crown stated that Me aghan Vass "receded and properly
receded into the distance". He stated:

She was never going to be able to be a credible suspect and the hope of doing so
never got any expression. No, I think there might have been some, some reference

to her in address, but really it was, with respect, a token effort probably. But she
wouldn't have improved as a suspect, that's the trouble. As the evidence came piled
on and on and on, it became less and less likely that she could ever have been
presented as a credible suspect or even a suspect which would cause ajury to have
a reasonable doubt it might be her. (emphasis added)
At p. 75 Porter J stated that it was entirely unlikely that the homeless girl would make any
admissions. Porter I stated:

Let's put that to one side. The fact of it is her DNA was on the boat. I accept it's in
the circumstances that you've outlined. There's no evidence as to when it got there.

But when you're looking at this point of the appellant having to identify evidence
from her isn't the real point that you start with her DNA on the boat and it's her
inability to satisfactorily explain her whereabouts on the night which the jury might
have some regard to and that there was further information which could have been
put to her. .. The jury might take the view that she's giving terribly unsatisfactory

evidence about her whereabouts on that particular night (emphasis added)
At p. 76 the Crown stated:
... the Court was spared the spectacle of her being sought to be made a suspect on
no ground at all except for the discovery of her DNA on board, not even at a murder
scene. All the evidence was that the killing was done below decks, and there was
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no other evidence of her being there apart from that one swab, not a thing,
compared of course to the accused. (emphasis added)
At page p. 93 then defence counsel stated:
To say that it's completely speculative is just not open in my respectful submission.
it's quite the opposite, you've got a person whose DNA is there about whom there is
evidence that she's lied to the Court or may well have lied to the Court about her
whereabouts on that night. it went not just to the possibility of an alternative
suspect, it also went to the issue of whether or not this boat had been the subject
of unlawful interference at earlier or later stages, because that was part of the
appellant's defence and she was criticized, and we'll come back to that in a
moment ... (emphasis added).

Court of Criminal Appeal Decision 6 March 201.2:

Ground One of the appeal was to the effect that a Miscarriage of Justice resulted from the
prosecutor's failure to recall the homeless girl and/or from the learned judge's refusal to
recall her or to direct that she be recalled, following disclosure, during the subsequent
evidence of the relevant Detective, of matters concerning the whereabouts of Ms Vass on 26
January 2009, which matters had not been disclosed to the appellant after Ms Vass gave
evidence.

Discussion of the Vass issue occurred from page 10 onwards of the CCA decision.
At p. 10:
There was no evidence establishing how that DNA profile came to be in a substance
on the deck of the yacht on 30 January 2009. (emphasis added)

At p. ,. I the CCA noted that before the jury, neither counsel had asked anything of the
homeless girl concerning whether she had been in the vicinity of Marieville Esplanade on 26
January 2009 or any other day.
At p. ,. 2 the CCA referred to the evidence of the forensic scientist where he said it was

"entirely possible" that a person's DNA profile might be found in a swab taken from a surface,
notwithstanding that the person had never been on the surface. The CCA referred to the
shoe scenario.

At p. 1.4 the CCA stated that it was clear that this ground of appeal could not succeed unless
the appellant was able to persuade the Court that a miscarriage of justice occurred because
Me aghan Vass was not recalled.
At p. 1.4 Defence counsel raised two possibilities - that the homeless girl was on the yacht at
or about the time of Bob Chappell's death and was responsible for it, or had personal
knowledge of facts material to a determination of who was responsible. The other was that
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she was responsible for, or a party to, a break in on the yacht prior to 1.0 January 2009,
which the appellant claimed had taken place.
At p. ,. 4 the CCA stated that whether Me aghan Vass might have given answers that would

have significantly assisted the defence case was "entirely speculative". (emphasis added)
At p. 1.4 the CCA concluded on this ground of appeal:
His Honour has not been shown to have erred when he concluded that the prospect
of Ms Vass giving significant evidence if recalled was slight, and that there was no
realistic prospect of further evidence from her making any significant difference.
The appellant has failed to establish that there is a significant possibility, one greater

than a merely speculative one, that the jury would have acquitted her if Ms Vass had
been recalled. it cannot be concluded that the verdict was unsafe or unsatisfactory,
or that a miscarriage of justice resulted.

THE HIGH COURT 7 SEPTEMBER 201.2:

An application for special leave to appeal to the High Court was argued in the High Court on
7 September 2012 and refused by French a and Crennan I (Neill-Froser v The State of
Tosinonia [2012] HCATrans 213 a September 2012)).
The appeal concerned the test that the court used to not allow the recall of the homeless girl
Vass after she had given evidence and it became apparent from the evidence from a police

officer (that had not been previously disclosed to the Defence) that Vass had lied to
personnel at Mara House about her movements on the night and given a false address evidence which was later ruled to be in admissible.

At the High Court, then defence counsel argued that the finding of the DNA was a very
important and powerful consideration because it pointed to a hypothesis consistent with
Sue's innocence. There was discussion about the potential significance of her evidence with
the CROWN arguing that there was "nothing else to connect her [Vass] or make her a

remoteIy possible suspect except for the presence of a swab of DNA" (at page ,. I).
Moreover, the Crown argued at page 1.2:
The core evidence was mm she was not on the boat. She had no way of being on the
boat. There was nothing credible suggested as to how she could be on the boat.
And the Crown again at page 13:
There is just no other connection besides DNA, one piece of DNA; no fingerprints,
nothing else, and a piece of DNA found in a common walkway, not in relation to the
real scene of the crime which was below decks

Further, the Crown at pag
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... a very strong case where all the circumstances pointed to the applicant and to the
applicant only. They did not point to a homeless 15-year old girl.
The High Court concluded at page 1.5:
in our view, this application does not give rise to a question suitable to a grant of
special leave as the applicant has not shown that she was denied an opportunity to
produce evidence on a point of substance which can be shown to have had a
significant possibility of affecting the jury's verdict. Accordingly, special leave is
refused. (emphasis added)
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9 August 2021

Dear Senior Law Officers, counsel, and others with an interest in justice in
Tasmania,

I wrote nicely, politely, clearly and twice last week to bring to your attention
information with which I trust You were unfamiliar. God forbid that You were
already familiar with it.
All those with the power to take action have, nonetheless, taken the 'If I say
and write nothing the bad man will go away' approach. Not wise.
One of you is reported to have said in a public place and well overheard, when
asked about the Sue Neill-Fraser appeal, 'She'll never get out. We are just
going through the motions'.
Now several of You may think you know my capabilities. You don't. Some of
You think my indefatigable colleague Ms Etter is, apart from being a pain in
the arse, a mere 'hobby' lawyer. Those assessments also are not wise.
A week is long enough to fail to act in the public interest. How much time do
people need to act for another interest, such as their own? We'll see.
Those of You who read my early August letter of 201.9 will know that apart
from last week's paper there are lengthy papers detailing the stuff ups with
the Lorraine and other dinghy evidence, the Luminol and the winching
evidence, and the red jacket.
The information in those papers, combined with last week's paper, entails an
acquittal. 'Going through the motions' doesn't cut it. For those of You who
think she's guilty it's time to confront the evidence and the police conduct.
To review the incontrovertible:

I. The police caused the Crown to run a case that had Sue Neill-Fraser return
to the Four Winds in its dinghy in the afternoon, kill Bob Chappell below deck
with a non-recovered weapon, winch his body to the deck, put it in the dinghy
upon which there was his blood, and dispose of his body.
2. To run that case it was necessary for the police to ignore known events of
break-iris and attempted break-iris of moored yachts, to fail to investigate MV
and her known criminal associates, to rewrite Peter Lorraine's evidence, to
give credence to the notion that the accused could have used the winches and
ropes to bring the body up to deck when the critical winch could not be
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operated in that manner, to give evidence contrary to forensic lab reports as

to there being no blood in the dinghy, to conceal the primary nature of MV's
DNA deposit on the Yacht and to claim that it was left there by someone else
unknown, to claim that the accused's diary entry of a suspected attempted
break in to the Yacht earlier in January 2009 was a fabrication, and to give
false evidence about the chain of custody 'continuity' of the accused's red
jacket found on shore.
3. The preponderance of evidence now shows that: Sue Neill-Fraser was not
on the Four Winds when Bob Chappell disappeared because she had earlier
returned to shore in the Four Winds' dinghy; there was no evidence in the
Four Winds' dinghy or in relation to the ropes or winches (alleged Iy used by
her to bring the body up to the deck) that supports any claim that she put
Chappell's body in the dinghy; others saw a different dinghy at the Yacht; MV
has admitted to being on the yacht that afternoon with males; MV has stated
that Sue Neill-Fraser was not there; MV spewed and left her DNA on the
Yacht; there had been recent break-iris and attempted break-iris; and, there is
no substance to the claim that Sue Neill-Fraser fabricated a diary entry
4. Lies were told, but for the most part they were told by prosecution

witnesses. I don't need to repeat here the 'lies as consciousness of guilt'
jurisprudence; however, I do repeat that conscious lies and misinformation by

prosecution witnesses at trial, combined with investigative incompetence and
'failure to disclose' are potent criteria for a long overdue acquittal.
Doing the right thing for Yourself, the Tasmanian legal system, and Sue NeillFraser is not that hard. An application to re-open must be made now; a quick
timetable set; hearing dates allocated; and, counsel given the time and
resources to be prepared. For this to be done properly it is essential that the
Sue Neill-Fraser legal team is properly funded with public money.
Seeking to re-open the appeal, and then properly apprising the Court of the
reasons for an acquittal, will go some way towards ameliorating the following
awful catalogue

WHY Is IT OK, BUT ONLY IN TASMANiA. ....?

As a senior State Law Officer to ignore, for two Years, letters written by
competent professionals detailing serious problems with a murder conviction;
As a senior State Law Officer to fail to even acknowledge professional
correspondence when time is of the essence and public confidence in the
courts must be maintained;
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As a senior State Law Officer to prevail upon opposing counsel in a private
conversation to sideline the instructing solicitor;
As a representative of the Legal Profession Board (the body dedicated to
maintaining lawyer professional standards) to file affidavits in Supreme Court
cases that fail to mention critical, relevant events that are within your
personal knowledge;
As a representative of the Legal Profession Board to refuse to put submissions
rebutting allegations before the Board;

As a representative of the Legal Profession Board to have 'returned to sender'
posted submissions rebutting misconduct allegations;
As the body responsible for setting lawyer practice standards to refer a matter
to the Tribunal and then later and unilateral Iy, and without reasons, to then
resolve to refer it to the Supreme Court;
As the body responsible for setting lawyer practice standards to tell a solicitor
that formal action will be taken against them in the Supreme Court but then
do nothing to progress the matter for so long that the solicitor initiated the
Supreme Court proceedings;
As the body responsible for setting lawyer practice standards to intimidate a
lawyer by requiring them to deliver documents to your office over the
summer period when those offices are closed;
As the body responsible for setting lawyer practice standards to tell the
Supreme Court that immediate access to a client's file was necessary on a
false basis, but then take nine months to read that file which is described in
writing by Your own staff as 'meticulous';

As the body responsible for setting lawyer practice standards to find in favour
of a local practitioner when there is no mention of signed instructions, the
allegations were two voices against his, and the court transcript backs up the
complainant;
As the body responsible for setting lawyer practice standards to repeatedly
make administrative determinations that fail to mention the substantive

content of written representations that disprove the facts upon which You
purport to rely;
As the body responsible for setting lawyer practice standards to fail to make a
phone call to a named journalist in Hobart that would wholly rebut an
allegation upon which You spuriously relied in a court hearing;
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As the body responsible for setting lawyer practice standards to have
allegations of misconduct 'investigated' by a person with no subject matter
knowledge;
To fail repeatedly, as the Legal Profession Board, to comply with your
statutory reporting obligations to the Law Society regarding the provision of
reasons;

To refuse, as the Legal Profession Board, with responsibility for lawyer
standards, to disclose your 'conflicts of interest' policy even under RTl (known
elsewhere as FOl);
To delay giving a judgment for weeks when it should and could have been
given in one day or two;
To have a 'leave to appeal' hearing meander its way for near two years of
'stop start' hearing days when it should have been done in, at most, a couple
of months;

To vacate an appeal hearing- without consulting at least one party - on a
pretext that was untrue;
As a litigation lawyer to approach a court official during a hearing seeking
special consideration without notifying the opposing party;
As a Coroner to release findings highly critical of a person who was not a
witness without giving that person, as required by law, the opportunity to
respond to those findings prior to their publication;
To appear as counsel in a matter when maintaining Your family reputation
conflicts with Your present duty;
To appear as counsel in a matter and cross-examine a witness when you know
that you previously failed to disclose to senior counsel and the other side vital
information obtained from that witness, and that your personal interest to
conceal that impropriety conflicts with Your duty;
To make an allegation against a fellow practitioner and to pursue it when the
transcript in your possession shows that Your allegation is unfounded;
To make an allegation against a fellow practitioner and to pursue it when the
source document (readily accessible to you) shows that Your allegation is
unfounded;

To make allegations against a fellow practitioner but then have someone with
no connection to Your allegations file the supporting affidavit so that neither
You nor another lawyer with first hand knowledge can be cross-examined;
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To bully those who call You to account by Your repeated threats of contempt
of court, referral to the professional disciplinary body, and demands for an
apology - all the while knowing that your conduct was inappropriate;
To give evidence in a murder trial that You - as a police officer or a scientific
officer - know to be false;
To give evidence that breaches the Expert Witness Code of Conduct;
To fail to adequately prepare witnesses to give evidence;
To fail to brief your Counsel on the contents of a Scientific Report and
thereafter to remain silent when an author of that report wilfully gives
evidence that is inconsistent with it;

As a police officer or a lawyer within the ODPP to fail to comply with Your duty
of disclosure, not just before, but during a trial, and in the years thereafter;
To refuse to make easy, routine, scientific checks of forensic evidence on the
pretext that 'the matter is before the court and we can't and won't comment'
when the specific subject material is not before the court;
To contact independent media and demand that articles be 'taken down' on
threat of ruinous defamation proceedings;
As an Integrity Commission to refuse to receive complaints concerning issues
of integrity and public officer misconduct;
To remain as the Commissioner of the integrity Commission after admitting in
court on an Estate matter to having 'after the fact' knowledge of a fellow
Director's unauthorised use of funds and then, as reported in the media,
failing to act appropriateIy on that knowledge;
To have about 1.8 months to file an appeal book but file it on the day of the
appeal and then to have left out a critical document created some seven years
previously; and,
As a senior public official to issue a media release that a critical witness has
retracted a sworn statement when no such retraction occurred
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APPENDIX B - SINNiTr's RECORDS OF PETER LORRAiNE EVIDENCE/INFORMATION - As AT 11. AUGUST 2021.
Document

Disclosed to

Disclosed to

Crown

defence

Confirmed by

Comment

Other

Existence denied in 201.2 RTl response/review. Request
by BE sought h/w running sheet and docs referred to in
doc and utilised in investigation and prosecution.
Further RTl in June 201.2 sought copies of all relevant

Donna Adams (DA)

1.1 April201.4

twice isee

advice to TIC - see itr

TASPOL Itr states

Little Itr April

from TIC to BE 25

handwritten

29^.^I-

March 201.4 and

notes)

before and

that Sinnitt, during
the trial,
TASPOL Itr 1.1 April20, .4 highlighted

during trial

from Commander Little differences in

(typed copy)

- "disclosure material Lorraine's account

Contemporaneous Possibly
note 27 Jan

(I page of

No

by Sinnitt.
Typed note
(during trial)

provided to the DPP
included a COPY of

with DPP staff

Constable Sinnitt's

via email at

notes".

provided a typed
transcript of
original notes.

6.29 am on 5
October 201.0
around time

of Conroy
evidence (I,
4-6 Oct 201.0).

(Note, no actual letter
from DA located at this
time but see TIC Itr to
BE 25 March 2014 and

member and

phone calls.
Referred to by Sinnitt and contents revealed in leave to
appeal application in SNF on 22 August 201.8. Marked
for Identification (MFl a).
Sgt Conroy provided with COPY prior to stat dec - see

TASPOL 11 April20141tr and Duty Allocation (DA)23 did not have h/w running sheet or PIL.

Email(redocted?)
viewed by BE when
inspecting docs
produced under
subpoena 9 Jan

to "disparities" - TASPOL 1.1 April20, .41tr. See Witness
Summary doc viewed under subpoena. Forwarded to
DPP office in April201.0. See separate table for more

2020. This Email

information.

Police court file provided to DPP office had specific ref

However, see

sheet of comments
provided under
subpoenafrom Tic.

stat dec of

TosPol comment to Tic

was sent to

Sinnitt

that the handwritten

prosecution officer

September

notes were not

with the then OPP

disclosed to defence).

copied on 5

prior to trial (page 22 pare. 1.2) - "I am informed and

Adams does not state

October 2010.

accept that defence counsel were aware of the notes
prior to trial".

201.9
it is not

whether the notes were

known which,
if any, of the

provided to the ODPP.

above is true.

However, see sworn

Coroner stated wrongly in his findings of January 201.4
that the original notes taken by Sinnitt were disclosed

These notes (MFIQ) made an exhibit at the leave to
appeal hearing by Brett J (CT 42422 August 2018).

d\

affidavit of Sinnitt and
annexures in a related

See interaction between Percy aC and Peter Lorraine re

matter dated Sept 2019

notes Sinnitt made at the leave to appeal hearing (CT

where a list of full

1343i. October 201.7) where DPP objects and
comments "I object to this. What is the relevance of

disclosure (SAS6) does
not appear to include

notes that he hadn't seen or didn't make?"

Sinnitt's

contemporaneous/hand
written notes regarding
Peter Lorraine.

H/W running

No

No

Ltr from TASPOL 1.8

Obtained by Barbara Etter under RTl in April201.2.

June 2014 (p. 3)

sheet 27 or 28 Jan

regarding h/w running

Police in 11 April20i. 41tr to Barbara Etter states that in

sheet "... the

were not provided to

context of Peter Lorraine stat dec, h/w running sheet or
PiL "are of little relevance" (given Conroy had initial
handwritten note). (Compare detailin h/w running

the Crown". TASPOL to

sheet with PIL and stat dec),

handwritten documents

Tic in 201.4 in

MM, .310137. "Hand

See TASPOL response to TIC viewed under subpoena.

written notes were not
disclosed to defence".

Typed PIL - entry
at 2055 hours on

Yes

Yes

Barbara Etter - in Crown
disclosure documents.

Entry for Lorraine incomplete and omits critical details
when compared to Command And Control System

27 Jan 09 - "small

(CACS) record, original contemporaneous note and

tender dinghy"

handwritten running sheet.

(^^
CROWN FAILURE To DISCLOSE A CRITICAL HANDWRITTEN NOTE

Barbara Etter and Hugh Selby

1.1 August 2021

Email from TASPOL officer Shane Sinnitt to ODPP lawyer Jack Shapiro and DPP Tim

Ellis SC: Subject "SNF" Sent at 6.29 am on Tuesday 5 October 20, .0
Morning,
Sorry to bother you again but ........
mm tredactedl
I have spent time this morning going through all records relating to Lorraine
and I believe I have something that may assist us. I'm not sure but I thought
that we may be able to get it in through Simons (siC) evidence Ithis is a
reference to Det. Sergeant Simon Conroyl in chief today -

. Peter 10rraine (siC) first called police (RDS) at 2041hrs 2711/09 after
seeing four winds (siC) on the news

. CACS (RDS) records at the time are as follows "Peter Lorraine (XXXX)
saw footage of this Yacht on the evening news and thinks he saw a

male person on it yesterday (26/01) at approx. 1530 hours' Not sure
if it was the same yacht, this one had a very small yellow dinghy
attached astern, may pay to speak with him"
. The running sheet shows that I called him back re info at 2055hrs that
same night

. I took notes at the time of speaking with him and he says the dinghy
was yellow/white and later in the notes -off white/greyish
. The following day I attached the notes to a duty allocation (No.

23)requesting (siC) someone obtain a stat dec from 10rraine (siC).
. I also printed out the CACS record at 15:17 hrs on 2811/09 (recorded
at top of printout pages) and attached that to the same notes/duty
allocation for info of whoever was to take the stat dec

. Sgt CONROY then received the duty allocation and subsequently took
a stat dec from Lorraine 9:50am 3111/09. At the time he was in
possession of the DA, my notes and the CACS records attached to it.
I don't know if You think it would be worthwhile, or even if it can be done, but
I thought we could get the CACS record and maybe my notes and even the DA

which has relevent (siC) info on it, in through Simon as he took the stat dec and
had them in his possession to refer to at the time.
I have copied the DA, CACS record and have typed my notes and attached
them for your info. (I hope they are attached!!)
Please call me on XXXX if any of this long winded email may help. (emphasis
added)

(Note the time of observation as 3.30 pm. After checking by police and with
apparent agreement from Lorraine, this time was changed to 5 pm because of
Lorraine's other movements that day involving a rental property inspection and
an appointment).

Addressing those handwritten notes to which Sinnitt referred leads to these
two questions:

Question I: What did Sinnitt record in his notes of his chat with Mr Lorraine

that he provided to the Crown, inid trial, on 5 October 201.0?
Answer: 'Small cockle boat 5" tender, ellow/white, Not Zodiac, No motor'
Question 2: And on the Sticky note?
Answer: 'cockle boat, looked tiny, off white greyish'
None of that description fits the Four Winds' dinghy which was a 11.5 feet long,
white and blue trimmed Zodiac with an outboard motor (and with the

prominent words "Quicksilver" along the side)

I. it was clear from witness Peter Lorraine's first statement to police (as noted
by Sinnitt, the police officer, who took handwritten notes during the phone call
that Lorraine made to police on 27 January 2009) that he did not see the Four
Winds yacht or its dinghy (due to both description and distance issues - the
Four Winds Yacht was 280 metres away from Mr Lorraine's observation point
that was the Derwent Lane Jetty). He saw some other yacht with a dinghy that
was, he said, small, 5 feet long, similar to a cockle boat, not a
Zodiac, yellow/white, and which had NO outboard motor.

2. Hence, Peter Lorraine's evidence about sighting the Four Winds' dinghy on

the Australia Day afternoon was incorrect. He didn't see any of the Four Winds,

its dinghy, or Bob Chappell. He saw another yacht, another dinghy, another
person. The notes of his first contact with police make that quite clear. But
those notes were not disclosed to the Defence.

3. Peter Lorraine was presented at trial by the prosecution as an independent
witness who on Australia Day 2009 saw an old man (CT 1,409) and possibly the
Four Winds yacht and its dinghy around 5pm. That timing made it possible for
the accused Sue Neill-Fraser (SNF) to be on the Four Winds at a time when she
claimed she was ashore. it also meant that the victim Bob Chappell was

seemingly alive at 5 pm so had not come to grief via the occupants of the grey
or different dinghy seen by various other people alongside the Four Winds that

same day and around the same time (Conde, Clarke and P36) or in a relevant
area in the lead up to Australia Day (Smith - in the leave to appeal hearing on
31 October 201.7).

4. Because he was independent, and because the Defence had no inkling as to
the extent of the misleading nature of his evidence (particularly given disclosed

and incomplete information on the Police Investigation Log), they accepted him
and his evidence as credible. Moreover, they accepted him as more credible
than their client who has always said that she had left the Four Winds earlier
and left the dinghy much earlier, probably around 3 pm (having spent about an
hour on the boat - CT 1,157). Here is what Defence counsel said in his closing

to the jury (CT 1,442 - see also CT 882 in absence of jury):

We know that on one view, Mr Lorraine, that Mr Chappell was sighted
at about five o'clock by him with the grey dinghy behind and whilst
Sergeant Conroy didn't seem to be terribly convinced at the beginning
that Mr Lorraine had seen Mr Chappell he seemed to come around to
the proposition that that was right, given where the boat was situated,
and I would suggest to you that it almost certainly was Mr Bob
Chappell at five o'clock. Nobody reported seeing him being on the
deck after that. That of course depends on a finding that you make as

to whether you accept Mr Lorraine that it was Mr Chappell, I submit to
you you could

5. in January 2020, Barbara Etter unexpectedly came across new material
- official pieces of paper from credible sources (Tasmania Police and the
Integrity Commission) which prove that the jury, the trial judge, and the
defence were misled. The evidence disclosed to the defence and elicited from

Mr Lorraine by the Crown Prosecutor was wholly inconsistent with the earlier,
more contemporaneous account that Mr Lorraine gave over the phone to
police officer Sinnitt on 27 January 2009. Officer Sinnitt made notes. They are
referred to above. They do NOT describe the Four Winds' dinghy.

6. That first account was written down by Sinnitt, but neither it nor a later
handwritten police running sheet (or other related documents such as the
police timeline) were disclosed to the defence prior to the 201.0 trial.

7. Peter Lorraine's seeming credibility (although his evidence did vary
somewhat) entailed that SNF's claim to have been ashore was less credible,
while the evidence from other witnesses of sighting another dinghy (being a
grey one) alongside the Four Winds yacht was also less significant. tIn light of
Ms Vass' 201.9 admission to having been aboard with two males, this grey
and different dinghy becomes important. See in particular the evidence from

Conde (diagrams and a first and second statement taken during the trial)l.

8. The Crown Prosecutor argued at trial that the sightings of the grey dinghy by
Conde and Clarke were in fact sightings of the Four Winds' dinghy (CT 60 in the
DPP's opening - "I mean obviously given that there was a dinghy alongside it
she must have still been on board and that she'd stayed there longer than she
thought"), and that the suggested grey and different dinghy was a "red
herring". See, for example, CT 858 (in absence of the jury) and his closing
address from CT 1,408-,. 41, ..

9. The evidence of Lorraine - especially as it was largely dependent upon the
accuracy of his description of the dinghy - was incriminatory, not exculpatory,
as can be seen by the Judge's sentencing comments in October 201.0. Justice
Blow (as he then was) had this to say about Lorraine's evidence:

A witness named Peter Lorraine gave evidence of observing a man on a
Yacht moored off Marieville Esplanade at about 5 pm on 26 January.
From his description of the yacht and the man, I am satisfied that at that
time he observed Mr Chappell on the deck of the Four Winds. He gave
evidence that he saw a dinghy tied up to the yacht at that time.

Ms Neill-Fraser told the police, and confirmed in her evidence at the
trial, that she left the Four Winds alone in its tender that afternoon,
leaving Mr Chappell on board, and that she travelled to the wharf of the
Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania, where she tied the tender to the wharf
near a ladder. I am not able to make a finding as to when she did that.

and

On the basis of the evi ence that I have re erred to, make the following
findings:

Mr Chappell was alive at about 5 pm on 26 January, when Mr Lorraine
saw him, but was not seen alive by anyone other than Ms Neill-Fraser
after that time.

Ms Neill-Fraser attacked Mr Chappell either between 5 pm and about 9
pm, or at about midnight ...

1.0. Justice Blow had also made the point in summing up at CT 1525 that if Mr
Lorraine saw Mr Chappell at about 5 pm his evidence would tend to suggest

that Mr Chappell showed no sign of apprehending any danger at that time. His
Honour stated:

So what are the possibilities? Did all of these witnesses see the Four
Winds' dinghy and in accurately describe it, or did all of them see the
Four Winds' dinghy and where their descriptions don't tally they just
made mistakes? Was there a dinghy not from the Four Winds that tied
up to the Four Winds and if so was the visitorthat came aboard innocent
or someone responsible for the disappearance of Mr Chappell? Was
there more than one such visitor? Well these are all matters for you If
Mr Lorraine saw Mr Chappell at about five o'clock his evidence would
tend to suggest that Mr Chappell showed no sign of apprehending any
danger.

1.1. The Coroner in his findings of January 2014 (page 22 para. ,. 2) when
referring to the evidence of Lorraine stated "It was presumably relied upon
especially in ascertaining an approximate time as to when Mr Chappell was last
seen alive".

1.2. The handwritten note and the handwritten running sheet (and it seems
the Command and Control (CACS) record of the initial phone call) were not
disclosed to the Defence who received only:

. the second, incorrect/incomplete typed statement on the Police
Investigation Log that was made later and without reference (either
express or implied) to the first handwritten note;
o the 3, . January 2009 statement taken by Conroy which omitted critical

details regarding the dinghy (see analysis in attached tables); and
. a later statement dated 26 August 2009 and depositions (See Crown
Disclosure Folder ,. pp. ,. 34-,. 45) (not relevant to the issues in this
paper).

13.1t appears from the official pieces of paper (and earlier correspondence by
Barbara Etter with both Tasmania Police and the Integrity Commission from
201.2 to 201.4) - as to which see Appendices B & C, including advice from one
senior police officer, Commander Little, that the first handwritten note was in
the prosecution possession before and during the trial but it was not disclosed
to the defence.

14.1n a letter from the Manager, Operations, Integrity Commission to Mrs Etter
dated 25 March 201.4 (referring to the Lorraine complaint (MM 1310/37)) it was
simply stated that the Commission was advised by Assistant Commissioner
Adams that the Sinnitt handwritten notes "were not disclosed to defence
counsel".

1.5. in a letter dated 1.1 April 201.4 from Commander Little, Mrs Etter was
advised that Sinnitt made handwritten notes of his conversation with Lorraine

and that details from these notes were then added by him to a "personal
handwritten running sheet" he maintained. Subsequently, an entry was made
in the PIL or "investigation running sheet". He further advised that the police
court file provided to the ODPP contained specific reference to the "disparities"
between Mr Lorraine's recollections as provided to Sinnitt and the content of
his statutory declaration. He stated that the disclosure material provided to
the DPP included a copy of Sinnitt's notes. He stated that "during the trial,
when issues arose in relation to the dinghy", Sinnitt highlighted the differences
in Lorraine's accounts with a member of the DPP's staff and provided that
person with a typed transcript of the handwritten notes he made of his phone
conversation with Lorraine on 27 January 2009 (see email on page I of this
paper, dated 5 October 201.0 i. e. inid trial).

1.6. Hence Commander Little confirmed to Ms Etter that the handwritten notes

of Sinnitt were disclosed to the DPP. However, the advice from then Assistant
Commissioner Adams was simply that the notes were not disclosed to defence
counsel. She has not commented upon whether police disclosed the document

to the ODPP. Further inquiries are required in this regard. in addition, to

complicate matters, there is also the sworn affidavit of Sinnitt from September
201.9 in a related matter which is said to provide a list of full disclosure to the
ODPP but makes no mention of the Peter Lorraine contemporaneous notes by
Sinnitt.

1.7. What is clear from Commander Little's revelations and the 5 October 201.0

email is that one or more persons within the ODPP must have had actual

knowledge of Sinnitt's first handwritten note (and his initial description of the
dinghy) if they had read the various materials available to them and then failed
to tell Ellis SC about it. There was also the Witness Evidence Summary provided

to the DPP prior to trial which was first viewed by Ms Etter in January 2020 (See
Appendix C). The Witness Evidence Summary states that Peter Lorraine in his
first report stated that the tender was a small cockle boat, not an in flatable,
about 5 feet long with no motor.

1.8. Reviewing the transcript of the trial there is nothing to suggest in any of his
comments or questions that Ellis SC had any knowledge of these materials that
showed that Mr Lorraine did not see the Four Winds, its dinghy, or Bob

Chappell. So who was the person or persons who let down their Director, the
court, the accused and the notion of a 'fair trial' in Tasmania?

1.9. This first handwritten note only 'officially' came to light when its police
officer author produced it at the Leave to appeal' hearing on 22 August 201.8

(that hearing finished in March 201.9). No admission was made at that time that
the prosecution had it in 201.0. (The original contemporaneous note was
mentioned in the response by TasPol (dated 1.1 April 201.4) to the complaint
made to the Integrity Commission by Barbara Etterin late 201.3, but its contents
were not revealed and its full significance not then appreciated. )

20. Assuming the accuracy of the bfficial' reports seen in January 2020 by the
authors, including the 6.29 am email on 5 October 201.0 (inid trial) from

Detective Sinnitt to two ODPP officers (which included the notes as an

attachment) [see the email that is the opening quotation for this paper], the
prosecution team member who it appears had possession of the original
notes in 201.0, as being an addressee on the email, was the person who cross-

examined (siC) Peter Lorraine at the Leave to Appeal hearing in October
201.7. Mr Lorraine was called by the Defence (siC). The relevant prosecution
officer did not tell the court or SNF's lawyers that he, or anyone else within the
ODPP, had prior knowledge of those first handwritten notes.

21. The striking problems with the conduct of one or more prosecution officer/s

A. The Defence at trial AND at the 'leave to appeal' (at which Peter
Lorraine was called) was misled as to the strength of the prosecution case: that
case was NOT as strong as it looked;

B. The Prosecution has a duty to disclose to the defence all relevant

information in its possession (whether that strengthens or weakens the
prosecution case - see extract of DPP guidelines on disclosure including its
ongoing duty of disclosure (including in the further right to appeal process) in
attached table);

C. BY not disclosing those first handwritten notes (or the typed
transcript of the note emailed during the trial) the prosecution officer has had
a conflict of interest from the 201.0 trial to today: namely that he apparently

needs to 'cover up' his own shortcomings when the focus should be on
presenting the prosecution case fairly (see evidence by Det Sgt. Conroy on 5
October 2010 CT 909-91.1. and 91.4-922 when the prosecution officer had been
emailed and reminded of original notes by then Det. Senior Constable Sinnitt at

6.29 am on the morning of 5 October 2010. The email was cc'ed to the then
DPP, Tim Ellis SC, but we have no way of knowing whether either or both got
the email, if so when, and did either or both read it). (Note, the email in

possession of the authors is redacted. What else does the email say and was
there a response to it?).

D. The prosecution officer who cross-examined Lorraine at the leave to
appeal hearing on 31 October 2017 (CT 139-140) did not disclose any prior
knowledge of the handwritten notes and the discrepancies in the witness'
account to the court.

22. To be quite clear: the prosecution MUST disclose such material to the
defence. Its importance became even more obvious during the conduct of the
trial with the 5 October 201.0 email from Sinnitt to prosecution officers,

23. We wish to emphatically state that we have no criticism of Mr Lorraine. We
met him in 201.7 in the process of proofing him for the leave to appeal hearing.

24. We uncovered various bits of paper in January 2020 as a result of the Legal
Profession Board (LPB) (not us) subpoenaing the Tasmanian Integrity
Commission and TasPol regarding any complaints made by Barbara Etter. (The
Board is pursuing Ms Etter on a range of alleged misconduct charges, including
in the SNF matter). These and many other documents were delivered to the
Supreme Court where both parties can go to inspect them. An important
document thus provided to Ms Etter was the inid trial email from Detective
Sinnitt to senior ODPP officers involved in the prosecution.

25. The handwritten note of police officer Sinnitt's original conversation with
Lorraine should have been, but was not, provided to Barbara Etter in her earlier

FOl/RTl requests in the SNF matter in 201.2 (see attached Chronology of critical
documents/documentation at Appendix A).

26.1n early August 201.9, Hugh Selby wrote to the Premier, Attorney-General,
Solicitor-General, DPP, Integrity Commission Board Chair and the LPB CEO
alleging non-disclosure with regard to Peter Lorraine (and in relation to other

1.0

matters such as issues concerning the luminol matter) and conflict of interest.
No response was received from any person.

27. Following the viewing of important material in early January 2020,
Hugh Selby shared the information about Peter Lorraine with the Chief
Justice (the 201.0 trial judge) in January 2020. His Honour declined to take any
action and told Hugh Selby not to contact him again. Hugh Selby has abided by
that direction.

28. Mr Selby wrote in early August 2021 to the A-G & ors with a 55 page report
on the investigative failures of the Tasmania Police and their failure to disclose
(which mentioned the Peter Lorraine issue - see revised version dated 4 August
2021 at pp. 7,9-1.1,24-25 & 33).

29. Our analysis of the various transcripts indicates t at:

. defence counsel at the trial was duped and the court (jury and trial
judge) was misled in relation to what Peter Lorraine 'saw' (Gunson's
closing address CT 1,442 - see paras. I-2 above); and

the present DPP as at October 201.7 was unaware of the nondisclosure issue with respect to Lorraine (despite disclosure to his
office in 2010 (Leave to appeal hearing CT L3431 October 2017).

30. The following interaction between Lorraine and Percy aC at the 'Leave to
Appeal' is revealing (CT 13431 October 2017):

a. Now, at the time you made your statement to the police had You
ever seen Det Sinnitt's notes that he made at the time of what you
told him? ..... A. No, I don't think so. I think the notes you're referring
to Barbara Esser (siC) gave me a COPY of them but that's in the last six
months. (note: i. e. during 201.7)

a. So can I suggest to you that as at the time you made your statement
(note: that is to Conroy on 31.1anuary 2009) you hadn't seen those
notes? ..... A. Correct

a. At the time you testified at the trial you hadn't seen the notes?
..... A. I don't think so, no.

a. I think you say that Ms Neill-Fraser's solicitor subsequently gave
them to you? .... A. She did. So when there was going to be -

MR COATES SC: I object to this. What is the relevance of notes that
he hadn't seen or didn't make? If he wants to put a prior inconsistent
statement to him I don't object but he can't - he can't comment on a
document that he didn't make and is not the author of. I mean, if he

wants to put that he said something to Mr Sinnitt then I don't -

31. The answer to DPP Coates' objection re relevance is that the existence of

those contemporaneous notes and/or the content had been disclosed to the
ODPP according to a senior police officer prior to the 201.0 trial and again
advised to the then DPP Ellis SC and junior counsel at trial via email dated 5
October 2010 (see Appendix B)

32. On neither occasion (pre or inid trial) was the Defence advised as to these
contemporaneous notes. The sad consequence of that non-disclosure is amply
demonstrated in Gunson SC's closing remarks where he accepts the Lorraine
account in preference to the instructions from his client that she had left the
Yacht earlier in the afternoon and not returned (CT 144220, .0 trial).

33. Further analysis of the issue after January 2020 has confirmed that the
original contemporaneous notes of Sinnitt were given exhibit status at the
leave to appeal hearing, so are in evidence (CT 42422 August 201.8).

34. To assist You in understanding the nature of the issues raised, we have
attached two tables that reflect our analysis of the primary materials now in
our possession.

35. Despite some investigation and the high profile nature of the case in the
media, no one ever came forward to say it was them in the grey dinghy near or
alongside the Four Winds yacht at the relevant time.

36.1n summary, the incorrect trial evidence of Peter Lorraine was important
to the jury and trial judge perceptions in relation to:

. Defence counsel's assessment of their client's credibility and their
summation of the evidence;
Estimating time of death;
Indicating who was the last person to have seen Bob Chappell alive;
Assessing the importance of the various witness accounts of a grey and
different dinghy at or near the Four Winds from 3.55 pm onwards and

any threat to Bob Chappell from the person/s who used that dinghy;
. The evidence of Sue Neill-Fraser that she had left the Four Winds

dinghy tied up near the Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania some hours
earlier (CT 1441); and,
. The fairness of the trial process and the integrity of the police
investigation and prosecution process and the broader criminal justice
system.

37. All of those points are relevant to how Sue Neill-Fraser's latest appeal would
be assisted by the matters raised in this paper. This paper should also be read
in conjunction with the other material recently forwarded to the AttorneyGeneral requesting her to seek leave to reopen the appeal.

Attach:

Appendix A - Critical Correspondence/Documentation re Peter Lorraine in
Date Order

Appendix B - Sinnitt's Records of Peter Lorraine Evidence/Information as at 1.1
August 2021

Appendix C - Descriptions of Dinghy by Lorraine on Various Tasmania Police
Documents as at 1.1 August 2021
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APPENDIX A - CRITICAL CORRESPONDENCE/DOCUMENTATION RE PETER
LORRAINE IN DATE ORDER

27 January 2009

Handwritten note of conversation between

Sinnitt and Peter Lorraine - see also Transcript of
leave to appeal 22 August 201.8 Pages 405-41.0 Sinnitt under cross-examination by Percy aC

27-29 Jan 2009

Handwritten running sheet prepared by Sinnitt
with record of conversation with Peter Lorraine

(obtained in 2012 under RTl).

27 Jan 09

Relevant page from typed Police investigation

Log 27 January 2009 (disclosed to defence).

31 Jan 2009

Statement of Peter Lorraine obtained by Det. Sgt
Con roy.

5 October 2010

Email from Sinnitt to Jack Shapiro and Tim Ellis at
6.29 am attaching various documents including a
typed

version

of his handwritten

contemporaneous notes of his conversation with
Lorraine on 27 January 2009.

1.1 April20i. 2

RTl response from Tasmania Police providing a
copy of Sinnitt's handwritten running sheet to
Barbara Etter.

25 June 201.2

Barbara Etter RTl application seeking copies of all
records kept detailing relevant phone calls to
police

25 July 201.2

Tasmania Police response to RTl application (RTl
1971/2) stating that there was no information
responsive to her application.

8 August 201.2

Barbara Etter requests a s. 43 RTl review by
Commissioner of Police commenting that she
found it extremely difficult to believe that records
were not kept of relevant incoming phone calls

23 August 201.2

Response from Commander Frame advising that
no specific records were maintained of incoming
phone calls to the investigation. The practice was
for the details to be entered on the PIL. There

were no records relevant to the request other
than the PIL.

22 November 201.3

Complaint by Barbara Etter to Integrity
Commission

concerning

the Peter Lorraine

matter: non-disclosure to defence of the
handwritten running sheet and the failure to

faithfully transpose details from the handwritten
running sheet to the typed PIL. States that
in accurate and incomplete information was
presented to the court. Explains impact of
Lorraine evidence i. e. that it took the emphasis
away from the grey and very different dinghy
seen attached to the Four Winds at 3.55 pm by
Conde and Clarke and P36 at 5 pm.

1.7 January 201.4

(Record of Investigation into Death (Without
Inquest)) by Coroner Hay with comments relating
to Lorraine including the fact that he had been

1.6

advised and accepted that the original notes ("All
of his statements") had been disclosed to the
Defence.

25 March 201.4

Letter from Manager, Operations, Integrity
Commission to Barbara Etter referring to Lorraine

complaint (MM 1310/37). States that the
Commission is advised by Assistant
Commissioner Adams that the Sinnitt
handwritten notes were "not" disclosed to
defence counsel. States that if defence counsel

was not privy to the additional information, the
scope for cross-examination might well have
been constrained. Noted that there was as yet no
explanation either for the failure to accurately
transcribe the notes or for the non-disclosure of
the information in handwritten form. Stated it

was a matter to be determined by Tasmania
Police. Commission will refer the matter to the
Commissioner of Police for action under

s. 35(I)(c) of the Act. Comments that it is not a
function of the Commission to act as an appeal
court or to "test the thoroughness and
objectivity" of a police investigation.

1.1 April20i. 4

Letter from Tasmania Police to Barbara Etter.
Confirms that Sinnitt made handwritten notes of
his conversation with Lorraine and that details

from these notes were then added by him to a

"personal handwritten running sheet" he
maintained. Subsequently, an entry was made in
the PIL or "investigation running sheet". Advises

that Conroy had been provided with a copy of the
notes of the original conversation prior to
obtaining the statutory declaration. Advised that
at the time of obtaining the stat dec Conroy did
not have a copy of Sinnitt's hand written running
sheet or the typed PIL. Advises that the police
court file provided to the ODPP contained specific
reference to the "disparities" between Mr
Lorraine's recollections as provided to Sinnitt and
the content of his stat dec. The original notes
were also provided to the ODPP. Advised that

during the trial, when issues arose in relation to
the dinghy, Sinnitt highlighted the differences in
Lorraine's accounts with a member of the DPP's

staff and provided that person with a typed
transcript of the handwritten notes he made of
his phone conversation with Lorraine on 27
January 2009. Advises that TasPol will take no
further action and have assessed the complaint
as "Unfounded"

1.4 April201.4

Letter from Integrity Commission to Barbara
Etter stating that the complaint concerning
Lorraine was referred to Tasmania Police because

the information "may give rise to a suspicion" of
misconduct.

1.7 April2014

Barbara

Etter writes to Tasmania Police

complaining that

no

investigation

was

undertaken of the important matters raised
regarding Lorraine. Refers to what occurred in
relation to witness statements in the Mallard
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miscarriage of justice case and the findings of the
WA Corruption and Crime Commission. Barbara
Etter noted that Sinnitt highlighted the
differences in the Lorraine account with a
member of the DPP's staff. She stated "This

raises further potential issues as to why the
material was not disclosed to the Defence and

not raised in court". States that she is seeking a
proper investigation of the matter in the
interests of justice given the potential
seriousness of the issue and the implications of
non-disclosure in the case.

21 April201.4

Barbara Etter writes to Tasmania Police regarding
the Lorraine complaint and asks that they also
investigate Sergeant Conroy's involvement in the
way in which Mr Lorraine's statement changed
from his original, and very different, report about
the dinghy, particularly in relation to the
omission of the colour of the dinghy and its
description as a "cockle boat", given that Conroy

had been provided with a copy of Sinnitt's
handwritten notes before he took the statutory
declaration. States that the Lorraine sighting was
critical as the court subsequently held that Mr
Chappell had been seen alive at 5 pm by Mr
torraine, taking the focus away from the grey and
different dinghy seen by four people tied to the
Four Winds between 3.55 and 5.30 pm (Conde,
Clarke, Ikin and P36).

1.9

8 May 201.4

Letter from Tasmania Police re the Conroy
complaint of 21 April 201.4 and the Lorraine
matter. Declines to proceed with complaint
concerning Conroy as there are no "special
circumstances" warranting acceptance of the
complaint tit was over 6 months previously, the
evidence was provided in open court and, inter
alia, no detriment could be said to have been

caused to SNF as a result).

1.0 June 201.4

Letter from CEO of Integrity Commission to
Barbara Etter advising that, whilst some of her
complaints had been referred to Tasmania Police
for action, none of her complaints had been
"accepted for assessment" by the Commission.

1.8 June 201.4

Letter from Tasmania Police to Barbara Etter

regarding a related complaint involving the
handwritten running sheet compiled by Sinnitt
(see 10 April 201.4 above). Advises that the
handwritten running sheets were not provided
to the Crown and consequently not provided to
Defence (page 3). Advises that the Coroner's
reference to the disclosure of documents (see
entry for 1.7 January 201.4) related to the
handwritten notes (as distinct from the
handwritten running sheet).

31 October 201.7

Evidence by Lorraine in leave to appeal
application. See T, .30-,. 40.
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22 August 201.8

Evidence by Sinnitt in leave to appeal application
- first mention to defence counsel/applicant of
contents of handwritten contemporaneous note.
T405-41.0 & 413-415

THE MISLEADING OF THE CCA BY THE DPP - THE GREY DINGHY SEEN ALONGSIDE
THE FOUR WINDS

Prepared by: Barbara Etter and Hugh Selby
1.2 August 2021

WHY THIS MATrERS

I. The particulars of the Grounds of Appeal in the Sue Neill-Froser matter which were
lodged in the Supreme Court on 2 August 2019 included:
1.3: The dinghy seen near the Four Winds around the time the deceased
was attacked was not the Four Winds' tender.

2. Have a look at this photo of the Four Winds' dinghy taken by police:
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Note for this Zodiac the shape, the clear colour definition/contrast, the stripes, the lack
of any lee cloth to cover the front, the readily visible outboard motor and the
QUICKSILVER branding.
3. For reasons unknown to the authors, the issue of what dinghy was at the Four Winds
later in the afternoon of Australia Day 2009 was abandoned at the appeal heard in Hobart
by the Court of Criminal Appeal from I to 3 March 2021. However, the grey dinghy was
raised in an eXchange between the DPP and Justice Estcourt - as to which see below.
4. Given that the evidence of Mr Peter Lorraine can now be ignored (see separate paper
dated 11 August 2021), there is good evidence discussed below that another person or
persons went to the Four Winds yacht using another dinghy that was grey in colour, with
a different shape, a lee cover, no QUICKSILVER label, no stripes and no outboard motor.
5. There is also the evidence of Ms Vass (whose DNA was found on the deck of the Yacht

without explanation and whose affidavit led to the granting of leave to appeal) that she
was on the Four Winds in the company of two identified men. However, her evidence was
abandoned at the March 2021 appeal due to her unreliability as a witness.
6. Nevertheless, it being clear that Mr Peter Lorraine did not see the Four Winds, or Bob
Chappell, or the Zodiac dinghy on Australia Day afternoon around 5 pm, what then is the
evidence as to movements around the Four Winds that afternoon? What significance does
this evidence have?

7. No one ever came forward to suggest that they were the persons visiting the Four
Winds in the grey dinghy, and a dinghy fitting the description of various witnesses was
never located.

8. Ms Neill-Fraser claimed that she left the yacht in the Zodiac that afternoon and went
back to shore where she left the Zodiac tied up near the Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania.
(She had earlier been seen heading out from the shoreline in the Four Winds dinghy
around 2 pm (estimated) by Mr Liaubon who described the dinghy as a 'white light grey
Zodiac' T 201.0 p. 370).
9. The following day the white with blue stripes Four Winds dinghy was found adrift near
some rocks where another dinghy, a grey one, had been seen by Mr Gary Smith in the

days leading up to Australia Day 2009. Who untied the Four Winds dinghy, when, and
why?

10. On the Australia Day afternoon there were a number of sightings of another dinghy,
coloured grey (inid grey, dark grey, or darker than 'battleship' grey), tied to or alongside
the Four Winds.

THE GREY DINGHY

I. One or more people used a dinghy to reach the Four Winds on the afternoon of
Australia Day after Sue Neill-Fraser left the Yacht and went back to shore.
2. Four people observed this grey dinghy tied to or alongside the Four Winds yacht
between 3.55 pm and 5.30 pm. A fifth person observed such a dinghy on the shore in the
days leading up to and perhaps even on Australia Day (Gary Smith Leave to Appeal Hearing
31 October 201.7 T186).

3. The grey dinghy was seen on the afternoon of Australia Day by: Paul Conde, Thomas
Clarke, P36 and Jill Ikin. A grey dinghy was also seen on other occasions by Gary Smith,
near the rocks where the Four Winds' Zodiac was found on the morning of 27 January.

Only one of those witnesses, Paul Conde, gave evidence at trial. The statutory declarations
of both Thomas Clarke and P36 were read to the court a 2010 p. 223 and p. 225).
4. Mr Conde in his initial statement described himself as 'an experienced and competent

Yachtsman'. His initial description was simply that of 'a grey inflatable dinghy'. At trial, he
went further and described it as a large dark grey rubber dinghy (T 201.0 p. 426). in crossexamination (T 2010 p. 428) he said it was 'battleship grey'.
51n re-examination Mr Conde said that the Four Winds dinghy was smaller than the one

he saw (T 2010 p. 431). He also said that the dinghy that he saw had a lee cloth across its
bow (raised spray guards which stop water coming into the boat in bad weather) and the
Four Winds dinghy's bow was blunter than the pointed bow of the dinghy he saw. He
added a 2010 p. 431):

... the dinghy - the Quicksilver dinghy in the photographs is not the dinghy I saw
at five to four on Australia Day last year.

6. After Mr Conde had given his evidence at trial, he was re-interviewed by Sergeant
Conroy who later gave evidence of what he had been told by Mr Conde (T 2010 pp. 940945). Mr Conde signed a five page handwritten statement to which are attached two hand
drawn diagrams. He stated, inter alia, as follows:.

The dinghy he saw was not less than 10 feet long; his estimate is 1.0-1.2 feet;

.

Dark grey in colour (darker than "our" battleships);

.

it seemed fairly beamy; too wide to fit into the yacht club 'tender' racks;
The bow came to a point as opposed to the Quicksilver dinghy he was shown in

photographs; that Quicksilver dinghy was 'oyster/pale grey' and 8 - 9 feet long;
Particularly remembers a fabric covering stretched across the bow which he
described as a lee cloth. That cloth was dark grey, battleship or charcoal grey;
.

No picturein his mind of its stern and any engineit might have had;

.

He was familiar with Quicksilver dinghies which were white or grey; and,

.

it did not look new; it was scuffed and a bit faded, more a work thing or
"commercial" rather than an up market yacht tender or "something aimed at the
leisure boating market".

His comments on the length of the dinghy he saw compared to the Four Winds dinghy
were found to be incorrect. Sergeant Conroy, on 6 October 2010 (after he measured the

actual length that morning T 2010 p. 1024), advised the court that the Four Winds dinghy
was 3.5 metres or 11.5 feet long. At T 201.0 p. 431, on 27 September 201.0, Conde had
previously been shown a photo of the Four Winds dinghy under re-examination and
estimated it to be 8 to 9 feet long.
7. The police failed to take statements from the Clarkes, who accompanied Conde on his
boat, until late August 2009. Mr Clarke recalled then what he thought was a small grey
coloured tender and "probably an in flatable dinghy" (but he was not sure), tied to the
side of the Four Winds from 100 metres away.
8. P36 (who preferred to be not publicly named) confirmed Mr Conde's observations in
her statement (dated 25 November 2009) as she also saw a large inid grey dinghy or a
grey in flatable dinghy tied to the Four Winds at 5.00 pm on Australia Day, when she

passed within 50 metres of the Yacht and viewed it through binoculars. She did not notice
an outboard motor on it. She said it looked to be in "good" condition. She did mention
that it was a grey overcast day.

9. Jill Ikin reported her sighting to police soon after Bob Chappell disappeared (i. e. 'within
a few days of seeing the news'). Her statement (dated 2 October 2009) was disclosed to
Defence Counsel but she was not called to court to give evidence. We don't know why.

1.0. No mention of her contact with police was entered on the Police Investigation Log
[PIL] in the days following Mr Chappell's disappearance (although in an RTl response from
Tasmania Police all relevant phone calls were said to have been logged on the PIL). Her
statement was not taken until after Sue Neill-Fraser's arrest on 20 August 2009.

11. in her written statement Ms Ikin, who was knowledgeable about yachts, stated that
she saw what she thought to be an aluminium dinghy tied to the starboard side of the
Four Winds near the stern sometime between 4 pm and 5.30 pm on Australia Day from
where she was standing on an outdoor balcony facing the river on the second floor of the
Convention Centre at the Wrest Point Casino (which is some distance away). She stated
that it was the 'normal grey unpainted aluminium' colour. She stated that she believed
it was an aluminium dinghy because of its shape. She stated that she didn't think that it
was the colour of the white inflatable dinghies.

12. Her observations of the yacht were confirmed as being that of the Four Winds by
Detective Senior Constable SiCe when the scene was later checked from the relevant

viewing point at the Casino on 30 September 2009.
1.3. The Eve Ash documentary Shadow o100ubtincluded assertions by Mr Gary Smith who
saw an old, all grey and scruffy dinghy tied up to sharp rocks near the Marieville Esplanade
foreshore Rowing Sheds a few times in the days leading up to Australia Day. This location
is very near where the Four Winds dinghy was found early on the morning of 27 January
after having been left by Ms Neill-Fraser (so she recalls) some distance away near the
Royal Yacht Club the previous afternoon. Mr Smith commented (see the transcript of his
interview) 'It was there quite a few days, as if someone was using it and leaving it there,
and then coming back for it'. Isee also Transcript for leave to appeal application 31
October 2017 pp. 1.81. -1.90. Mr Smith gave evidence that he saw the dinghy at least three
times on different days or over several days in January 2009 before the Four Winds
incident. l

1.4. This grey dinghy is similar to that described by Mr Conde to Police when Conroy told
the court (T 2010 p. 942):

Did he [Mr Conde] give you any further description of the condition, for instance,
of the dinghy that he saw?...... Yes, he stated that it was older and faded looking.
Older?...... A worn and faded or older- older faded - faded -

Did he say something like it was - it didn't appear new and it was
scuffed?...... Scuffed.

Scuffed, was that the word he used?...... That rings a bell, yes.

15. When the evidence of Ms Ikin and Mr Smith is added to that of the other witnesses

there is a preponderance of credible evidence that a grey dinghy, not being the new
looking, white with blue trim Four Winds dinghy, was tied to or alongside the Four Winds
in the late afternoon of Australia Day 2009.

WHAT TRANSPIRED AT THE MARCH 2021 APPEAL

I. On 3 March 2021 the following transpired during the closing comments of the DPP a
1.37-1.38):

ESTCOURT, I: What do You say about Mr Conde's evidence?
MR COATES SC: Mr Conde's evidence was that the - the Yacht was grey-

MR COATES SC: -the dinghy, sorry was grey. Well, the answer to that Your
Honour, is that - which was what was put at trial, was that the dinghy was
white and from a distance over the - over the water it looks grey. And, that's
the answer to that. But, it would be pretty unlikely that a dinghy similar to the
Four Winds was - but, a different dinghy was there at I think this time's around
between around about 4 o'clock, and that's the timeframe that Ms Sue NeillFraser said she was there.

MR COATES SC: She went there at 2 and she would have got there at - got back
about 3. And, when the police put to her Mr Conde's evidence, she said well it
must have been - I must have left late. So, it's true Mr Gun son (siC) was saying
that the sightings of the dinghy was a different dinghy but, the jury can readily
accepted (siC) that the same description, the only difference is one is saying
white and one is grey and it's on a - on the water. (emphasis added)
2. The DPP's response to His Honour's question is incorrect.
Readers can see that is so by reference to the information set out above.
3. Note particularly:
,.. The independent observers of the grey dinghy were not describing a
relatively new, white dinghy with blue trim, no lee cloth, stripes, with an outboard
engine, and the large QUICKSILVER.
2. The independent observers of the grey dinghy variously described a dinghy

with a different shape, a different colour, a lee cloth, either in "good" or scruffy/worn
condition, with no recollection of an outboard engine.

<1^;^

THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE OF BLOOD IN THE FOUR WINDS DINGHY

Barbara Etter and Hugh SelbyL
1.3 August 2021

I. When the scuttled FourWinds yacht was found early morning 27 January 2009 its QuicksilverZodiac
dinghy was not with it. That dinghy, left tied up the previous afternoon by Sue-Neill Fraser [SNF], was
found untied near some rocks near the Marieville Esplanade foreshore, several hundred metres away.
2. TASPOL crime scene examiners and forensics examined the dinghy for any evidence that might link

it to Bob Chappell's disappearance and presumed death.
3. Part of that examination was to apply a chemical known as Luminolto the dinghy surfaces, Luminol
will 'show' the presence of residue that is otherwise not visible to the human eye.
Anyone can go to Wikipedia for the following:
When Luminol is sprayed evenly across an area, trace amounts of an activating oxidant make
the Luminol emit a blue glow that can be seen in a darkened room. The glow only lasts about
30 seconds, but can be documented photographically. The glow is stronger in areas receiving
more spray; the intensity of the glow does not indicate the amount of blood or other
activator present.

4. Luminol will react for around 100 commonly known substances, among those being human blood
and some vegetables. Luminol's use in a crime scene investigation is somewhat hampered by the fact
that it reacts, per Wikipedia, to iron- and copper-containing compounds, bleaches, horseradish,
urine, fecal matter, or smoke residue. For those reasons it is merely a preliminary test, a prelude to

' The authors wish it to be known to all readers as follows:

a. In August 2014 the DPP lodged a complaint with the Legal Profession Board [LPB] against Ms Etter for, inter
alia, knowingIy misleading the public by asserting that the jury in the trial of Susan Neill-Fraser were told there
was Bob Chappell's blood in the dinghy in circumstances where the jury was not, at any relevant time, told Mr
Chappell's blood was found in the dinghy. That complaint is still being pressed by the LPB some 7 years later;
b. In September 201.7 Ms Etter complained to the LPB about Mr Ellis' conduct as to his public comments
concerning luminol testing and the Sue Neill-Fraser matter in The Mercury (2017) and on the Tasmanian Times
(20.5). it was in response to her complaint that Mr Ellis made the November 20.7 admissions described
below. Thereafter the LPB dismissed her complaint against Mr Ellis, but resolved that her complaint against
him was misconduct and referred the matter to the Supreme Court; and,
c. Hugh Selby appears for Ms Etter in the LPB court matters.
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biological confirmatory tests as to the presence or absence of a specific substance. Of interest is that
Ms Neill-Fraser stated that she cleaned the dinghy and the deck of the Yacht with bleach prior to the

arrival of Bob Chappell's sister on 20 January 2009. Her notes/instructions to her lawyer dated
February 2010 are available to this effect.

5. TASPOL forensics (Forensic Science Service Tasmania or FSST) carried out many confirmatory tests
to see whether the Luminol in the dinghy was reacting to blood. Every test (,. 6 tests from 7 different
areas of the dinghy) came back negative: no blood. The relevant FSST personnel initialled the test

results, They wrote a lengthy report detailing most of those results in tabular form. That report was
provided to the prosecution who provided a COPY to the Defence team. it's called the Forensic Biology
Report [FBR] (I July 2009).
6. The only relevant, admissible evidence flowing from that work is as follows:
a. Did You forensically examine the Four Winds' dinghy?
A. Yes.

a. Did You find any forensic evidence to link that dinghy to Bob Chappell's disappearance?

7. But that is not what happened. Whatinstead happened was a farce begotten of the human frailties
of both forensic scientists and lawyers.

8. Tim Ellis SC, (the DPP, the Prosecutor at the trial) 'fessed up' in November 201.7 when he wrote to
the Legal Profession Board that he never read the FBR but relied on his juniorto do so. He also stated,

in effect, that he did not understand the nature of luminol testing and the need for biological
confirmatory testing. (His 'Junior' [supporting lawyer] at the trial in 2010 was also an addressee of the
October 201.0 inid trial email from Officer Sinnitt concerning Peter Lorraine's first phone chat in which

Mr Lorraine did not identify the Four Winds dinghy. it is the same junior who did the preparation and
appeared in court for the leave to appeal application in SNF 2016 to 201.9 in which luminol was a
proposed ground of appeal. During that hearing he cross-examined Peter Lorraine without reference
to that first phone chat. in 2021 he has appeared in SNF related cases and was present during the

2021 Appeal hearing 2).

' Outside of Tasmania this conduct may be seen as a rather obvious example of a 'conflict of interest' that
conflict being between maintaining the State's pristine conduct in any litigation versus the need to keep under
wraps some acts or omissions that compromise the State's objective. But in Tasmania this conduct attracts no

censure at all. The Chief Justice was not concerned in 201.8. The DPP thought raising the issue was a 'contempt
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91n apparent ignorance (based upon his 201.7 admission) Mr Ellis SC tendered in the Crown case this
highly prejudicial photo with no probative value. There's such a wonderful glow. it must mean
something, it must be relevant: ah blood, Bob's blood. There is no other basis for its tender.

As Ellis SC and the witness said in front of the jury at T639:

As we go through it and could you come perhaps to photograph 21, and what does that
show?...... This is a photograph that was taken to show the areas that glowed with the
luminol screening test for blood.

10. A properly prepared Defence would have objected to the tender of that photo on the grounds,
first of relevance and secondly, it being more prejudicial than probative. That photo was proof of
nothing. Sadly, there was no objection.

11. Thereafter the key forensic expert at the trial, who had initialled some of the negative for blood
tests, and presumably knew about the rest of them - being one of the "signatories" to the FBR (as
advised in court) said:

of court'. The Legal Profession Board has refused to release its 'conflict of interest' policy, even when
requested under Right to Information legislation. In these circumstances we neither make nor imply any
criticism of the junior's' alleged conduct.
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i. At T639 in evidence in chief:

a: As well as taking swabs did You use a particular substance or other tests on these?
A. .... Yes, if we're looking for - in this case, for example, if we're looking for blood we use well there are two classes of tests that we can use. We can use a test called a screening test
a confirmatory test. So in this case I used a screening test
This 'alternative' proposition is misleading. The tests are sequential. They are not alternatives.

ii. During cross-examination she had this to say (when referring to luminol testing in the context of the
Vass DNA sample on the yacht) (T673):
a. Are there any other screening tests that you could have, or should have applied to
determine what the substance was on the deck that had returned the Luminol positive result?

There are certainly further tests that could be done however as a standard practice, I

guess you'd say, if we have a luminol POSiti e stain then really the only tests that we apply
are those tests that might help us to determine that it's blue Ibloodl because luminol is the
test we use for blood. (emphasis added)
12. in giving that evidence she ignored the Expert Witness Code of Conduct and she ignored the
Professional Code that applies to all forensic scientists in Australia. She set aside her scientific
principles and misled every person in that courtroom (including the Judge).
1.3. Her evidence was not challenged by the Defence. Why? Who knows. But they had the full FBR

report (which admitted Iy was light on for explanatory narrative). All they ever had to do was make
some inquiries. Thereafter the destruction of that 'expert' would have taken less than twenty crossexamination questions:"a: Luminol is a preliminary test?
A. Yes

a. it must be followed by tests in the laboratory?
A. Yes

a. You and your colleagues did those tests?
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A. Yes

a. Every test came back negative for blood?
A. Yes

a. You know that Your overriding obligation as an expert is to assist the court?
A. Yes

a. That this court is relying upon you for sound, science based, objective opinion?
A. Yes

a. But you have said nothing about those negative tests here today, have you?
A. No, but I wasn't asked.

a. And if I hadn't asked You weren't going to volunteer the truth were You?
A. I might have.

a. Well, now, the truth that you might have shared with us is that there was no trace of blood in that
dinghy was there?
A. No blood

a. Not even a trace of blood?
A. No

a. Look at this investigation log entry for 16 April2009 please. Read it to yourself and tell us when
you have finished.
A. I've done that.

a. It's a report of information that you gave to police officer SiCe after You had done those tests - the
ones you failed to mention today, isn't it?
A. Yes.

a. And you have told him .......'Additional test for blood in dinghy didn't work'?
A. Yes
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a. But the tests did work, didn't they?
A. No

a. The tests came back, 'NO evidence of blood'?
A. Yes.

a. And you hoped for 'positive results - blood indicating results'?
A. Yes

a. So today you decided that Your personal belief in Ms Neill-Froser's guilt being shown by blood in
that dinghy was more important than well proven science that showed 'no blood'?
A. No

Nothing further. "
Sadly, there was no such questioning.

1.4. So successful was her misinformation that Justice Blow had this to say in his sentencing remarks
on 27 October 201.0:

I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that Ms Neill-Fraser ... manoeuvred his body into the

yacht's tender; ... that she travelled away from the Four Winds in the tender with the body for
some distance; and that she dumped the body in deep water somewhere in the river. The
evidence upon which I have based these findingsincludes. .. "the scientific examination of the
tender, ... and Luminol positive areas of the tender with Mr Chappell's DNA ...
For the avoidance of any doubt Dr Mark Revnolds APM (who was retained as an independent expert
by Ms Etter when she was Sue Neill-Fraser's solicitor for the purposes of the leave to appeal) stated
in his report at L. 6 (p. 4):
A review of the materials supplied to me, shows there is no scientific support to attribute the

DNA of Robert Adrian Chappell (RAC) located on surfaces of the Quicksilver in flatab!e Zodiak
(siC) tender as having come from his blood.
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1.5. Earlier, in the absence of the jury, His Honour had said (CT p. 1084):
There's an abundance of evidence from which the jury could infer that Mr Chappell is dead,
Idon't need to refer to allofthatldon'tthink, and that somebody killed him, there's

evidence of blood in the boat, sabotage of the boat tboat is here used as a reference to the
yachtl, the positive luminol test on the dinghy ....
To state the obvious: if the trial judge with his acumen and years of experience relied on a preliminary
test to establish blood in the dinghy then it's rather likely that jurors would have also held that belief.
1.6. True it is that in the summing up to the jury, immediately before they adjourned to make their
decision, his Honour told the jury:

In other words luminol which reacts positively to blood but also gives false positive results did
produce a positive reaction in area 1.1 Iwhere the Vass DNA sample was takenl, so maybe
there was blood there, maybe the luminol was reacting to something else. (CT pts29)
This observation does nothing to correct the misleading nature of the evidence led, nor the
expectation engendered, by the Prosecutor's opening (See T 71 in the attached "Luminol Roadmap")
and the tendering of that eeri!y glowing image in the photo.

1.7. At the leave to appeal hearing Dr Revnolds gave expert evidence exposing the fallacies in the
prosecution evidence, including the misuse of the Luminol test, the negative test results, and the
failure of the scientific officer/s to offer reliable evidence. His written report highlighted that two

confirmatory test methods were undertaken by FSST (1.6 swabs in 7 different locations on the dinghy
with either Ouchterlony or HemaTrace) but these were all negative.
1.8. Hobart's daily The Mercury gave this front page treatment on 9 March 201.8:
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19. There is nothing novel in our concerns about the misuse of preliminary forensic tests, such as
Luminol. In Canada a Commission noted twelve Years before Sue Neill-Froser's trial:

The Commission on Proceedings Involving Guy Paul Morin 1998 (pp. 327-328)'
Recommendation 4: Admissibility of preliminary tests as evidence of guilt
Evidence of a preliminary test, such as an 'indication of blood' tterminology used in the
DPP's opening - see belowl, does not have sufficient probative value to justify its reception
at a criminal trial as circumstantial evidence of guilt.

' Report of the Kaufman Commission on Proceed^^gs Involving Guy PaulMorin (Toronto: Ministry of the
Attorney-General, 1.998 [Morin Inquiry].
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Absent special circumstances, evidence of preliminary testing results such as 'indications of
blood' has insufficient probative value to justify its reception as circumstantial evidence of
guilt in a criminal case. The emergence of such evidence in notorious miscarriages of justice
or potential miscarriages of justice is not co-incidental. (emphasis added)
20. And in 2008 (sojust two years before the Neill-Fraser trial) in R V Smart [2008] VsC 79; (2008) 182
A Crim R 490, Justice Lasry, recognising the dangers of luminol evidence, stated (at pare. 28):
Thus, although I would admit the evidence in relation to the blood stains which are confirmed
to be blood by scientific analysis and which produce relevant DNA profiles, I would not
admit the evidence in relation to the luminol positive areas where there is no confirmatory
testing.

21. On I March 2021 the SNF legal team abandoned this ground of appeal. We don't know why.

LUMINOL ROADMAP - THE 201.0 TRIAL TRANSCRIPT

Opening address by DPP:
At T7I :

[T]he tender itself was also subjected to a screening test for blood called luminol, and what
happens with luminol is you put it - you put it on objects where there might have been blood
and turn off the lights and it gets Ium -it goes luminous in the presence of blood, and so that
reacted quite strongly, the tender and the inside of the tender for the presence of blood,
and swabs taken from the tender were found to match, with a high degree of probability, Mr

Chappell's DNA. But on the other hand another screening agent for blood taken on that tender
showed negative and one of the forensic scientist looked under the microscope to try and find
some - what they look for is red/brown indications of blood and couldn't find any, so some
indications of blood, his DNA, but others - others, no. (emphasis added)
(See above re "indication of blood" consideration in The Commission on Proceedings Involving Guy
PaulMorin 1998 examining a wrongful murder conviction in Canada).

Exhibits:
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Forensic Biology Report I July 2009 (MCHoul, Grosser and MCKenzie) becomes evidence in the trial
as Further Agreed Facts (T627).
Forensic Biology Scene Examination Report dated 12 June 2009 by MCHoul becomes exhibit #P62
(T640).

On 30'' January, 2009, I examined a dinghy at the Police Marine Services Building, Hobart.

Extensive, strong, long lived luminol positive reactions were present on the top and inner
aspect of the bow and front starboard area (where the HS positive stains were present), on
the blue rope and trim in this area mm and on the floor in the bow and right front.
Photo (#P38 photo 21. ) -see above in main paper - of dinghy glowing blue with luminol during MCHoul
evidence (T639-640) is tendered as evidence by the Crown. At T639:

As we go through it and could You come perhaps to photograph 21, and what does that
show?...... This is a photograph that was taken to show the areas that glowed with the luminol
screening test for blood.

Forensic Science Service Tasmania IFSSTl Expert MCHoul:

MCHoul evidence in chief a 638-655) and cross-examined by David Gunson SC (T656-675). There was
no re-examination by the DPP (T675).
At T639 in evidence in chief:

As well as taking swabs did You use a particular substance or other tests on these? .... Yes, if
we're looking for - in this case, for example, if we're looking for blood we use - well there are
two classes of tests that we can use. We can use a test called a screening test or a confirmatory
test. So in this case I used a screening test.

MCHoul on the importance of microscopic examination and confirmatory testing (T658):
Now, part of the problem with luminol is that it's so sensitive it will react with dilutions of
blood down to around one in a hundred thousand. So part of the problem is that You won't

then necessarily see any obvious red/brown staining and You won't be able to do subsequent
tests to actually confirm that what You've seen is or isn't blood in fact. (emphasis added)
MCHoul mentions the possibility of false positives (T657-658). Under cross examination MCHoul makes
a positive assertion re the luminol:

You've spoken about obvious red/brown staining in the dinghy and you said a little while ago
that -
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Following the microscopic examination of the dinghy which was taken to the labs I
ofdn'tnnd any obvious red/brown staining in the dihghy that would correspond with
my luminol positive result.
....... That's co rrect.

So when you looked at your luminol positive result, you followed it through by looking for
red/brown stain, which in another way - is another way of putting blood - correct?....... Yes,
that's correct, yes.
And you said:

Therefore it was likely to be a false positive result.
....... No, I don't think I did.

All right. Well was it likely therefore to be a false positive result?....... I - there were several
areas of staining in the dinghy that, based on experience and having seen lots of reactions, I
would say probably are not false positive reactions. Now, part of the problem with luminolis
that it's so sensitive it will react with dilutions of blood down to around one in a hundred

thousand. So part of the problem is that You won't then necessarily see any obvious
red/brown staining and you won't be able to do subsequent tests to actually confirm that
what you've seen is or isn't blood in fact.
So it is common to get a false positive result using luminol?....... There are certainly other
substances that will react with luminol to give false positive results. Now we've talked about
metals, there are some plant substances that will also react, some cleaning products that will
react, and also animal blood will react.
Yeah. ....... They're the main ones.

But this - you're not able to say that what you saw was not a false positive result? mm No, I'm
not able to say definitively that, no, I can just tell you that based on my experience I don't
believe it was.

But You can't rule it out, can you? ...... No.

No. And it is a strong possible - it is a possibility that what you saw was a false positive result
and You cannot exclude that? No, I can't, certainly not. (emphasis added)

MCHoul had stated on several occasions that she could tell that it was not a false positive due to the
nature of the glow etc:MCHoul at T640:

Yes. And when You look at those do You - are there particular strengths of the reaction that
you can take note of?...... Yes, what we - well we take note of several things when we spray
luminol. We take note of the strength of the reaction and how long lived it is, the actual
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colour of the glow that you see and just the manner of the reaction itself, so whether it's a
constant glow, whether it might be sparkling or you get a bright flash which then dies down,
because with experience you can distinguish sometimes between false positive reactions
with luminol and true positive reactions with luminol and how it reacts, the colour, the
longevity is all an indication of that. (emphasis added)
MCHoul at T65i. :

Right, thank you. Now as to the luminol positive areas what can you say about those, the
strength of the reaction or whatever?...... Okay. The strength of the reaction in the front on the
inside was very long lived and strong as was the area of staining towards the back on the port
side. Unfortunately you can't really see the staining on the trim- well you can a little I think
on the trim at the front, that also was strong and long lived. The area in the middle and
towards the back was slightly less, gave a slightly less strong glowing reaction but was again
long lived. (emphasis added)
MCHoul under cross-examination by Gunson SC (when referring to luminol testing in the context of

the Vass DNA sample on the Yacht) (T673):
Are there any other screening tests that you could have, or should have applied to determine
what the substance was on the deck that had returned the Luminol positive result? ..... There
are certainly further tests that could be done however as a standard practice, I guess you'd
say, if we have a luminol positive stain then really the only tests that we apply are those
tests that might help us to determine that it's blue [blood] because luminol is the test we

use for blood. (emphasis added)
And at T674:

If the luminol positive result is a true result and not a false positive, mm then there has to be
some blood there for it to be a true result, however I've no way of knowing whether that's
the case or whether it is a false positive.

Case to Answer Ruling bv Judge:

At T1.084 the trial Judge Blow J (as he then was) refers to "the positive luminol test on the dinghy" to
determine that there was a case to answer.

Closing address by Defence Counsel:
Late in the trial at T1454 Gunson SC states:

Now Mr Ellis at some stage, I think it was in his Opening, said to You that there was Mr
Chappell's blood found in the dinghy.
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Submissions in absence of jury:

At T1.486 there is discussion in the absence of the jury re Gunson's comment in closing at T1.454 and

the opening statement of the DPP at T7i. :
MR ELLIS SC: The next point is, it was attributed to me that I said it was Mr Chappell's blood
in the dinghy. Now I don't believe I did.
MR GUNSON SC: Yes, you did.
M R ELLIS SC: Okay - I don't know why I'd say it HIS HONOUR: Well MR ELLIS SC: Because I've never believed it.

HIS HONOUR: in opening.
MR GUNSON SC: Yeah.

MR ELLIS SC: Oh in opening MR GUNSON SC: Yes, in opening.
MR ELLIS SC: Oh okay, I abandon that, if I said it opening.

HIS HONOUR: All right. Well I'll do nothing about that point. What's the next point?
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The Red Jacket in the Sue Netll-Fraser Case - Yet Another Example
of Non-Disclosure.
Prepared by Barbara EtterAPM and Hugh Selby
1.5 August 2021

Overview

A red ski type jacket was found on a front fence of a house near the Marieville Esplanade foreshore
near Margaret Street on the morning of Tuesday 27 January 2009. it was seized by police (around
10.10 am according to the Police Investigation Log (PIL) and the Police timeline obtained under RTl).
When shown the jacket by police shortly thereafter (around 10.30 am according to the timeline), Sue
Neill-Froser denied it was hers. The jacket was placed into the boot of a police vehicle by Constable
Plunkett. The vehicle was under the control of Acting Sergeant Andrew Suiman. When later tested by
Forensic Science Service Tasmania [FSST] in March 2009, there was a DNA match to Sue Neill-Fraser.

The red jacket (Exhibit #P63) was held out by the Crown to be an important piece of evidence in the
case against Sue Neill-Fraser. Her denial of ownership was claimed to be yet another incriminating lie
by her (CT 68-69 - see below).

At the trial, the Crown alleged that Sue had left the red jacket "on the fence or thereabouts" after she
had returned from the yacht late at night, in case she had been seen (CT 1,351).
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The relevant Forensic Biology Report [FBR] (I July 2009) stated that there was "a long dark apparent
head hair" on the outer surface of the jacket (Item 1.09) which, for some reason, had been "Not

examined". in inid~December 203.6 the legal team (including Barbara Etter) asked the ODPP whether
the hair still existed and whether it could be tested. (At this time, there was heightened interest in the
possible involvement of Me aghan Vass in the incident),

The hair was still available and was tested, and Sue's legal team was advised in May 201.7 (5 months
on from raising the issue) that the DNA from the hair matched a Young woman totally unconnected
to the case. it seems she may have been placed in the same vehicle in which the police officer placed
the jacket.
is, therefore, clear enough that the jacket was not properly 'bagged and tagged' once in police
possession. However, that is not an end to the evidentiary problems or opportunities.
Turning first to the problems of the evidence as it was led at trial:

Statements of relevant officers:

Acting Sergeant Suiman in his statutory declaration of 1.8 March 2009 (i. e. pre Sue Neill-Fraser's arrest
in August 2009) stated :
On Tuesday 27 January 2009, I was at the Sandy Bay Rowing Club when Constable Plunkett
brought a red jacket to me that he had located nearby. I instructed him to place the jacket in
the rear of my police vehicle. ...
I retained the jacket and later handed it to Detective Constable Elphinstone at the Hobart
Police Station.

Elphinstone was not called as a witness at the trial. There is no mention in her statement regarding
taking possession of the jacket from Sergeant SUIman.
Constable Woodhead gave evidence that she photographed the red jacket on 1.1 February 2009 at
Forensic Services (CT 98). The photos of the jacket were tendered as Exhibit #P09 (CT 96).
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The Forensic Analysis in 2009

The FBR of I July 20091ists the results for item 109 "jacket" (i. e. a "red padded jacket"). The report
notes that swab (109)(I) from the inner surface, collar and cuffs gave a "Mixed DNA profile" with "At
least 3 contributors. Female DNA present". Sue Neill-Fraser was not excluded as a possible
contributor. The swab was retested and 3.09(,.)rpt showed "At least 3 contributors. Male and female
DNA present". Timothy and Robert Chappell were not excluded as possible contributors. The Major
Profile matched Sue Neill-Fraser.

All4 swabs from the jacket showed a Mixed or "Apparent mixed" DNA profile. In relation to swab
1.09(2) it was noted that "Due to the low level of DNA detected no reliable conclusions regarding
possible contributors can be made".

The 201.0 Trial

The DPP stated in his opening address (CT 56):
So with that jacket ... but when Ms Neill-Fraser was shown it she said it was not hers, she had
never seen it before, very definite about that. As are the police very definite that at no time
that morning in their presence was she allowed to touch it. ....
She - so the red jacket, never seen it before, wasn't hers ...

The DPP in his opening address further stated (CT 68):
Another matter that was put to her was concerning the red jacket, which had been found on
the fence in Margaret Street mm - this is Australia - the day after Australia Day, and a red
yachtsman's typejacket had been found and had been put in the boot of a police car and she'd
been shown it and no, it wasn't hers, never seen it. Well, you'll hear that swabs were taken

from the jacket, which on analysis were found to contain DNA, from at least three
contributors, and the major DNA profile matched that of Susan Neill-Froser, and the chance
of a second person unrelated to her having the same DNA is less than one in one hundred
million. So if that's not her DNA on that jacket that she'd never seen before and wasn't hers
it's a remarkable long shot coincidence that there's someone with the same DNA profile. After
that she was arrested and charged. (emphasis added).
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Police officer Plunkett, who handed the jacket to SUIman, was examined by Shapiro - the junior
counsel - at trial (CT 494):
All right, so where did You place the jacket ...

In the boot of that vehicle on a brown paper bag not unlike that one, (emphasis added)
Shortly thereafter, SUIman was questioned/examined by Ellis SC (CT 497-498):
Right. Did You retain the jacket?...... Yes.
Was it later given to Constable Elphinstone?...... That's correct.
There was no cross-examination by Gunson SC about the process of securing the jacket. At no time
during his evidence did SUIman disclose the loss of the exhibit for a period of 3 days (as to which see
below). So he had twice made false statements: in his 1.8 March 2009 statutory declaration, and then
at the trial.

A forensic scientist from FSST, Chris MCKenzie, was later examined by Ellis SC (CT 676-677):
Thank you. in that capacity you received and examined items relating to this
investigation?....... Yes.
Thank you. And you, in conjunction with others, prepared a report on the 1st July 2009 which
is before the Court?...... Yes.

And a further one on the ,. 4th December 2009?...... Yes.

Thank You. is the situation that exhibits come to the Forensic Service laboratory and are not
always personally received by You but come to You for examination or overview of
examination?...... That's correct.

Thank You. And when they come are they usually or were they in this case in particular bags
and in particular shape?...... They're sealed and they come usually in brown paper bags which
are sealed with some sort of seal, usually adhesive tape, with a signature or date across them.
Okay. Would you look at this item, please. Before You get to work on the scissors -
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The bag itself, does that show what's called a continuity label?...... Yes, the continuity label is
the label on the front, Yep.

Yep, and that's the persons between whom the bag and its contents have been
transferred?...... That's what it is supposed to record, yes.
Yes, and does it have a Forensic Service exhibit number?...... Yes.

What number is that, please?......!t's got a case number and a - Case number first, yeah, the
exhibit?...... 0900608.

Yep. ....... And then the item number is 1.09.
Right. And all being well, if we looked in your report for 109 we'd find it's ajacket?...... Yes.
A red padded jacket. Would You open the bag, please, to - thank you, Mr MCKenzie, that's an
item that you examined in connection with this matter?...... Yes.
Yes, I tender the bag and the item, Your Honour.

EXHIBIT #P63 - BAG AND JACKET - TAKEN IN (emphasis added)
it is noted from the DPEM Forensic Register (Version 3.10) that the jacket (Barcode 144233418)
referred to as "Clothes" and "RED/ORANGE JACKET ON FENCE MARIEVALE (siC) ESPLANADE SANDY
BAY - NCE" is logged in on 6 February 2009, ,. 0 days after it was seized by police. The relevant officer
is noted as "U1384". Why was the jacket only treated as an exhibit from 6 February 2009?
Sue Neill-Froser also gave evidence about the red jacket (CT 1261- 1262). She said she was only shown

the jacket for a few seconds when they held it up outside the police car boot. She said that at the time
she did not recognise it as one of hers. (The jacket was an old spare jacket that she had on the yacht,

along with numerous others, it was not her personal jacket that she frequently used).
When interviewed in March 2009 by police she had said that she had no idea at all how the jacket
ended up on a fence in Margaret Street.

The closing comments of Ellis very much focused on the issue of lies. He referred to "a wall of lies"
(twice at CT L386), a "block of lies" (CT 1398) ,"a constellation of lies" (CT 1406) and "the number of
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lies" (CT 1411).

The 201.7 Revelations from the ODPP

Information was provided by the ODPP on I May 2017.
Sergeant SUIman had provided a statutory declaration dated 7 April2017. He stated that the jacket
was not initially considered relevant to the investigation and was thus not packaged or treated by
police as a forensic exhibit.
He stated that when he concluded his supervisory duties that day he did not remove the jacket from
the boot of the vehicle. On Friday (30 January 2009) Constable Elphinstone spoke with him and
inquired about the jacket The jacket was subsequently located by him and Constable Elphinstone
near the rear of the relevant vehicle in the Hobart Police HQ car park.
The statement advised that the jacket was either on the ground or sitting on a table within a few
metres of the rear of the police vehicle. That vehicle, the patrol sergeant's vehicle, was almost always
reverse parked into a car space within two metres of the main rear internal door that leads to the
public enquiry area, lifts and watch house. The door was said to be utilised by police employees,
contract workers, authorised visitors, civilians who are in custody, and civilians having business with
police department employees,
SUIman stated at page 2 of his 201.7 statutory declaration:
Detective Elphinstone took possession of the jacket and it was discussed that someone
unknown to us had removed the jacket from the rear of the police vehicle between Tuesday
afternoon and time (siC) we located it. That person had presumably placed it where we located

Analysis of the Evidentiary Problem
The evidence given by Suiman at trial as to the retention of the red jacket was false.
Despite the above discussion in court, it is clear from Tasmania Police documentation that there was
no proper or continuous chain of custody or "chain of continuity" - a basic evidentiary requirement.
Moreover, not only has there been contamination with the hair, there may also have been a loss of
relevant evidence.
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The jacket, portrayed as an important exhibit in the case (#P09 and #P63), and often raised negatively
in the media, had not been labelled or appropriate Iy bagged and secured after seizure.

The jacket was lost for 3 days from Tuesday 27 January 2009 to Friday 30 January 2009 in the Hobart
Police Station car park near a relatively busy thoroughfare. it was found to have been contaminated
by a hair belonging to another person who may have travelled in the police car.
The hair belonged to a young woman who had been arrested at 8.30 pm on 26 January 2009 in a
northern suburb of Hobart.

The current DPP also referred to the evidence of the red jacket in his closing submissions on the final

day of the second appeal hearing which ran in Hobart from I to 3 March 2021. At CT 1.36 on 3 March
2021 in closing comments Coates SC refers to a "series of lies to the police" by Sue Neill-Froser and
then goes on to refer to the red jacket (CT 1.37) and other issues. in closing at CT 1.44 Coates submits
that the court needs to look at "all the other evidence" (ostensibly including that of the red jacket)
and the "overwhelming" evidence of Sue Neill-Froser's involvement in the crime.

in this regard, please see a related and recent paper by the authors on the presence of a grey dinghy
at the Four Winds Yacht on the afternoon of Australia Day 2009 in light of the negation of the Peter
Lorraine evidence of having seen Bob Chappell alive at 5 pm on Australia Day 2009.

Legal Implications
The defence was never advised about the flawed chain of custody prior to, or during the trial, or in

the first appeal period. Information about the loss of the redjacket was not disclosed to the Sue NeillFraser legal team until May 201.7. This is Yet another example of non-disclosure by the Police. As
pointed out by Kirby J in Mallard, one also has to consider the cumulative effect of non-disclosure, as
to which see separate Etter/Selby papers regarding non-disclosure by police and by (and within) the
ODPP.

In light of the mis-handling of the jacket we will never know what evidence was lost or overlooked. in
particular, if Ms Neill-Fraser did not bring that jacket from the Yacht to the shore then who did? What
traces of such a person were lost because of the mis-handling? There was other DNA found on the
jacket - who's?

Would current DNA technology allow for the identification of other DNA found on the jacket? Has any
further testing been undertaken over the years? If so, what are the results? if not, why not? Given
that Ms Vass first admitted in writing in 201.7 to having been on the Yacht it is to be expected that
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police would promptly have checked any evidence that might corroborate or refute those admissions:
a jacket left on the shore is an obvious item to re-check.

The Evidentiary Possibilities
At trial the Crown noted that the jacket contained the DNA of at least three contributors, one of whom
was Sue Neill-Froser (see above).
Given that Ms Vass first made a statement in 20.7 and then swore a statement in February 201.9 that
she was on the Four Winds it is obviously appropriate to see if her DNA orthe DNA of any of the named
males, or other potential persons of interest, can now be found on that jacket.
In the event of a retrial or inquiry, the jacket should be retested particularly with advancements in
DNA technology over the last dozen years, Moreover, if the DNA results from 2009 have been kept

then it may be possible to compare those results with a current DNA database (if this has not already
occurred as a matter of course). (Note, at the time of testing in 2009, Me aghan Vass' DNA details were

not on record as they were first recorded in early 2010).
If the DNA of Ms Vass or any person identified by her in her various statements as having been on the

Four Winds is found on the red jacket (or, indeed, the DNA of other persons of interest) then that
discarded jacket becomes important evidence.
in revisiting material for the preparation of this paper, the authors were concerned by the press
release and advice of the Assistant Commissioner of the Crime Command about the DNA checking of
one person of interest following the airing of a 60 Minutes program in August 2014.
A media release of 25 August 2014 from Inspector Peter POWell "Chief Investigator on the Bob
Chappell murder" stated:

The itinerant man who has been recorded under various spellings of the surname Roe (Wroe, Roe
and Rowe. (siC)) became known to police but was never a suspect. After the conviction, he was
identified as someone who may have been in the area on that night. He was interviewed and
volunteered his DNA. His DNA and fingerprints were checked against any outstanding forensic
exhibits from the 'Four Winds' - with no match. This man informed police that he was leaving the
state.

What is meant in the correspondence by a check against "outstanding" forensic exhibits? Was a check
made against the DNA located on the red jacket or was the red jacket considered an exhibit that had
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been final ised in some regard, in that the DNA of Sue Neill-Fraser had been located upon it? And why
were checks only made against "outstanding forensic exhibits from the 'Four Winds'? (You will recall
that the jacket was not recovered from the Four Winds. it was found on a fence on the Marieville
Esplanade foreshore).
Ms Etter has written to the Commissioner of Police on four occasions this year (1.0 June, 1.1 June, 12
June and I July 2021) in relation to forensic opportunities, any further testing of the jacket and the
efforts made to match the jacket results against the DNA of persons nominated by Ms Vass.
Ms Etter has received a consistent and generally prompt response from within the Crime Command
(i. e. not the Commissioner of Police):
lid is a matter of public record that Ms Neil- Froser (siC) has appealed her conviction pursuant
to Section 402A of the Criminal Code. The matter remains before the Supreme Court of
Tosinonia and iris not appropriate to comment or consider further. (emphasis added)

If recent checks had been made on the jacket and nothing of significance found then surely the police
would quickly have said so. Their repeated reliance upon an absurd excuse suggests that they believe
they have something to hide.
An RTl application regarding the testing of the redjacket (as well as the Me aghan Vass and Sam Devine
mobile phone records and Mara House issues/records) was also submitted to Tasmania Police by Ms
Etter on 1.7 June 2021. A disclosure is currently being "negotiated" after the disclosure was flagged by

Tasmania Police as potentially being refused on the basis that it is an unreasonable diversion of police
resources (SL9 of the Right to Information Act 2009).

Conclusion

Inspector Peter POWell in the media release from 2014 referred to above also stated:
...[W]e stand by the integrity and thoroughness of the investigation, and the efforts of the
investigation team including the forensic experts. ... (emphasis added)

This same statement appeared in a letter of complaint to 60 Minutes by the then Assistant
Commissioner Crime and Operations in 201.4.
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Given what has been revealed in the papers published by the authors since I August 2021
demonstrating investigation bungles, failure to disclose, and in this paper repeated false statements
about the 'chain of custody' of an important exhibit, those statements have no validity.
The issue of the redjacket raises concerns about both the integrity of the police investigation and the
prosecution. Its loss in a police car park for days is Yet another example of non-disclosure by the Police.
The issue also arises as to when the loss was first disclosed to FSST and the ODPP.

The red jacket may yet provide useful forensic opportunities. However, there is a clear reluctance by
police to conduct any further inquiries or to advise about any further testing or checking that may
have already been undertaken.
Is there something to hide?
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,/

Monday 1.6 August 2021
How righting the wrong done to Sue Neill-Froser can be done with speed,
civility, and be a credit to the court and the legal profession

I. . The persuasive reasons why Sue Neill-Fraser [SNF] must have a re-opened
appeal and leave that court with an acquittal have been set out in earlier papers
in the Etter/Selby series that began on I August 2021.
2. To maintain public confidence in the courts and our legal system the

application for leave to re-open should be made by the State's first Law Officer,
that being the Attorney, who should brief senior counsel from interstate. That

the Attorney has the power to do so is beyond doubt (as shown by the
Queensland example in 2007 when their Attorney presented an indictment for

manslaughter against police officer Hurley arising from an incident on Palm
Island in 2004). I note, with some dismay, that during these two weeks a long

time supporter of the Attorney's party wrote to her office asking her to 'put it
right'. Her short, but wholly misleading response was to say that 'the separation
of powers' meant that she couldn't do anything.
3.1f the Attorney won't seek leave then the application must be made by the
SNF legal team who should be guaranteed funding by the Attorney.
4. Meanwhile the DPP must file his correction of what he wrongly said in answer

to a query about Mr Conde's evidence and the "grey" dinghy from Justice
Estcourt at the March 2021 appeal.
5. While the ODPP would usually appear as respondent to the appeal, that is

not appropriate for this case for the following reasons that arise from the
content of the recent papers:
The ODPP failed to disclose information to both its Director and the

Defence before and during the 201.0 trial (e. g. see Peter Lorraine

contemporaneous notes and Folder 1.3 of the Sinnitt investigation folder
re Me aghan Vass);

The previous Director has admitted in 2017 to being inadequately
briefed for the expert witness evidence regarding luminol at that trial;
With knowledge of a 'conflict of interest' regarding the evidence led in
the Crown case about both Peter Lorraine and the luminol, the present
Director permitted a 'conflicted' staffer to have an important role in
both the preparation and the presentation of both the leave to appeal
and the March 2021 appeal;

At the 'leave to appeal' hearing, a member of the ODPP cross-examined
a Crown witness from the trial, called by the SNF team, and failed to
disclose knowledge of a prior inconsistent statement by that witness
when that statement was adverse to the Crown case (see T 1.39-1.40,31
October 201.7);

The present Director has made complaints or threats to complain
against Ms Etter both before and during the Leave to Appeal period,
including in relation to luminol, when such complaints are wholly
rebutted by the transcript of the proceedings. There is an additional
complaint from the Director in 201.4 that Ms Etter stated on her website
blog in 201.4 that "inappropriate reliance" had been placed on the
presumptive testing of the Four Winds dinghy. The LPB alleges that this
was stated "when the jury had not been told that Chappell's blood was
found in the dinghy and there was no reasonable basis for making the
statement". Readers of the papers these past two weeks can assess the
legitimacy of that complaint;
Moreover, the current Director has failed to file an affidavit in the
resultant disciplinary proceedings against Ms Etter and has instead had
another member of the ODPP, with no actual knowledge of the
complaints, file the necessary affidavit. By so doing he has avoided
being cross-examined on his complaints; and,
From 201.4 until the present the conduct of the Director has been
antithetical to an approach by both parties that would assist the CCA to
determine the merits of the Appeal in an efficient and expeditious
manner.

6. Given the inappropriateness of the DPP or the ODPP representing the Crown
it will be necessary to appoint an independent, highly regarded interstate
Senior Counsel, instructed by an interstate solicitor with proven criminal
practice at trial and appellate levelto act on behalf of the Attorney.
7.1t is a matter for the members of the current SNF team as to whether they
wish to continue or not. However, from this moment forward, those
representing Sue Neill-Fraser should come from interstate and be paid by the
State of Tasmania. The time for pro bono or underfunded representation is
over.

8. There is a fundamental notion attached to prosecuting, described as the
prosecutor being a 'Minister of Justice'. Given what has been exposed in the
last two weeks in the Etter/Selby series an independent prosecutor has much
to gain by working with, rather than against, the SNF team in the pursuit of too
long delayed justice
9. in the spirit of assisting both parties to reach the just result as quickly as
possible, Barbara Etter is willing to sit down with both sides as they examine
the detail behind the content of our papers. Undoubtedly, she has a better
collection of relevant documents and a better mastery of the facts on the issues
raised than anyone else
1.0. Just as the ODPP can have no role in the quick and just resolution of the
dozen years of injustice, so too TasPol will have to be replaced by officers
borrowed from another police service, and forensic officers from another

forensic agency (preferably one independent from police), if required. Putting
to one side the many inadequacies in their performance before and during the
201.0 trial, the history of their obstruction in the Years since compels the
conclusion that police command is dedicated to keeping the conviction in place
no matter what. Within the papers released these past two weeks has been
information about their refusal to deal with the misleading evidence of their
FSST staffer, their failure to recheck crime scene and other evidence, and their

recent refusal (qualified at this stage) to release pertinent information
requested under RTl.

1.1. Of great concern is their response following Ms Vass' 201.7 statement and
her 20.9 sworn statement. They knew it was her DNA on the Yacht and they
had known that since 201.0. Nevertheless, they merely went through the

motions with respect to inquiries. An example is the interview with one of the
males named by Ms Vass as being on the yacht with her. In 201.9 they released
a false press release that she had retracted her admissions. But more than
those shortcomings the fact that there has been no public raising of discussion
between and among the ODPP, TasPOL and the Attorney as to giving Ms Vass

'immunity from prosecution' sums up the 'We'll find nothing here' approach by
these entities

1.2. So soon as Ms Vass made her first statement contradicting her first sworn
evidence at trial the 'criminal law' and its processes were engaged. Quite apart

from possible perjury charges against her there were the possibilities that arose
from accessory, common purpose, and joint criminal enterprise. it is absurd to
suggest that Ms Vass would want to co-operate without the benefit of an
immunity. Further any competent follow up inquiries by police would require
that they had a lot more detail from her, so that any interview of a person or
persons that she named were properly prepared.
1.3. Supposing, sadly, that the suggestions made here and earlier are ignored by
those to whom they are principalIy addressed, and if the CCA - deprived of
relevant, probative material - dismisses the appeal, then there remains open
either or both of the following:

. An application for special leave to the High Court of Australia; and,
. A Parliamentary inquiry or a Commission of Inquiry.

1.4. Given the content of the Etter/Seiby series, and its distribution, there are
some grounds of appeal that might be of considerable interest to the High
Court. Such an application cannot be run by the present SNF team but others
could carry the fight to that court.

15. An Inquiry should cover rather wider ground than an appeal limited to the
law and the facts of this case. it might, for example, examine the systemicissues

of failure by police, the ODPP, the FSST, the Integrity Commission, and the Legal
Profession Board

1.6. Any independent inquiry would, of course, be interested not only in the sad
and sorry saga that has been Sue Neill-Fraser's lot, they would also be
interested in why people with the power, indeed the obligation to act, chose to
do nothing even after the facts were laid before them
Hugh Selby

APPENDIX C - DESCRIPTIONS OF DINGHY BY LORRAINE ON VARIOUS TASMANIA POLICE DOCUMENTS - As AT 11
AUGUST 2021

Document Description

Date of doc

Disclosed to

Disclosed to

Crown

defence at trial

Content

Comment

Attached to Duty
Allocation (DA) 23 (see
Sinnitt email in 201.0)

Appears not

Appears not to

Refers to a "very small Yellow dinghy

System (CACS) record

to have been

have been

attached astern".

- first report on phone

disclosed

disclosed

Command And Control

8.41 pm 27 Jan 09

States "Not sure if it was the same Yacht"
Handwritten [H/W]

Possibly twice

No (see Tic itr

contemporaneous

- before and

and ref to A1C

note (I page) plus

during trial
(email of 5

Donna Adams and
other advice from

Oct 2010 from

Commander

Sinnitt to

Little).

"sticky note"

8.55 pm 27 Jan 09

Small cockle boat, 5" tender,
e low/white, Not Zodiac, No motor

Existence denied in

Sti ky note? cockle boat, looked tiny, off
w ite greyish

2012 Barbara Etter

made RTl request

seeking copies of all
Ot er:

prosecution

response to RTl
request. (On 25 June

records kept detailing
relevant phone calls to
police relating to the
matter).

officer with

See extracts from

Male "in 50's"

then DPP

current DPP

Yacht 75 to 1.00 metres out

copied). See
Little April
201.4)

guidelines re

However, see

disclosure which

stat dec of

are attached to

Sinnitt Sept

this table. Note,

201.9 SAS6 re

common law

Barbara Etter was

principles have
always applied.

advised that no

list of full
disclosure

disclosure and

continuing duty of

Following her request
for review on 8 August
201.2 by Commissioner
of Police or delegate,

specific records were

where the

maintained of

notes do not

incoming phone calls

appear. See

to the investigation.

also Crown

Also advised that there

Disclosure

were no records

V01.2 pp. 266-

relevant to the request

277

other than the PIL. She
was advised that the

practice was for the
details of any phone
calls to be entered on
the PiL. A further

request by Barbara

Etter sought h/w
running sheet and docs
referred to in doc and

utilised in investigation
and prosecution.
Attached to DA 23

(Sinnitt email to ODPP
during trial in 201.0)
Provided by Sinnitt to
court at leave to

appeal hearing in
August 201.8. MFIQ.
(First time defence
counsel has seen

note). Becomes an
exhibit - see
comments of BrettI at

CT42422 August 201.8

See interaction

between Percy aC and
Peter Lorraine re notes
Sinnitt made at the

leave to appeal

hearing (CT 1343i.
October 201.7) where
DPP objects and
comments "I object to
this. What is the
relevance of notes that
he hadn't seen or
didn't make?"

Seen for first time by
Barbara Etter as part
of LPB subpoena
material in January
2020

No

Small "cockle boat", 5" tender,

Forwarded to

Typed version of

Yes - see

contemporaneous

attachment to

ye low/white, Not ^gg. !^. g, no motor, @

prosecution officer and

note (I page)

email of 5 Oct

rear of boat

cc'ed DPP via email at
6.29 am on 5 Oct 201.0

201.0

75/100 out

during trial. (Conroy
gave evidence 4-6

Refers to a stickv note which stated inter

October). Not known

alia: "cockle boat", "looked tiny", "off
white greyish"

whether recipients
received or read email.
At T805 of the SNF

201.0 trial, Sinnitt
under cross -

examination stated
that he wasn't aware
that Peter Lorraine had

said there was a grey
dinghy (cf sticky note).
The Four Winds dinghy
was 11.5 feet long
inflatable, white with
blue trim, with a
mounted outboard
motor and a

Quicksilver marking.
Seen for first time as

part of LPB subpoena
material in January
2020

H/W running sheet

27/28 January??

No

No

Dinghy seen was Yellow/white, was

Obtained by Barbara

"definitely not Zodiac!", was possibly of a
fibreglass construction, was very small

201.2.

Etter under RTl in

and had no outboard.

Complaint made to TIC
Other:

Nov 201.3. Referred to

No mention of distance between Yacht

TASPOL.

and jetty but "straight out"
Male in 50's

When compared to
first h/w note there is
no mention of:

small cockle boat, 5"
tender.

Added possibly of

fibreglass construction;
and no mention of

material on sticky
note: cockle boat,

looked tiny, "off white
greyish".

Thus the H/w running
sheet does not

faithfully transpose
details of the first
handwritten note

Police Investigation
Log - see entry for

27 January?
But details later

2055 hrs for 27

"interposed" into

January

the running

Yes

Yes

"Small tender dinghy tied to the rear of
ya ht"

Entry for Peter
Lorraine incomplete
and omits critical
details such as that he

sheet/investigation

Other:

did not see a Zodiac or

log - see TasPol
report by Det Sgt D
George dated 26

N mention of distance between yacht
and jetty but "straight out"

any outboard motor.

Male in 50's

Does not faithfully
transpose details of

March 201.4

(Handwritten
running sheets
typed up on 1.5
February 2009
according to typed
Police

Investigation
Log??)

h/w running sheet or
first contemporaneous
handwritten note that

dinghy seen by Peter
Lorraine was:

. Yellow/white
. Definitely not
a Zodiac

.

Possibly of
fibreglass
construction

.

Without a

.

A cockle boat

.

5 feet long.

motor

Statement of Peter
Lorraine

Yes

Yes

conversation with

construction". Appeared very small

Taken by Conroy who
had Sinnitt's original
handwritten notes,

Sinnitt)

relative to the boat it was tied to.

CACS record and DA23

Mentions Yacht 80 metres out.

Male person now "elderly" (as opposed to

(see Sinnitt 201.0 email
to ODPP). Did not have
h/w running sheet or

in 50's).

PIL. it is unknown as to

31 January 09
(4 days after

"small tender". Unsure of what type of

tender "inflatable of (siC) solid

whether Conroy
referred to any of this
material. Omits key
details including
colour- see evidence
at trial.
No mention in this

statement of colour,
length, type, motor
etc. Now wavering re
construction of dinghy.
(Reference should also
be made to Lorraine's
evidence at court

which did vary. )

Witness evidence

Prior to trial on I

summary provided to

April20i. O

Yes

No

"small tender" "very small compared to

First viewed 9 Jan 2020

the size of the boat"

by BE as part of LPB
subpoena material

DPP

Under "Corroboration" states:
I. that P36 stated that there was an

Not provided under

"inflatable" dinghy attached to the yacht

RTl in 201.2.

at around the same time. NOTE: P36

actually said she saw a "large inid grey
dinghy" and a "grey inflatable dinghy".

Note: The comments

She did not notice an outboard motor on

assume that this is the

it. it was attached to the stern at the port
si e by about 4 or 5 feet of rope.

same Yacht.

re corroboration

Police state that the

2. Also refers to Conde referring to an
"i flatable dinghy" tied to the yacht at
about 4 pm. NOTE: Conde actually said in
hi original statement of 29 January that
he saw a "grey in flatable dinghy" secured
hard up along inidship on the port side

description of dinghy

(left) (i. e. not hard up against the rear or

and use Walsh and

person seen by Peter
Lorraine may have
been SNF. Police feel
Peter Lorraine was
mistaken in his

stern as stated by Peter Lorraine). (See

Conde to corroborate

ev dence at trial and second statement of

that Peter Lorraine

5 October 201.0 for subsequent, further

actually saw an

discrepancies).

inflatable.

States that Peter Lorraine in his first

Police use the sighting
to suggest that
Chappell is alive at 5
pm or that SNF is on
the Yacht at 5 pm. The
idea of it being a
sighting of SNF not

report stated that the tender was a small
co kle boat, not an inflatable, about 5
feet long with no motor.
Comments that, assuming that the boat
seen by Lorraine was the Four Winds, it

seems he was mistaken in his description
of the tender.

pursued at trial by
prosecution.

The concluding pa agraph states:
"It is possible that Chappell was still alive
at the time and he was seen by Lorraine.
it is also possible, given the distance, that
he in fact saw the accused.

The description Peter Lorraine provides of
the clothing of the person he saw is
limited but could fit either the deceased
or the accused".
The same doc stated that Peter Lorraine

was approximately 300 metres from the
Four Winds Yacht and not the 80 in that
Lorraine estimated

No

Timeline for 1700 hours on 26 Jan states:

Obtained by Barbara

Sinnitt & Conroy (see

"Peter Lorraine states that he observed a

201.2.

PIL entries 1.5 Feb and

male person fitting the description of
Chappell on board Four Winds - standing

Timeline said to be

Timeline provided to
DPP prepared by

27 May 09)

Yes

Etter under RTl in

towards the rear. States that a small

dinghy was tied to the stern (rear) and
that the Yacht was pitching severely.
Watches for about 5 in nutes".

"very important" by
Conroy, who said he
wanted to know what

time SNF left the Yacht
(CT 964).
Notes of conversation

with PL do not say that

the person fitted the
description of Bob
Chappell - male in 50's
- in original report.

Description of dinghy
not provided other
than "small".

Contrary to this
information, Police in
the Evidence Summary
suggest the person
seen by Lorraine could
have been SNF.

Additional Notes for Context:

- The statement of Mr Conde regarding the grey dinghy he saw alongside the Four Winds at 3.55 pm on 26 January 2009 was taken on 29 January by Det.

Andrew Bovil of Tasmania Police (that is prior to Lorraine statement of 31. January). See also Conde's supplementary statement and diagrams of 5
October 201.0 (taken on the evening of 5 October by Sgt Conroy following a request from the DPP - see CT 940). Note, there were issues regarding the
dinghy seen by witnesses at the Four Winds on the very same day on which the email was sent by Sinnitt to the ODPP (6.29 am on 5 October 201.0).

- Conroy gave evidence on I. and 4 to 6 October 201.0. He was cross-examined re Lorraine on 5 October 201.0 at CT 909-9, .,. and 91.4-922. (Email from
Sinnitt to ODPP 6.29 am on 5 October 201.0 with typed original note from 27 January 2009). (Lorraine had already given evidence on 28 September
201.0).
At CT 909 Conroy states under cross-examination that the Four Winds Yacht was a "hundred or more" metres from the jetty (cf. Witness Evidence

Summary document which states that Four Winds was approximately 300 metres from the jetty)
At CT 91.4-91.5 Conroy states that he neglected to put "whitish cream to yellow" in the statement and that this was a "complete oversight". Conroy
agreed with defence counsel that this was a major omission at CT 91.9.
Further on CT 91.9, Conroy states that he did not try to ascertain the length of the dinghy from Lorraine and that Lorraine wasn't sure of the physical
size of it. He further advised when asked about the construction of the dinghy and the comment that t was inflatable or solid construction that

that's where Lorraine had to leave it and agreed with defence counsel that Lorraine could not take it beyond that (cf. Sinnitt's handwritten
contemporaneous notes which were attached to the Duty Allocation (DA) sheet). (See TasPOL in of 1.1 April201.4 to BE advising that Conroy had
been provided with the contemporaneous notes prior to obtaining the Lorraine stat dec).
At CT 920 Conroy gave evidence that the Four Winds yacht was not straight out from the jetty but off at an angle (2 o'clock rather than 1.2 o'clock).
- At the leave to appeal application hearing 31 October 201.7 CT 139-1.40 Lorraine was cross-examined by the same prosecution officer who received 5
October 201.0 email at the trial from Sinnitt.

EXTRACT FROM THE 2020 TASMANIAN PROSECUTION POLICY AND GUIDELINES DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS (N. D).
See htt s: WWW. d

.tas. ov. au rosecution obli at ions rosecution o1ic and uidelines

From pages 1.18-1.20

Disclosure

Where a person has been charged with an in dictable crime, s56(3) of the Justites Act 1959 requires the relevant Commander of Police to disclose to the
defendant any statement or interview he or she may have made and the statements of a I witnesses that police have obtained investigating the offence.
This is to occur during the adjournment after the defendant's first appearance,
further statements are obtained after this time the Commander is to provide copies of uch statements as soon as is reasonably practicable (s57(3))
The Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions is not subject to the Right to Informatio Act 2009 (s6). However, with in dictable crimes, prosecutors are
under a continuing obligation prior to trial to make full disclosure to the accused of all material known to the prosecutor which can be seen on a sensible
appraisal to:
. be relevant or possibly relevant to an issue in the case

. raise or possibly raise a new issue whose existence is not apparent from the evidence the prosecution proposes to use
hold out a real (as opposed to a fanciful) prospect of providing a lead to evidence which goes to either of the previous two situations
In R V Keogh (No. 2) [2015] SASC 180 at 1541, Blue J summarised the position:
The prosecution owes a duty to disclose to the defence on a timely basis:

(a) evidence proposed to be adduced by the prosecution including the evidence of witnesses and proposed exhibits;
(b) evidence of witnesses who the prosecution does not propose to call;

(c) material that tends to reflect material Iy on the credibility of prosecution witnesses;
(d) material that tends to weaken the prosecution case or assist the defence case;
(e) material that is relevant to an issue in the case.
There is, however, no obligation upon the prosecution to go out into the world and investigate matters that might reflect upon the credibility of

prosecution witnesses and to then disclose those matters (see 70smania v Farhat [201.7j TASSC 42 at 11.6]).

Continuing obligation to disclose

The prosecutor's duty of disclosure is a continuing obligation owed to the court to ensure an accused person receives a fair trial (see Smith & Madden v R
[2003] TASSC 91; Tosinonia v Farhat [201.7] TASSC 42 at 11.81). There is a continuing obligation to disclose material if it would assist a convicted person's

appeal, or if it may amount to fresh evidence that could be used for a second appeal (s402A of the Criminal Code) or an application for a prerogative of
mercy (s419 of the Criminal Code) (see AB V CD 120171 VsCA 338).
Further, it is not the practice of the Office to routinely disclose all police notes, records or documents or the notes or documents of expert witnesses as,
in the majority of cases, they are not relevant to an issue at trial. To do so would add a considerable cost and burden to the State without any benefit to
an accused person. If, however, they are requested by the defence or it is apparent they are relevant, they are to be disclosed. Tasmania Police should
be vigilant to ensure that where such notes might be relevant to a case they are brought to the attention of the prosecutor with conduct of the file.
Tasmania Police should also bring to the attention of the prosecutor any other material that is in its possession, or it is aware of, which may be relevant
to the prosecution or defence including the credibility of witnesses. Forensic Science Service Tasmania records and notes are available upon request.

The duty of disclosure extends to any record of a statement by a witness that is inconsistent with the witness' previously intended evidence or adds to it
significantly, including any statement made in conference (recorded in writing or otherwise) and any victim impact statement. if a witness makes any such
statement in conference (adding significantly to or inconsistent with any previous statement/s), the prosecutor present must note that fact and arrange for
a supplementary written statement to be made. That supplementary statement should be disclosed to defence counsel.
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Dear Mr Selby

I acknowledge your recent emails regarding Ms Susan Neill-Finser as well as your correspondence over
recent years'

As you would no doubt be aware, the separation of powers is an important cornerstone of our system
of government. Tasmanian courts hear and decide cases independent of and without influence from the
Government. Similarly, the Director of Public Prosecutions, who prosecutes crimes in the Supreme
Court and conducts appeals, exercises his or her functions independent of and without influence from
the Government of the day.
The Government has already amended the Criminal Code Act 1924 to allow persons such as Ms Neill
F1aser to, in certain circumstances, bring a second or subsequent appeal where there is fresh and
compelling evidence. That is what Ms Neill-Fraser has done.
Ms Neill-Frosei's matter is currently before the Court of Criminal Appeal. it would not be appropriate
for me to comment on the specifics of the conviction, or engage in any commentary on the matter. To
do so would risk allegations that the Government is seeking to inappropriate Iy influence the courts.
Neither I, as Attorney-General, nor the Government, has the power to direct or influence a court how
to decide a particular case.

Thank you for your correspondence.
Yours sincerely

Hon Elise Archer Nip

Attorney-General
Minister for justice

